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Abstract
Cavity Plasmonics - Exploring narrow-gap plasmonic coupled systems to boost,
localize and exploit nanometric light-matter interactions. Marie-Elena Kleemann
The core of this thesis explores the optical response and tuneability of plasmonic cavities.
At its heart stands the nanoparticle on mirror construct (NPoM) -a robust plasmonic
cavity formed via self-assembly. It consists of a nanoparticle placed on top of an under-
lying metal substrate separated by a nanometre thin spacer material. Plasmonic cavities
have the ability to confine light beyond the diffraction limit via collective charge oscilla-
tions at dielectric-metal interface.
This thesis explores different ways to boost, localize and exploit nanometric light-matter
interactions in the NPoM configuration. Due to their large field enhancement reaching
values of the order of 104 and mode volumes as small as 40 nm3 they form a versatile
sensing platform. A custom-built polarization dark-field microscope is used to probe the
morphology of the NPoM cavities on sub-nanometre length scales. Comparing the ex-
perimental results to boundary element method (BEM) simulations the NPoM system is
fully characterized and the influence of the cavity morphology and faceting of the NPoM
is investigated. A spectral splitting in the polarization signature of narrow gap systems
(<1 nm) is directly related to the asymmetry and orientation of the plasmonic cavity,
revealing its orientation and asymmetry which is otherwise inaccessible for conventional
imaging techniques.
Furthermore, laser irradiation is employed to induce atomistic re-sculpturing processes
of the cavity morphology, actively tuning the plasmonic modes. Two regimes of growth
are identified: facet growth using hard spacer materials and conductive bridging using
soft or porous spacer materials. The latter is used to monitor the controlled formation of
conductive bridges in memristive devices. Finally, incorporating mono- and multi-layers
of 2D materials into the plasmonic cavities, light-matter interaction is studied on the
nanoscale. Stable room-temperature excitons of WSe2 allow the strong-coupling regime
to be reached in ambient conditions. Exploiting the large field enhancement of the
NPoM cavity and tuning its plasmon modes over the exciton resonance reveals the typi-
cal anti-crossing signature of a strongly coupled system. This combination of ultra-small
mode volumes of plasmonic cavities and large coupling strength of 2D materials offers a
promising route to realistic exciton devices and allows a glimpse into the quantum world
at room temperature.
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1 Introduction
As Feynman famously said: ‘There is plenty of room at the bottom’. An entire world
is hidden at the nanoscale that remains to be uncovered. The fast growing field of
nanophotonics seeks to unravel some of it’s secrets. A major challenge in the field is the
difficulty to ‘see’ at these scales. Typically visible light is used to influence and image
matter on much larger scales than the dimension given by its wavelength. Familiar effects
such as reflection, transmission, absorption and scattering define the way we perceive
the world. To better perceive the nanoworld, where dimensions are much smaller than
the wavelength of light, new ways to localize, enhance and control light at those scales
are needed.
Noble metal nanostructures are promising examples to gain control over light-matter
interactions way below the diffraction limit. When light hits a metallic nanoparticle
surface it induces resonant charge oscillations of the free electrons at the surface. This
effect is called ‘plasmon resonance’ and builds the foundation of an entire field within
nanophotonics. The resonance condition is strongly influenced by the material properties
as well as the surrounding environment. Furthermore, it is accompanied by a large field
enhancement at the surface of the nanoparticle. While this local field enhancement can
be tailored by changing the size or shape of the nanoparticle, highest field enhancements
are expected for plasmonic coupled structures, where the strength of interaction and
field enhancement is set by the distance between two metal nanocomponents.
The strongly enhanced fields can be used to dramatically amplify a range of phenomena
involving optical absorption and re-radiation and therefore open up unexplored opportu-
nities for nanometric sensing applications and imaging techniques with atomic resolution.
The reliable fabrication of such plasmonic coupled systems with nanometer gap distances
has proven to be rather challenging and a promising version is given by the nanoparticle
on mirror geometry (NPoM). The NPoM consists of a gold nanoparticle placed on top
of a gold substrate with a spacer layer sandwiched in between. The gap enclosed be-
tween the nanoparticle and the induced image charge in the underlaying mirror acts as
a plasmonic cavity, enhancing light-matter interactions at the nanoscale.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Using plasmonic cavities to explore different ways to boost, localize and exploit nano-
metric light-matter interactions is the central questions of this thesis.
A polarization dark-field microscope was developed to probe plasmonic nanostructures
with atomistic resolution and in real time. The influence of cavity morphology and
faceting, surrounding environment and spacer material of NPoMs was investigated ex-
perimentally. A characteristic polarization signature of narrow gap systems (<1 nm) was
found to be directly related to the asymmetry and orientation of the plasmonic cavity
hidden underneath the nanoparticle and inaccessible for conventional imaging techniques.
Comparison to boundary element simulations (BEM) two sets of plasmonic modes were
identified: tightly confined cavity modes and radiative antenna modes.
The high sensitivity to atomic scale morphological changes of the cavity was then used
to monitor light-induced reconstruction processes in real-time. Two regimes were iden-
tified: a regime of facet growth, typically seen for “hard spacers”, such as WSe2 and a
conductive bridging regime, for molecular “soft spacers”.
Finally the large field enhancement of plasmonic cavities was exploited to achieve room
temperature strong coupling by incorporating multi layers of WSe2 into NPoM con-
structs.
Thesis Outline
Addressing the fundamental questions of light-matter interaction in plasmonic cavities
the thesis is divided here in the following way:
Chapters 2 and 3 summarize the fundamental properties of light-matter interactions
and the experimental means to study these on the nanoscale. Starting with a classical
approach, electric field enhancements, plasmonic localization and coupling are intro-
duced and discussed. Optical cavities, in particular plasmonic cavities, which are used
to boost light-matter interactions are reviewed and the different regimes of light-matter
interaction are derived. A brief introduction to atomically thin materials used as a spacer
material for plasmonic cavities is provided. The experimental sections centre around the
development of dark-field microscopy as a non-invasive imaging technique to study plas-
monic nanostructures in real-time and with nanometer resolution. The last part of this
chapter describes the numerical methods and sample preparation methods used within
this thesis.
In Chapter 4 plasmonic coupled systems are investigated. A brief overview of fabrication
methods that yield controlled sub-nanometer gap systems is given and the nanoparticle
on mirror geometry (NPoM) is introduced. The fundamental optical properties of NPoM
constructs are discussed and the influence of nanoparticle size, refractive index and gap
distance are characterized systematically by numerical simulations and measured dark-
field scattering spectra. The concept of plasmonic coupling between spherical nanopar-
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ticles is extended by nanoparticle faceting and its influence on the optical properties are
discussed in depth.
In Chapter 5 the effect of nanoparticle faceting is explored experimentally using polar-
ization dependent dark-field scattering. A complex interplay of highly confined cavity
modes and radiative antenna modes is found, which reveals the cavity morphology hid-
den underneath the nanoparticle. As these modes are set by geometry of the NPoM
constructs and highly sensitive to changes in the morphology Chapter 6 explores the
tuneability of the system. Ultra violet (UV) laser irradiation is used to cause atomistic
restructuring of the plasmonic cavity, tuning its optical response. Different spacer ma-
terials are studied showing large effects on the restructuring and facet growth dynamics
during laser irradiation.
In Chapter 7 the tuenablity and exquisite field enhancement offered by plasmonic cav-
ities are combined to reach the regime of strong light-matter coupling. Incorporating
multilayer WSe2 stacks with stable excitons inside the plasmonic cavity with mode vol-
umes as small as 40 nm3, room-temperature strong-coupling is achieved. The cavity
resonance is tuned by UV laser irradiation to allow for optimal coupling and the typical
spectral signature of an anti-crossing in the dispersion is revealed.
Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the findings of the previous chapters and gives an outlook
on future experiments targeted to facilitate plasmon-mediated re-sculpturing processes
and all optical switching.
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2 Fundamentals
2.1 Light matter-interactions
The aim of this thesis is to explore light-matter interactions at the nanoscale. Two of
the key questions that need to be addressed before diving into all the fascinating phe-
nomena at the nanoscale in depth, are how light behaves at those length scales and how
it can be confined below the diffraction limit. Other important issues to understand are
the physical consequences of strongly confined light. These questions and the unique
properties of plasmonic metals that enable high field confinement will be discussed in
the following chapter.
Using Maxwell equations as a classical framework, the fundamental equations describ-
ing light-matter interactions are derived. Based on the Drude-model, which describes
the optical properties of metals, the light-matter interaction for plasmonic metals and
specifically for plasmonic nanostructures is discussed. The framework is then extended
to describe plasmonic coupling and enhancement.
In order to understand the limits of light-matter interactions, the transition from the
weak to the strong coupling regime is revised. A classical description of two harmonic
oscillators is introduced to define key parameters of the strong coupling regime.
CHAPTER 2. FUNDAMENTALS
2.1.1 Maxwell Equations
The four Maxwell equations are the fundamental equations of light-matter interactions
in the classical regime. They describe the interaction of electromagnetic waves with
matter1:
∇ ·~D= ρext Coulomb’s Law (2.1)
∇ ·~B= 0 Gauss’s Law (2.2)
∇×~E =−∂t ~B Faradays’s Law (2.3)
∇× ~H = ∂t ~D+~jext Ampere’s Law. (2.4)
The vector fields ~E (electrical field), ~D (dielectric displacement), ~B (magnetic induction),
~H (magnetic field) as well as the scalar entities ρext (external charge density) and ~jext
(external current density) make up the fundamental of electrodynamics in vacuum.
Substituting equation (2.2) in (2.3) one obtains a general expression for propagating
electromagnetic waves in vacuum:
∇2~E− εµ ∂
2
∂ t2
~E = 0 (2.5)
A possible solution of this wave equation is a harmonic plane wave:
~E = ~E0e−i(
~k·~r−ωt) (2.6)
with ~E0 defining the amplitude and oscillation direction and~k the propagation direction.
Inserting the plane wave solution (2.6) into the wave equation results in the Helmholz
equation:
∇2~E+ k2~E = 0. (2.7)
The presence of matter changes the electromagnetic fields drastically. This is taken into
account by including the magnetisation ~M and polarisation ~P1 .
~D= ε0~E+~P, Polarisation (2.8)
~H =
1
µ0
~B− ~M. Magnetisation (2.9)
where µ0 and ε0 are the magnetic permeability and the electric permittivity in vacuum.
~P(ω) and ~M(ω) are each frequency-dependent functions of the induced currents and
6
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charges caused by incident electromagnetic fields. For linear isotropic and homogeneous
media the material equations (2.8) and (2.9) can be simplified as:
~D= ε0ε(ω)~E, (2.10)
~H =
1
µ0µ
~B. (2.11)
Here µ is the permittivity of the medium and is set to 1 in non-magnetic media for
all this thesis. ε is the dielectric permittivity and generally depends on frequency ω
and space r. The dielectric function directly links the macroscopic polarisation ~P to the
electromagnetic field and therefore contains the response of the medium. In general ε
and µ are tensors, but in typical linear, isotropic and homogeneous media they simplify
to scalar functions. Furthermore, in many cases, where the incident wavelength is larger
than the characteristic size of the medium (such as the unit cell), “local-effects” result-
ing in a spatial dispersion can be neglected. As a result the response of the medium is
dominated by the frequency dependence2
ε(ω) = ε1(ω)+ iε2(ω) (2.12)
In general the dielectric function is a complex function, where the imaginary part (iε(ω))
takes into account material absorption and losses. It therefore links to the reflection and
transmission properties of a medium as followed n(ω) =
√
ε :
ε1(ω) = n2−κ2, (2.13)
ε2(ω) = 2nκ. (2.14)
with κ,n being the extinction coefficient and refractive index. The absorption coefficient
A(ω) = 2κ/c is further linked to the the Lambert Beer law:
I(z) = I0 exp(−A(ω)z) = I0 exp
(
−2κ(ω)z
c
)
, (2.15)
which is widely used to identify molecular properties. In most cases the dielectric function
is a non-trivial function depending on the frequency of the incident light as well as
symmetry of the medium.
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2.1.2 Light Matter Interaction with Metals
2.1.2.1 Dielectric Function of Metals
A large part of this thesis is based on the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with
metals, in which case the dielectric function is dominated by the contribution of the
loosely bound “free” electrons. For metals the conduction band is partially filled up to the
Fermi level. Therefore, the electrons in the conduction band and the electrons of lower
energy bands transitioning to the conduction band (interband transitions) contribute to
the optical response in the visible region. A common model that describes the dielectric
function of metals analytically is the Drude model, which spans the entire visible range.
The Drude model describes metals as a combination of a constant background which
consists of the positively charged ion cores making up a rigid lattice and a high density
( 1023 cm−3) electron gas of mobile electrons in the conduction band. If exposed to an
external electrical field the electrons with charge q0 undergo harmonic oscillations. The
displacement from their equilibrium position ~r can be simplified to a driven harmonic
oscillator with the electrical field ~E(ω) as driving force3:
me
d2~r
dt2
+me
γ︷ ︸︸ ︷(vF
l
) d~r
dt
=−q0~E0e−iωt (2.16)
with me being the electron mass. The Fermi velocity vF and the mean free path l
contribute to the damping term γ . In an isotropic medium the displacement r of an
electron with respect to its equilibrium lattice position leads to a micrsocopic dipole
moment ~p= q0r. Solving equation (2.16) with the ansatz r= r0e−iωt the dipole moment
can be calculated. On the macroscopic scale this leads to a net polarisation P of N
displaced electrons per volume V :
P=−Nq0r
V
=
nq20
me
1
ω2+ iγω
E (2.17)
where n is the electron density N/V . From the macroscopic polarisation P the dielectric
function of metals ε(ω) results :
ε(ω) = 1+
P
ε0E
= 1− nq
2
0
ε0me
1
ω2+ iγω
= 1− ω
2
p
ω2− iγω (2.18)
Here the bulk plasma frequency ωp = nq
2
0
ε0me is a material parameter and describes the
eigenfrequency of the oscillating electron cloud in the metal. The dielectric function
derived through the Drude model describes metals as free electron gases. It does not
8
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take into account interband transition of electrons in lower energy bands (gold ≤ 500 nm,
silver ≤ 300 nm) and is therefore limited to longer wavelength (λ>500 nm). For shorter
wavelengths the energy is high enough to excite electrons from the valence band into
the conduction band, which leads to an increase in the absorption and therefore in the
imaginary part of the dielectric function. To get a more accurate description for metals
at shorter wavelengths the interband transitions need to be accounted for as well as
the additional offset ε∞. This stems from the highly polarisable environment in noble
metals and ranges from 1≤ ε∞ ≤ 10 depending on the metal. The interband transition
can be similarly accounted for as the conduction band electrons in the Drude model.
An additional restoring force m∗ω0x is added to the equation stemming from the more
bound electrons in the valence band. The full Drude-Lorentz model is shown in Figure
2.1:
ε(ω) = ε∞−
ω2p
ω2+ iγω
+∑
i
Aiωi
(
eiφi
ωi−ω− iγi +
e−iφi
ωi+ω− iγi
)
(2.19)
with Ai, ωi, γi and φi being the transition strength, energy, damping and phase relation.
It should be noted here that the real part of the dielectric function Re [(ε(ω))] is negative
Figure 2.1: Dielectric function of gold Comparison of the Drude-model (blue dashed lines), Drude-
Lorentz model (orange dashed lines) and measured dielectric function (Johnson and Christy4, solid
grey line). (a) Real and (b) imaginary part of the dielectric function ε(ω) of gold.
in the visible due to the 180 degree phase delay between the incident electromagnetic
field and the electron oscillation. This causes the typical reflective character of metals
and prevents the penetration of light. This very small skin depth of light entering the
metal leads to interesting phenomena at a metal interface, which will be discussed in
the following section.
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2.1.2.2 Introduction to Plasmonics
So far bulk plasma oscillations were considered, which propagate through the metal. In
the presence of a planar boundary, new modes arise, so called surface plasmon polariton
modes (SPPs). These surface charge oscillations travel across the interface and rapidly
decay perpendicular to the interface. As a consequence they lead to large field enhance-
ments with very small mode volumes, confining light below the diffraction limit. These
surface effects can be even further enhanced by reducing the dimension of the metal
structure. Localised Surface plasmons (LSP) arise at nanoparticle surfaces where the
modes are spatially confined to the surface of the nanostructure and do not propagate.
Many of these compelling features are highly desired for nanoscale sensing as well as
self-assembly techniques and will be explained in detail in the following sections.
2.1.2.3 Surface Plasmon Polaritons
Surface plasmons are surface charge oscillations that are located at a metal-dielectric
interface. These modes travel along the interface, where the electric field decays expo-
nentially away from the interface (Figure 2.2 a):
~E = ~E(z)e(ikxx−ωt) (2.20)
As a solution of the Maxwell equation these modes require continuity of the dielectric
displacement (ε~E) normal to the interface and the magnetic field component tangential
to the interface in the absence of surface charges. Therefore under the assumption of
temporal harmonic fields, ~E = ~E0e(iωt), the following relations for the two perpendicular
polarisations can be written2:
Transverse electric polarization (with [Hd,x = Hm,x and Ed,y = Em,y]z=0):
µ0
ω
kd,zEd,y =−µ0ω km,zEm,y
→ Ey(kd,z+ km,z) = 0. (2.21)
Transverse magnetic polarization (with [Ed,x=Em,x, Dd,z=Dm,z and Hd,y=Hm,y]z=0):
ikd,xHd,y = ikm,xHm,y and i
kd,z
εd
Hd,y = i
km,z
εm
Hm,y
→ kd,x = km,x and
kd,z
km,z
+
εd
εm
= 0. (2.22)
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where εd, εm and kd, km are the dielectric functions and k-vectors of the metal and dielec-
tric material respectively (see Figure 2.2a). From the first relation (2.21) it is evident,
that for positive k this equation only has one solution: Ey = 0. Therefore s-polarized
surface plasmon polaritons do not exist.
Furthermore, inserting the magnetic fields into the Helmholz equation (2.7) and consid-
ering the continuity of the Hy from the second relation (2.22) the following relations are
deduced:
k2z,m = k
2
x − k20εm (2.23)
k2z,d = k
2
x − k20εd (2.24)
A combination of all these conditions gives the dispersion relation of SPPs with in-plane
wave vector kSPP = kx 2:
kSPP = k0
√
εdεm
εd+ εm
(2.25)
and the normal wavevector component of the SPPs:
k j,z = k0
∣∣ε j∣∣√
εd+ εm
j = {d,m} . (2.26)
Here k0 is the free space wavevector in the surrounding medium (air). Under the consid-
eration that εm is negative in the visible region it becomes evident that kSPP> k0. There-
fore SPP modes can not be excited from free space propagating electromagnetic waves
due to the momentum mismatch. In order to couple to SPPs the incident wavevector
needs to be shifted to larger wavevectors. This can be achieved by using surround-
ing dielectric media with higher refractive indices such as prisms (Kretchmann-5 and
Otto-configurations or gratings (2) to match the k-vectors. A limiting factor of surface
plasmons are their losses. Real metals are very lossy (from electron and phonon scatter-
ing) and damping is known to limit the propagation length of SPPs along the interface:
LSPP= 1/(Im [kSPP]), where LSPP(Au)∼10µm and LSPP(Ag)∼60µm at λ = 633nm3.
2.1.2.4 Localized Surface Plasmons
So far, it was discussed that, plasmonic modes at planar metal dielectric interfaces
which propagate and cannot be excited by free space waves. In the following these
modes will be extended to localized surface plasmons (LSPs, Figure 2.2 b). Similar to
SPPs these modes are surface plasmon excitations confined at the interface of metallic
nanostructures, such as nanowires and nanoparticles. The nanostructures have sub-
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wavelength dimensions and the confinement of light to their surface therefore allows
localization of light below the diffraction limit. When excited, the overall displacement of
the electron gas compared to the positively charged ion cores gives rise to restoring forces
with specific resonances. The properties of LSPs are dominated by the shape and size of
the nanostructures and their curvature allows for free space excitation. As depicted in
Figure 2.2c different shapes lead to different resonances where high curvatures and edges
lead to charge accumulation accompanied with large field enhancements. One of the
Figure 2.2: Surface Plasmons and Localized Surface Plasmons (a) Surface plasmon (SPPs)
propagating along a metal-dielectric interface with the electric field ~E oscillating normal and the
magnetic field ~H parallel to the interface. Normal to the interface the electric field decays expo-
nentially. (b) Non-propagating Localized Surface Plasmons (LSPs) bound to a nanoparticle surface
much smaller than the incident wavelength d < λ . (c) Different shapes of Au nanostructures lead
to different resonances accompanied with large field enhancements (Figure adapted from6)
simplest nanostructures is the single spherical nanoparticle. For the spherical nanoparticle
the resonance condition with the external electrical field can be described within the
quasi-static approximation. The quasi-static approximation neglects retardation effects
(propagation of light across the nanostructure) and therefore assumes that all points
of the nanoparticle respond simultaneously to the external field. This approach is valid
for particles much smaller than the incident wavelength d ≤ 100 nm (Figure 2.2b). In
the quasi-static limit the Helmholz equation reduces to the Laplace equation (∇2φ = 0),
which can be written in spherical coordinates:[
1
r2
∂
∂ r
(
r2
∂
∂ r
)
+
1
r2 sinϑ
∂
∂ϑ
(
sinϑ
∂
∂ϑ
)
+
1
r2 sin2ϑ
∂ 2
∂ϕ2
]
φ(r,ϑ ,ϕ) = 0. (2.27)
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A general solution to the equation for spherical symmetry is of the form3:
Φl,mi(r,ϑ ,ϕ) =
l=∞
∑
l=0
l
∑
ml=−l
[
Alrl+Blr(l+1)
]
Pml [cos(ϑ)]e
imlϕ (2.28)
where l is the degree of spherical harmonic, ml its order, Al, Bl constants that are
determined by the boundary conditions and Pl [cos(ϑ)] the Legendre polynomials.
Applying the boundary conditions of Maxwell equations (continuity of E‖ and D⊥) this
leads to two solutions for a small spherical particle of radius a:
Φ=

− 3εd
ε(ω)+2εd
rcos(ϑ) r ≤ a
−E0 r cos(ϑ)+E0 ε(ω)− εdε(ω)+2εd a
3 cos(ϑ)
r2
r ≥ a
(2.29)
Important to note here is the independence from the azimuthal angle ϕ due to the
spherical symmetry. With the solutions of the Laplace equation the dipole moment
~p= εε0α~E of the displaced electron gas can be calculated:
~p= 4piε0a3
ε(ω)− εd
ε(ω)+2εd
(2.30)
where α denotes the polarizability. The resonance condition (Fröhlich condition) is met
for Re [ε(ω)] =−2εd.
2.1.2.5 Optical Response of Single Nanoparticles
The electric near-field at the surface of the particle and therefore the near-field enhance-
ment is given by7:
ENF =
3εd
ε(ω)+2εd
E0 (2.31)
With E0 being the amplitude of the driving field. For example on gold nanoparticles
the accumulation of charge at the surface leads to enhancement factors of ∼ 55 (for a
40 nm gold sphere8). This field enhancement is highly localized and drops off quickly
further away from the nanoparticle as 1/r3.8
In the far field the nanoparticle can be approximated as a point source dipole that absorbs
and scatters light. For an emitting dipole the radiated field can be written3:
~E =
1
4piε0ε(ω)
[
k2(~n×~p)×~ne
ikr
r
+[3~n(~n ·~p)−~p] ( 1
r3
− ik
r2
)eikr
]
(2.32)
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with ~n being the unit vector in the direction to the dipole. From equation (2.36) it is
evident that the radiated field is dominated by the last term (1/r3) for close distances,
the so called near-field r λ , and the first term (1/r1) for the far-field r λ . In order
to describe the full response of a metal nanoparticle with incident electromagnetic waves
it is useful to define the scattering cross section and absorption cross section:
σscat =
k4
6pi
|α|2 = 8pi
3
k4a6
∣∣∣∣ ε(ω)− εdε(ω)+2εd
∣∣∣∣2 (2.33)
σabs = kIm [α] = 4pika3Im
[
ε(ω)− εd
ε(ω)+2εd
]
(2.34)
The sum of the two is called extinction and represents the total effect of a medium
on radiation. As the scattering cross-section scales with σscat ∝ a6, it dominates over
absorption for larger particles. However for very small particles the absorption σabs ∝ a3
becomes more important.
The scattering response of single nanoparticles spans a broad spectral range and highly
depends on the size, shape, surrounding refractive index and nanoparticle material9.
This sensitivity to its surrounding medium has been widely exploited in sensing appli-
cations10–12. Nonetheless, the synthesis of precise nanostructures with a tailored op-
tical response remains challenging. Another approach to tune the optical response of
nanostructures involves coupled nanoparticles. If nanoparticles are placed close enough,
coupling between them can occur. In this case the optical response is given by combin-
ing the single nanoparticle response with a coupling term that is highly dependent on
the distance. The use of sub-nanometer spacer materials offers great control over the
optical response and near field enhancements.
So far plasmonics were discussed in the quasi static regime. However, it has to be noted
that this approach has its limitations as soon as the particle is comparable in size to the
incident wavelength. Retardation effects result in phase differences between the incident
field and the induced electron oscillations across the particle, strongly influencing the
radiated fields. In order to derive an accurate picture Mie theory is required for a more
general description. This is discussed elsewhere3,13 as it would go beyond the scope of
this thesis. Nanoparticle sizes explored within this work do not exceed 100 nm.
2.1.2.6 Hybridization- Plasmonic Coupling
Placing two nanoparticles in close proximity to each other with a distance dcrit ≤ 1/kspp
introduces plasmonic coupling between the two nanoparticles, leading to additional res-
onances in the optical response. The coupling can be described within a hybridization
picture similar to the formation of molecular orbitals14 (Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3: (a) Hybridization Model for a nanoparticle dimer. The incident electrical field along a)
and perpendicular b) to the dimer connecting axis leads to coupling behaviour of the nanoparticles.
The individual induced dipoles are indicated with black arrows. Similar to the molecular orbital theory
this leads to “bonding” and “antibonding” modes according to the symmetry. While the bonding
modes have a net dipole and therefore are optically “bright” the anitbonding modes remain dark.
The image is adapted from14,15.
In the simplest case of two spherical gold nanoparticles, separated by distance d, the
resonantly excited dipole of the individual particle can couple to the dipole of the neigh-
bouring particle. Similar to molecular orbital theory, two states of different energies exist:
the bonding state (in phase), which is energetically favourable and the anti-bonding state
(out of phase), which has a higher energy compared to the single particle mode (Figure
2.3).The energy difference between the two states is due to the Coulomb-interaction
between the single nanoparticle dipoles. In contrast to the uncoupled plasmon modes,
the coupled modes show a strong dependence on the inter particle distance, which is
observed as shifts in the plasmon resonance16. The shift can be approximated using a
phenomenological “plasmon ruler” equation17,18:
∆λ
λ
∼ exp
(
−(d/D)
τ
)
(2.35)
for nanoparticles of diameter D and an inter-particle distance d. The bonding state has
a lower energy (red-shifted) and an effective net dipole moment, that allows coupling to
light. The anti-bonding mode is blue shifted. It is optically dark since the dipoles of the
individual nanoparticles are anti-parallel so that the net dipole cancels out to zero.
From the point source dipole approximation (2.36), it is evident that the interaction
energy U of the fundamental mode l = 1, scales with d−3:
U ∝
p1p2
d3
(2.36)
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Higher order modes (l= 2, l= 3, ...) have an even shorter interaction range (∝ d−5,d−7, ...).
For very small gaps d ≤ 1 nm, these have to be take into account, which introduces
asymmetry in the hybridization picture. Going even further to d<0.1 nm the classical
description reaches its limit and doesn’t fully hold any more. In this regime local effects
become important and a quantum mechanical description is necessary to describe the
full picture19,20.
Figure 2.4: Field Enhancement of coupled nanoparticles(a) Schematic of charge building up in
the “hot-spot”. Boundary element simulations (BEM) of field enhancement for a single nanoparticle
(b) in comparison to a nanoparticle dimer (c) with high field confinement in the gap region.
Another side effect of coupling between nanoparticles is the increasing localization of
the field enhancement with decreasing nanoparticle distance. As they are brought closer
together initially the far-field response decreases as the effective dipole is reduced due
to the coupling. However, the dimer acts like a capacitor with charge building up at the
opposing faces of the nanoparticle when further decreasing the gap size. In the case of
a perfectly insulating gap material, with no charge transfer, this charge build up leads
to a strong near-field enhancement in the gap between the nanoparticles, the so called
“hot-spot”. The simulated local field enhancement of a 80 nm Au dimer and a single
nanoparticle is shown in Figure 2.4. The large enhancement on very small scales make
the coupled system a promising platform for sensing allowing nanometer resolution and
single molecule sensitivity21.
In a different context the plasmonic hot spot can also be regarded as a plasmonic cavity
that confines light below the diffraction limit. Optical cavities can either be used to
boost or suppress light-matter interactions by confining light in space, usually through
multiple reflections. They are therefore essential in many different fields, such as nano-
sensing, optical fibers, semiconductor lasers, quantum entanglement, and other quantum
optical devices22. Their characteristic parameters and how plasmonic cavities fit into
this picture will be the content of the next section.
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2.1.3 Transition from Weak to Strong Coupling Regime
Introducing different regimes of light-matter interaction, the following section gives an
overview of dielectric and plasmonic cavities to enhance light-matter interactions. The
two extreme cases of weak and strong light-matter interaction are discussed within the
two level picture and a simple classical analogy of a coupled harmonic oscillator is used
to describe the transition between the two regimes.
The possibility to tune the energy states of an emitter, such as an atom or a sin-
gle molecule, by means of light is of great interest in many areas such as chemistry,
nano-sensing, nonlinear optics on the nanoscale and many others23–25. Nonetheless,
the inherent mismatch in the size of the absorption cross-section of atoms or molecules
and the wavelength of visible light decreases the probability of light-matter interaction
drastically. Furthermore, the coupling strength (g ∝ µE(r,ω)) is proportional to their
dipole strength, making some emitters more suitable than others. For these reasons, op-
tical cavities are used to boost the interaction between single emitters and surrounding
optical fields. The probability of an emitter to emit a photon is highly dependent on the
local photonic environment and the number of final states available to the transition26.
The density of the local optical states available (LDOS) depends on the refractive index
as well as the wavelength of emission.
Creating a specific resonant environment for certain wavelengths, a cavity can be used
to change the LDOS in order to achieve better coupling between the local surrounding
electromagnetic field and the emitter.
2.1.3.1 Optical Cavities
The performance of cavities can be characterized by two parameters, the quality factor
Q and the mode volume Vm. For an ideal cavity, light would be confined indefinitely with
no leakage. In real cavities Q = ωc/κ is a measure of the time that light is confined
in the cavity before it leaks out and Vm is a measure of the spatial confinement of the
cavity mode. It defines the volume in which the energy density W (r,ω) of the optical
cavity mode is confined27:
Vm(ω) =
∫
W (r,ω)d3r
max [W (r,ω)
(2.37)
=
∫
ε(r,ω) [E(r)]2 d3r
max [ε(r,ω)E(r)2]
. (2.38)
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Here it has to be noted that strictly speaking this is only valid for dielectric cavities
where losses can be neglected. An accurate calculation becomes more complicated for
metals where the imaginary part has to be accounted for28.
Both Q and Vm may vary extensively with different geometries and cavity materials. The
most significant examples of optical cavities are shown in Figure 2.5 according to their
quality factor and mode volume. The first experimental example reaching the strong
coupling regime was obtained for a single Rydberg atom in a superconducting microwave
cavity. However in the decades after, many examples followed using a variety of cavities
reaching quality factors up as high as 1010 29 (dielectric micro-cavities Figure 2.5 (a), top
right), and mode volumes as small as 40 nm3 21. While planar dielectric micro-cavities
are well established with very large Q their mode volumes are rather large ranging from
hundreds of µm3 to tenth of mm3. Photonic-crystal-slabs (∼ 10 µm3) and micro-discs
(∼ 1 µm3) are the first examples of reducing the mode volume (Figure 2.5 (a) top right).
However, for optical cavities the mode volume is inherently limited to the diffraction limit
of the wavelength (Vm ≥ λ0/n) in a medium with refractive index n. This also limits
the maximum achievable coupling strength for single emitters since the mode volume
can not easily be pushed below the diffraction limit. State of the art dielectric cavities
with Q-factors of ∼ 1010 reach the strong coupling regime even for large mode volumes
due to their minimal losses. Nonetheless, this is also a restricting factor. The very
narrow linewidth that is associated with the high Q-factor cavities limits the operating
bandwidth and requires the emitter to have equally narrow linewidth to allow optimal
coupling and a perfect overlap between the two resonances. Most of these cavities
therefore operate at low temperatures with cryogenic conditions. Other challenges that
dielectric cavities face are their cost and resource intensive fabrication as well as their lack
of adaptability. To achieve precise cavities with large Q factors complicated fabrications
steps are involved that render large scale fabrication for applications difficult. Thus, it is
desirable to develop truly nanophotonic approaches such as plasmonic cavities to confine
light below the diffraction limit, providing an easily fabricated, lower cost alternative.
The ultra-confined, sub-diffraction-limited mode volumes of plasmonic systems offer
huge coupling strengths g (in the 1-100 meV range) to single quantum emitters enabling
strong coupling even at room temperature and ambient conditions.
What started off with simple interfaces between metal and dielectrics to couple Sur-
face Plasmon Polaritons (SPPs) to quantum emitters26,28,31, (Figure 2.5 (a) middle)
rapidly extended to a whole range of plasmonic cavity designs (Figure 2.5 (a) yellow
cavities). Different geometries of the nanostructures highly affect the plasmonic modes
and their field enhancement, ranging from surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs, Figure 2.5
(a) middle) to localized surface plasmons (LSPs, Figure 2.5 (a) bottom left). Here, the
mode volume and field enhancement scales with the size of the nanostructure (Vm∼ R3).
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Figure 2.5: Figure of merit of optical cavities (a) Optical cavities ranked according to their
effective mode volume Vm=V/Vλ and quality factor Q showing the strong coupling regime in the
blue area. Room temperature conditions are marked with the orange area. Schematic of optical
cavities, left to right: Nanoparticle on mirror cavity (NPoM), Bow-tie dimers, single nanoparticle
and nanorod, plasmonic lattices, flat metal surface, tamm-plasmon cavity, micro-pillars, photonics
crystals, micro-cavities, whispering gallery modes. (b) Theoretical maximum brightness enhancement
of an emitter coupled to a plasmonic cavity as a function of coupling strength. With η0 being the
emitter quantum efficiency, ηcav the radiation efficiency of the cavity, Γ0 the spontaneous emission
rate of the uncoupled molecule, and κ the total cavity decay rate. For large coupling strength and
low mode volumes the distance between the quantum emitter and the plasmonic metal decreases
below the quenching regime where the photon output is reduced. This quenching onset depends on
the exact geometry of the plasmonic system. In the strong coupling regime quenching can become
suppressed30. Figure is adapted from21,28.
However, the smallest mode volume was achieved by coupled plasmonic nanostructures
(Figure 2.5 bottom left corner). The cavity field is confined to the hotspot created
between the adjacent nanoparticles (for more details see section 2.1.2.6) and therefore
scales with the gap distance between them. Using molecular linkers, mode volumes as
small as 40 nm3 in the vertical direction have been demonstrated21, accompanied by a
near-field enhancement of the order 104 .
However, despite the small mode volumes and therefore coupling strength that outshine
dielectric micro-cavities by far, plasmonic cavities are still limited by their large losses and
therefore low Q-factor. While the low Q increases their operating bandwidth it affects
the total radiative quantum efficiency of the system drastically:
η =
Γr
Γr+Γnr
(2.39)
where Γr is the radiative decay rate and Γnr the non-radiative decay rate. The different
loss mechanisms are highly dependent on the exact geometry of the plasmonic system
as well as the distance of any emitter placed in proximity of the metal surface (Figure
2.5 b). In an ideal coupled system, the emission of a coupled emitter which is pumped
in saturation would increase quadratically from its free space emission efficiency (η0Γ0)
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only limited by the cavity losses26. However, when an emitter is placed close to the metal
surface of an isolated NP (∼ 10 nm) strong quenching effects occur32 due to coupling
to higher order modes leading to absorption in the metal30. Therefore, in most systems
the total emission of a coupled emitter is a balance between reduced mode volume and
proximity to the metal surface. However, this is highly dependent on the geometry and
can be prevented in certain plasmonic coupled structures like the nanoparticle on mirror
cavity. It has been shown that in the NPoM system the emission of emitters as close as
1 nm to the metal21,30 can be enhanced. In this geometry the speed-up of the emission
rate prevents the coupling to higher order modes and non-radiative channels leading to
quantum efficiencies as high as η ≥ 0.5 for nanoparticle sizes of 60-80 nm30.
2.1.3.2 Weak Coupling Regime
Typically in the weak coupling regime the energy of the coupled system is lost before a
coherent exchange between the emitter and the cavity can be established (κ > g> γe,
where κ are the losses due to the cavity and γe the losses due to the emitter scattering).
This leads to a modification of the spontaneous decay rate of the emitter giving rise to
phenomena such as the Purcell effect33 and Föster energy transfer between an acceptor
and a donor26, but leaves the energy states unchanged31,34,35 (Figure 2.6 a).
The transition of the weak to the strong coupling regime is given by the coupling
Figure 2.6: Transition from the weak coupling to the strong coupling regime between an
optical cavity and a two level emitter (a) Weak coupling regime: Modification of the spontaneous
decay rate shown at the bottom. (b) Strong coupling regime: coherent Rabi oscillations with rate
Ω−1R between the two states. (c) Energy splitting (ΩR) as a function of coupling strength g described
by the Jaynes-Cummings energy ladder of a strongly coupled emitter-cavity system.The ground state
remains unaffected by the coupling. Figure is adapted from28
strength g which is quantified by the ratio of Q/Vm 36. As stated earlier the quality
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factor Q= 1/κ is the inverse of the cavity loss κ and Vm is the effective mode volume.
Here, the mode volume is the parameter that encodes the local density of states (LDOS).
For small coupling and low ratios of Q/Vm the emitter energy dissipation into the cavity
mode and other losses are non-reversible. Modification of the spontaneous decay rate
can be deduced from Fermi’s golden rule that expresses the emission rate Γ as a function
of the density of electromagnetic modes37:
Γ=
2pi
h¯2
|M12|2ρ(ω) (2.40)
with M12 being the transfer matrix element and ρ the density of states. In the case of an
emitter in free space the matrix transfer element can be expressed as M12 = 〈|µ12E|〉=
1/3µ212E
2
vac = (µ12h¯ω)/(6ε0V ) and the free space density of states ρ f (ω) = ω
2V
pi2c3 . This
leads to the spontaneous emission rate in free space:
Γ f =
ω30µ
2
12
3piε0h¯c3
(2.41)
When the emitter is than placed into a cavity the density of states is altered with certain
wavelengths ωc resonantly enhanced:
ρc(ω) =
κ
2piVm
1
(κ/2)2+(ωc−ω)2 (2.42)
The modified emission rate of an emitter in a cavity can therefore be written as:
Γc =
3Qλ 3
4pi2Vm
κ2
4(ω−ωc)2+κ2
|µ12E|2
|µ12|2
Γ f (2.43)
In the case of resonance ω = ωc this simplifies to:
Γc =
3λ 3
4pi2
(
Q
Vm
)
Γ f (2.44)
However to describe the coupling of the emitter to a cavity in the weak coupling regime
the Purcell factor is usually preferred.The Purcell factor describes the enhanced emitter
decay rate when placed in a cavity compared to its free space spontaneous decay rate
Γ0:
FP =
Γc
Γ f
=
3
4pi2
(
λ0
n
)3 Q
Vm
(2.45)
Here λ0 is the transition wavelength of the emitter and n is the refractive index within
the unit volume.
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This emission enhancement is exploited in a variety of applications, such as bio-imaging32,
photochemistry, single-photon sources and quantum information23,25,33,38,39,where emit-
ters with very low emission yields are involved. However, more profound effects emerge
when the emitter "‘strongly couples"’ to the optical fields for high ratios of Q/Vm . Plac-
ing an emitter in a resonant optical cavity establishes a mutual exchange of the energy
of the emitter and the surroundings that allows for the energy to cycle back and forth
coherently.
2.1.3.3 Strong-Coupling Regime
In order to reach the strong coupling regime the coupling constant g needs to exceed the
losses due to the emitter scattering γ and the cavity κ . For strong enough interaction,
both the emission rate and the energy levels of the emitter can be altered. The coupling
leads to strong entanglement of the emitter and the optical field forming two new hybrid
states that are neither solely light nor matter. This splitting of the states is called Rabi-
splitting with the Rabi frequency ΩR = 2g. Tuning the coupling strength the energy
levels of the coupled system are shifted. The mechanism can be fully described using
the quantum mechanical Jaynes-Cummings model28,31 with a Hamiltonian for a two
level system:
H = h¯ωa†a+
1
2
h¯ω0σz+hg(aσ++a†σ−), (2.46)
where ω is the frequency of the cavity field and ω0 the frequency of the transition of
the 2 level emitter ω0 = (Ee−Ei)/h¯. Here a†,a are the field creation and annihilation
operators and g= µ h¯ω2ε0Vm the coupling strength. A simplified picture that captures many
of the key features of strong coupling is the classical two harmonic oscillator model31.
The coupling dynamics are described by two oscillators (Figure 2.7) with resonances
ωc and ωe. The displacement of the two oscillators evolves according to the following
coupled equations of motions:
d2xc
dt2
+ γc
dxc
dt
+ω2c xc+g
2(xc− xe) = 0 (2.47)
d2xe
dt2
+ γe
dxe
dt
+ω2e xe+g
2(xe− xc) = 0 (2.48)
with γ being the damping of the oscillators and g the coupling strength of the two
oscillators e (emitter) and c (cavity). The differential equations can be solved assuming
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Figure 2.7: Harmonic Oscillator model for strongly coupled systems (a) Schematic of a harmonic
oscillator with eigenfrequencies ω, dissipation γ and the coupling strength g of the two oscillators
e (emitter) and c (cavity. (b) Crossing for weak coupling: Eigenfrequencies of two weakly coupled
oscillators as function of detuning δ =ωc−ωe (c) Anti-crossing for strongly coupled oscillators, with
a frequency splitting proportional to the coupling strength.
harmonic time evolution for positions:
xe(t) = Asin(ω+t+C)+Bsin(ω−t+D) (2.49)
xc(t) =−Asin(ω+t+C)+Bsin(ω−t+D) (2.50)
The constants are determined by the initial conditions. There exist 2 non-trivial solutions
to the equation of motion with frequencies of the eigenstates:
Ω± =
1
2
(Ωe+Ωc)± 12
√
δ 2+4g2 (2.51)
with δ = ωc−ωe being the detuning and Ωc,e = ωc,e− iγc,e/2 the complex frequency
with the resonance frequency ωc,e and linewidth γc,e. The resonance position of the new
hybrid states of the systems can therefore be written as:
ω± =
1
2
(ωe+ωc)±Re
√
4g2+δ 2− (γe− γc)2/4− iδ (γe− γc) (2.52)
The simple oscillator model captures the transition between the two regimes for different
ratios of the coupling strength g and the losses in the system γc,e:
• the weak coupling regime (g γc,e):
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In the extreme case of weakly coupled oscillators, they act as independent oscilla-
tors with their frequencies remaining unmodified (Figure 2.6 a) and an exponential
decay of their displacement. Even in resonance ωc = ωe the energy is not effi-
ciently transferred which is reflected in the crossing of the two lines (Figure 2.7
a).
• the strong coupling regime (γc,e gmin [ωe,c]):
Energy cycles efficiently many times between the two oscillators and leads to the
formation of new eigenmodes ω+ and ω−. With decreasing detuning of the two
resonances an anti-crossing is observed (Figure 2.7 b) with ΩR (Rabi-splitting)
referring to the energy splitting at zero detuning δ = 0.
While experimentally extreme cases of single molecule strong-coupling are already evi-
dent21 key problems remain to maximize the full potential of plasmonic cavities. It is
important to note here that with decreasing mode volume the precise and deterministic
nano-positioning as well as orientation of the emitter in the nanosized plasmonic cavity
becomes more crucial26,40. In the case of molecular emitters the reproducible placement
of the emitters in the cavity still is challenging due to the use of self-assembly chemistry.
The use of quantum dots (QDs) and 2D materials allows a more reliable route to control
the orientation and therefore coupling to the emitter.
2.2 2D Materials
A core part of this thesis is dedicated to cavity plasmonics with sub-nanometer spacer
materials. One of the main challenges here is to find adequate spacer materials that al-
low for a precise assembly as well as control over the spacer thickness to achieve reliable
yet tuneable cavity systems. Molecular spacer layers that can be fabricated using self
assembly are known to provide reliable gaps of just 0.4 nm thickness. Stacking these
layers, gap distances of 0.4 up to 2.4 nm have been demonstrated41. Nonetheless, mak-
ing these layers is not straight-forward. The coverage as well as the thickness is very
sensitive to the fabrication process. Island growth makes it difficult to achieve a guaran-
teed homogeneous thickness and degradation over time is a challenge yet to overcome.
A newly emerging alternative exploits 2D materials. 2D materials, often referred to as
single layer materials, are crystalline materials consisting of stackable single layers of unit
cells. They offer unique optical, electronical and mechanical properties and therefore are
ideal candidates as versatile spacer materials.
During the past decade 2D materials gained a lot of attention due to their remarkable
properties such as high carrier mobilities, superconductivity, mechanical flexibility, good
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Figure 2.8: Current library of 2D Materials (a)”Periodic table” of known layered 2D materials,
organized based on the element involved. Focus of this thesis are the transition metal dichalcogenides
(TMDs or TMDCs, in blue), which are of the stochiometry type MX2, with M being a transition
metal atom from the group VI (M= Mo, W, etc.) and X a chalcogen atom (X=S, Se, or Te). (b)
Nano-Lego: Schematic illustrating stackability of a variety of 2D layers which act as building blocks
to combine different material properties. Overview of 2D Materials taken from42 and43.
thermal conductivity, as well as high optical and UV absorption.
The wealth of available materials is impressive. First traces of 2D materials in literature
date back more than 60 years44. While there were studies of layered materials it was
only in 2004 that the discovery and characterization of a monolayer of graphene caused
some commotion and was awarded the Nobel prize in 2010. What started off with single
element layers of graphene now extends to a big family of atomically thin van-der-Waals
materials such as phosphorene, borophene, germanene and silicene and mixed element
compositions such as hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) and transition metal dichalco-
genides (TMDs) as well as 2D oxides45 (Figure 2.8 a). The family of 2D materials offer
properties that range from somewhat distinct to graphene to yet complementary and
similar. This allows for generalising of the experimental and theoretical framework for
2D materials.
Van-der-Waals materials distinguish themselves from other solid materials through their
stackability (Figure2.8 b). Strong covalent bonds provide in-plane stability of 2D crys-
tals, however the individual layers are held together by relatively weak van-der-Waals-like
forces43. The ability to stack isolated atomic layers of different materials into carefully
designed hetero- and homo-structures, choosing the sequence layer by layer, completely
tailors their properties. With steadily improving fabrication techniques the different 2D
layer materials function as “nano Lego Building blocks” giving rise to a zoo of interest-
ing physical phenomena, such as valley polarization, superconductors, room-temperature
excitonic superfluidity43,46,47. While there exist many different 2D materials that can be
incorporated into plasmonic cavities, in this thesis the main focus is on TMD materials
due to reasons that will become more evident in the next section.
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2.2.1 Transition Metal Dichalcogenides (TMDs)
TMDs are atomically thin semiconductors of the stoichiometry type MX2, with M being
a transition metal atom from the group VI (M= Mo, W, etc.) and X a chalcogen
atom (X=S, Se, or Te). One layer of M atoms is sandwiched between two hexagonal
planes of X atoms (Figure 2.9 a). The overall symmetry of TMDs is hexagonal (2H),
Figure 2.9: Transition metal dichalgoenides (a) A schematic illustration of the stoichiometry of
TMDs: MX2, with M being a transition metal atom (black) from the group VI (M= Mo, W,
etc.) and X a chalcogen atom in yellow (X=S, Se, or Te).Taken from48,49 (b) Existing types of
structural symmetries: hexagonal (2H) with 2 layers per unit cell, rhombohedral (3R) with 3 layers
per repeated unit and tetragonal (1T) 1 layer per unit. (c) Comparison of band gap energies for
different semiconducting 2D Materials with the crystal structures displayed respectively. Band gap
engineering realized through strain, number of layers or dielectric surrounding is indicated with grey
bands. Figure is taken from47.
rhombohedral (3R)or tetragonal (1T) with a layer separation of around 6-7 Å and lattice
constants a ranging from 3.1 to 3.7 Å 49 as shown in Figure 2.9(a). The separating metal
atoms have octahedral or triagonal prismatic coordinates49. These materials have an
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intrinsic bandgap within the visible part of the spectrum. WSe2 and MoS2 have bandgaps
of 1.75 eV and 2 eV respectively50. This may vary with strain46, number of layers51 or
dielectric surrounding50 and is known as band gap engineering47. Its unique and versatile
properties allow for a variety of applications in fields including catalysis, energy storage,
sensing, nano electronic devices, all-optical switches and superconductors46,48,50.
However, most of these properties rely on very high quality layers. Different approaches
are used to achieve high quality small flakes or large flakes with uniform properties. Some
of the widely used methods are summarized in the next section. Giving an overview of
all the methods in this context would be beyond the scope of this thesis but can be
found elsewhere:45,52.
2.2.1.1 Synthesis of TMDs
There exist many different methods to fabricate TMDs with varying dimensions, shape
and quality, but only a few that allow for mass fabrication are scalable. Each of the
following method presented has its advantages and drawbacks ranging from high quality
flakes that are expensive but rather small, to large area flakes with lower quality (Figure
2.10).
Figure 2.10: Different fabrication methods to mass produce graphene. Similar strategies are employed
to fabricate 2D materials. The wide range of mass-production methods allow a wide choice in terms
of size, quality and price for particular applications. Image taken from53
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• top-down exfoliation:
Mechanical exfoliation from bulk crystals: Using bulk crystals, atomically
thin flakes of TMDs can be stripped off individually using adhesive stamps or
tape. While this allows the generation of very high quality flakes with very low
contamination, scalability and reliable control of the thickness remain a challenge.
Mechanically exfoliating the flakes and carefully placing them on a substrate pro-
duces flakes of random sizes and thickness. Furthermore, only specific substrates
with certain adhesive properties can be used to directly stick the exfoliate flakes
onto the substrate. Substrates such as gold and silver, which are used within this
thesis require transfer methods to deposit the flakes that further complicate the
process.
To generate larger flakes chemical exfoliation shows a higher yield. Here, the in-
tercalatation of TMDs with ionic species such as lithium separates the individual
layers. However, the resulting exfoliated flakes differ substantially in their elec-
tronical and optical properties from the bulk material.
Liquid phase exfoliation: While mechanically exfoliated flakes produce the high-
est quality monolayer samples, liquid phase exfoliation methods result in lower
quality flakes but have a high yield and can therefore be used where larger quan-
tities are needed. Typically the flakes are exfoliated in a solvant by sonication48.
In this case the solvant or surfactant has surface energies comparable to the co-
hesion energy of the material in order to overcome the cohesion energy between
the stacked layers.
• bottom-up synthesis:
Chemical vapour deposition: Another method to obtain large wafer scale flakes
is chemical vapour deposition (CVD). Using a metal substrate as catalyst the
individual atoms are epitaxially grown. The outcome and thickness of the atomic
layers highly depends on the exact pressure, temperature and concentration as
well as composition of precursors and therefore need careful adjustment. Major
disadvantages of this technique are the smaller domain sizes, the higher impurity
concentration and the greater defect density of the flakes, that act as scattering
centres in the optical response.
Atomic layer deposition: Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a thin-film deposition
method based on surface chemical reactions. Precise thin-film thickness control
and high conformity are achieved by surface self-saturated reactions. One cycle
consists of 4 steps: (a) precursor exposure, removing the unreacted precursor with
inert gas, exposure and removing of a counter reactant and byproducts54.
Incorporating 2D material flakes into the nanoparticle on mirror system requires high
quality flakes with very view defects. Furthermore, the flakes need to be transferred to
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gold and silver substrates in order to allow for the formation of the plasmonic cavity.
For these reasons mainly exfoliated flakes of WSe2 and MoS2 have been used within this
thesis, where the exact sample preparation is described in section 3.3.3.
2.2.1.2 Electronic Structure and Optical Properties
In the following section the most important optical and electronic properties of TMDs
are briefly discussed with major focus on WSe2 and MoS2 since these are used within
this thesis.
Bandstructure and Valleytronics
Generally MoX2 and WX2 compositions are semiconductors and NbX2 and TaX2 are
metallic. The typical optical response of a 2D semiconductor is show in Figure 2.11 a.
Due to the Coloumb-interaction between the electrons and the holes, new bound states
below the band gap emerge. These states are called excitons (labelled as n= 1,2..) and
their energies can be modelled similarly to the hydrogen atom. An attractive feature
of TMDs are their large exciton binding energies. These are defined as the differences
between the bandgap Egap and the exciton resonances energies. Binding energies ex-
ceeding ≥ 300 meV make TMDs stable room temperature candidates paving the way
for realistic excitonic devices. Furthermore, the reduced dimensionality of the excitons
in a 2D layer results in a reduction of the dielectric screening of the Coulomb interaction
leading to higher binding energies56. Stacking another TMD monolayer on top of 2D
semiconductors can therefore change the dielectric screening on atomic length scales,
tuning the band gap energy and well as the exciton binding energies (Figure 2.11 b).
The emerging 2D semiconductor not only allows the study of room temperature exci-
tons, but also interesting phenomena such as the generation and dynamics of charged
excitons (trions, bi-excitons)57,58 or valley-polarized photoluminescence emission47,50,59
The latter stems from the large spin-orbit interaction in these compounds, due to the
heavy transition metals where the spin-degeneracy of the valence bands is lifted. This
leads to a splitting of the valence band that strongly affects their optical spectra opening
up a new field of "‘valleytronics"’ (Figure 2.11 c). The two resulting transitions between
the maxima of the split valence bands and the minimum of the conduction band at the
K and K′ point of the Brillioun zone are called A and B excitons (Figure 2.11 c,d). The
spin up state at the K valley is degenerate with the spin-down state at the K′ valley.
The large splitting results from the lack of inversion symmetry, the high mass of the
elements in the MX2 structures and the confinement of the electron movement in-plane.
The large spin-orbit splitting allows for spin-polarized carrier populations which form the
foundation of the valley- and spin-dependent optical and electronic properties. Using
circular polarized light the carrier populations in distinct valleys can be controlled and
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Figure 2.11: Bandstructure of WSe2 and MoS2S (a) Schematic of a typical optical response of a
2D semiconductor and (b) band gap engineering. By partially covering the 2D layer with an ultra-thin
dielectric layer the environmental dielectric screening is modulated on atomic length scales, effecting
the band gap energy and well as the exciton binding energies. (c) Trigonal prismatic structure of
monolayer TMDs with the high-symmetry point of the Brioullin zone. (d) Electronic bandstructure
for WSe2 at the K and K’ points, which are spin-split by the spin-orbit interactions. The spin
(up and down arrows) and valley (K and K’) degrees of freedom are locked together and lead to
valley-dependent optical selection rule (σ+σ−). (e) Example calculation of MoS2 bandstructure:
Energy dispersion (energy versus wavevector k) in bulk, quadrilayer (4L), bilayer (2L) and monolayer
(1L) MoS2 from left to right. The horizontal dashed line represents the energy of the valence
band maximum at the K point. The red and blue lines represent the conduction and valence band
edges, respectively. The lowest energy transition is indicated by the solid arrows. In the case of the
monolayer the indirect transition of the Γ-K point (dashed arrow in 1L plot) is overpowered by the
direct (vertical) K-K transition. Figure is taken from55,(d) Bandgap engineering of 2D Materials,
taken from56
manipulated49 (Figure 2.11 c). Furthermore, the different bonding mechanisms in and
out of plane of the atomically thin layers make these materials also highly tuneable with
number of layers. It has been shown experimentally as well as theoretically that due
to the quantum confinement in the direction perpendicular to the layer plane, a tran-
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sition from direct band gap to indirect gap can be observed as the number of layers is
increased from monolayer to multilayer47. An example of this transition is depicted in
the calculated band diagram of MoS2 (Figure 2.11 e). The arrows indicate the excitonic
transitions A and the direct and indirect bandgaps at Eg and E ′g.
While the direct band gap is located at the K-point, which is located at the edge of the
Brillouin zone (Figure 2.11 d), this gradually changes with increasing number of layers
where the indirect transition becomes more dominant. The conduction band minimum
at the Γ- point shifts towards lower energies with increasing number of layers competing
with the direct transition. The change in the band structure originates from the change
in hybridization between pz orbitals of the S (Se) atoms and the d-orbitals of the W
(Mo) atoms49. Experimental studies have demonstrated that already with two layers the
indirect transition can dominate over the direct transition51. Density functional theory
(DFT) simulations show that the states at the conduction band K-point are caused by
the localized d-orbitals of the W (Mo) atoms. Compared to the states near the Γ-point
these states remain relatively unaffected with number of layers. Changing the number
of layers therefore leads to a transformation at the Γ-point from an indirect to an in-
creasing direct transition while the direct transition at the K-point remains unchanged.
Furthermore, besides changing the number of layers it has been experimentally shown
that factors such as temperature51 and pressure60, mechanical strain61, doping62 as well
as external electrical fields and dielectric screening56 can be used to induce changes in
the band structure and therefore alter the electronic properties and optical response.
While there exist a wide range of TMDs which have different properties ranging from
insulating to semiconducting all the way to metallic properties and the individual TMDs
are tuneable with the number of layers an even more versatile approach of stacking dif-
ferent TMDs has emerged during the past decade. These heterostructures form the basis
of “nanoscale lego”43,45. The basic principle is simple: take a monolayer, put it on top
of another monolayer or few-layer crystal, keep adding layers in a chosen sequence until
the desired functionality is achieved. The resulting stack represents an artificial material
assembled where the atomic layers are used as Lego- building blocks with atomic preci-
sion. In contrast to conventional, epitaxially grown heterostructures, there is not only
a discontinuity of the band structure, leading to energy barriers, but also of the density
of states (DOS) which results in an additional resistance at the junctions63. Further-
more, an additional degree of freedom, the twist angle between layers, requires careful
alignment, as it drastically alters the optical and electronic properties64.
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2.3 Conclusion
In this chapter the groundwork to explore light-matter interactions at the nanoscale was
laid. The optical response of metals was derived using Maxwell equations and the Drude-
model. In particular plasmonic metals that confine light below the diffraction limit were
explored and the behaviour of light at these length scales was discussed. The framework
is then extended to describe plasmonic coupling, introducing the concept of plasmonic
cavities. Important consequences of strongly confined light which is accompanied by high
local field enhancement were reviewed and specifically light-matter interactions in the
strong coupling regime was discussed in detail. A classical description of two harmonic
oscillators is introduced to define key parameters of the strong coupling regime.
In a second section 2D materials are introduced and their unique optical and electronic
properties as well as the most common fabrication methods are summarized.
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3 Experimental Methods
When scaling down to the nanometer scale the diffraction limit remains a significant
obstacle that hinders our ability to accurately image plasmonic nanostructrues. A va-
riety of microscopic techniques, such as electron beam or secondary electron emission
microscopy allow imaging nanostructures with nanometer resolution by reducing the
probing wavelength thus reducing the diffraction limit. Nonetheless, these techniques
are costly and invasive, therefore making systematic and reproducible studies difficult.
Dark-field microscopy provides a non-invasive and versatile alternative and is the main
technique used within this thesis. It enable the imaging of nanostructures with dimension
< 5 nm without damaging the structure12.
This experimental methods chapter contains three parts. The first part summarizes
different dark-field microscopy techniques and gives an overview of the custom-built
dark-field setup that was developed during this thesis. Furthermore other essential ex-
perimental techniques are briefly discussed. The second part describes the numerical
methods that were used to simulate nanostructures in order to gain a better understand-
ing of the light-matter interaction at the nanoscale. Finally the third part focusses on
fabrication techniques and sample preparation.
CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
3.1 Dark-Field Spectroscopy
One of the major problems encountered when using a conventional bright-field micro-
scope is the poor spatial resolution. Here, volumes much larger than the individual
nanostructure are probed. This leads to a massive background caused by the reflected
incident light from the gold surface of the nanoparticle on mirror (NPoM) constructs.
The reflected background is several orders of magnitude higher than the signal from
the nanostructures. One possible way to reduce the background is blocking the directly
reflected light by a beam block. This is realized by shaping the incident light in an
annular ring. The shaped light is then focused onto the sample via an objective (Figure
3.2 a). At the sample the light is either absorbed, via non radiative pathways, reflected
or scattered from the nanoscale objects. The reflected light is blocked by an iris after
the objective, enabling the background free detection of the scattered light. Particles on
Figure 3.1: Imaging on the nanoscale. (a) Typical bright-field and (b) dark-field image of a
nanoparticle on mirror (NPoM) Sample with 80 nm nanoparticles on a gold substrate and 0.9 nm
spacer layer. White scale bar indicates 2 µm.
the substrate thus appear as bright diffraction-limited spots on a dark background (Fig-
ure 3.1 b)65 in contrast to bright-field images where the particles appear as dark spots
on a bright background (Figure 3.1 a).The dark-field microscopy that was performed
during this work was carried out on two different dark-field microscopes. A dark-field
setup which was developed during this thesis (Figure 3.2 a) and a modified commercial
Olympus BX51 upright microscope (Figure 3.5). While the commercial microscope was
mainly used for particle tracking which allows the measurement of many hundreds of
nanoparticles constructs per night, the home made dark-field microscope was used for
more elaborate and specific measurements, where modification of the setup itself was
necessary. Furthermore, seemingly subtle differences in the illumination path of the two
setups lead to substantial differences in their characterization performance. This will be
elaborated in detail in the following sections.
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3.1.1 Custom Built Dark-field Setup
A simplified version of the beam path of the custom built microscope is shown in Figure
3.2 a). To allow for background-free detection of the scattered light, a typical dark-field
configuration consists of two complementary beam blocking elements. A beam block
and iris diaphragm or two bowtie beam blocks rotated 90 degrees (inset in Figure 3.2 a),
dashed boxes) allow the excitation and detection of complementary angles. The shaped
incident light (blue beam path) is guided to the sample using a beamsplitter and focused
to a diffraction limited spot by a high NA objective. Using a high NA objective allows
for optimal coupling to the NPoM constructs, which have their maximum emission angle
around 65 degrees in respect to the surface normal. For lower NA objectives the NPoM
is not efficiently excited as the incident light has no field components oscillating parallel
to the plasmonic dipole orientation (This is not the case for nanoparticle dimers as here
the plasmonic dipole lies within the sample plane). The detection beam path (yellow)
consist of a fiber coupled spectrometer and a CCD camera. The scattering response of
nanostructures as a function of wavelength is recorded with the spectrometer and the
CCD camera is used to image the area of interest.
Operating Modes
The setup can be operated in two different modes, one to minimize chromatic aber-
ration and one to maximize versatility. In the two modes the beam blocking elements
can either be placed as close as possible to the back focal plane of the objective or
a 4f-imaging configuration can be used to re-image the beam block onto the back fo-
cal plane. Through exchanging lenses at the correct planes the setup can be switched
between operating modes. The first mode uses fewer lenses and minimizes chromatic
aberrations. It is also mechanically more stable due to compactness of the dark-field
unit. However, the 4f-configuration has proven to be more versatile in its operation as
well as easier to align. Here the beam is re-imaged onto the back of the objective using
the 4f-configuration as indicated in Figure 3.3. This allows the incorporation of spatial
filters in the correct planes for a better alignment of the beam. It also facilitates the
access to the beam block that is projected onto the back focal plane, which is typically
inaccessible under the objective holder and very complicated to replace. Therefore, in
this configuration different dark-field techniques (annular or bow-tie shown in the inset
in Figure 3.3 a) can be easily exchanged without having to realign the beam path. Being
able to switch to bowtie-configuration using the same objective allows the excitation
and collection angles to be extended and overlapped. In the case of the NPoM, where
the optimal in-and out-coupling is expected to be around θ ∼65 degree66 this becomes
crucial as the angles are limited by the NA of the objective and further reduced using
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Figure 3.2: Dark-field configurations and Operating Modes. (a) Simplified Illustration of the
built dark-field microscope beam path. (b) Beam block is re-imaged onto the back-focal plane of
the objective using two lenses. Using the 4-f configuration allows for access of the image at the
back-focal plane as well as easy alignment of the beam path. (c) Beam block is as close as possible
to the back focal plane of the objective, making the system mechanically very stable. The beam is
expanded to fill the back aperture and focus the beam to a diffraction limited spot.
an annular beam block67. Having the full angular information available allows the angle
dependent emission characteristics to be mapped out without employing complicated
hyperspectral imaging techniques. Furthermore, an additional diffuser in the excitation
beam path is used to minimize artifacts in the dark-field images due to speckles and
beam inhomogeneities as well as to increase the field of view.
Supercontinuum Laser as Light Source
A 4W pulsed supercontinuum Fianium SC400-4 Laser is used as a light source. The su-
percontinuum is generated through temporal and spectral broadening of a source pulse
in a non-linear single mode photonic crystal fiber. The pump laser is a Nd:YAG laser (∼
5 picoseconds, λ= 1064 nm, repetition rate 40 MHz).This results in a broadband, near-
Gaussian, collimated output beam that is several hundred picoseconds long. Operating
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it at full power it can reach an average spectral power density of ∼ 2 mW/nm.
Its high light levels allow for integration times as short as 10 ms over a wavelength range
of 450 to 1200 nm. Referencing of this source spectrum is taken from reflecting of gold
substrate, choosing a position far away from any nanostructures.
While the spectral range of the Fianium reaches the NIR (400-2100 nm) the bandwidth
is limited by the optical components used to guide the Fianium in the illumination and
detection beam paths, limiting it to around 450-1000 nm. Most lenses and beam splitters
operate in the wavelength range of ∼ 400-800 nm, quickly dropping off beyond that. To
extend that range the lenses can be optionally changed to IR lenses.
The beam path of the custom built dark-field setup is shown in Figure 3.3. The setup is
shown in the 4-f configuration mode where a beam block is re-imaged at the back focal
plane of the objective. The laser beam is expanded to fill the one inch optics using 2 lenses
and the annular beam (blue) is produced by a ring shaped light stop. It is re-imaged to
the back focal plane of the objective using lens L1 and L2 ( f1,2=150 mm). The incident
polarization can optionally be set and rotated by a half-waveplate. A beamsplitter (BS)
is used to direct the light to the objective where it is guided through the periphery of the
bright-field objective and focused down onto the sample. The scattered light (yellow)
is collected in the inside angular cone and re-imaged (4-f configuration) onto a fiber-
coupled spectrometer allowing confocal detection. The reflected incident light is blocked
by an aperture after the beamsplitter. As mentioned before the annular beam block and
aperture can be exchanged for bowtie beam blocks. In the confocal configuration the
scattered light is focused onto a 50 µm multimode fiber guiding the light to a peltier-
cooled Ocean Optics spectrometer.
Using a fiber before the spectrometer increases the spatial resolution. The fiber acts
as a pinhole in the detection, filtering out light that does not originate from the focal
spot. Hence, for low density samples the contribution of individual nanostructures can be
measured. The increased spatial resolution reveals modifications in the optical response
caused by local changes in structural parameters as well as refractive index variations
that would otherwise be averaged out68. While 90% of the scattered light is focused
onto the spectrometer with a 100 mm focal lens a 90:10 beamsplitter after the beam
block is used to split 10 % of the scattered light from the sample and image it on to a
CCD camera. This allows to position individual NPoM constructs into the centre of the
confocal detection.
Field of View
The laser is focused down to a diffraction limited spot, allowing individual single nanopar-
ticle constructs to be addressed for samples of sufficiently low density. Nonetheless, this
goes hand in hand with a very limited field of view, which is necessary for particle track-
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Figure 3.3: Custom built Dark-field Setup Photograph of Experimental setup. Part of the exci-
tation beam path and detection beam path are overlayed on top of the image in blue and yellow
respectively. The setup is shown in the 4-f configuration mode where a beam block is re-imaged
at the back focal plane of the objective. The annular shaped beam (blue) is produced by a ring
shaped light stop and re-imaged using lens L1 and L2. The incident polarization is is rotated by a
half-waveplate and a beamsplitter (BS) is used to direct the light to the objective where it is guided
through the periphery of the dark-field objective and focused down onto the sample. The scattered
light (yellow) is collected in the inside angular cone and re-imaged onto a fiber-coupled spectrometer
allowing confocal detection. The incident light is blocked by an aperture after the beamsplitter.
ing. If desired, a wider field of view can be achieved by exchanging the beam expander
with a rotating ground glass diffuser in the excitation beam path (Figure 3.3. Using short
focal length lenses the beam is focused on to the frosted glass diffuser, which is rotated
by a stepper motor. The large spatial coherence length of lasers produces speckles, de-
grading image and spectra quality. The scattering from a moving diffuser adds a random
phases to different parts of the beam, destroying its spatial coherence and homogenizing
the beam spectrally as well as increasing the spot size on the sample69. While this also
decreases the power density of the beam it can be accommodated for by increasing the
laser output power. For an even larger field of view the additional xenon lamp can be
used for dark-field imaging. Using a flippable mirror in the k-space plane the beam path
can be switched between coherent laser excitation and incoherent illumination with an
ultra-bright xenon lamp. By the means of this flipper mirror one can be switched in and
out running fully automatized between measurements. While the xenon lamp produces
good quality dark-field images, low light levels and atomic lines in its spectrum render
it unsuitable for fast acquisition of dark-field spectra.
Three different bright-field objectives can be used to allow for different excitation and
detection angles.
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• A short working distance, 63x magnification, water immersion, 1.2 NA Leica ob-
jective allows for high angle excitation (θE=55-64 degrees) and detection (θD =
0-55 degrees) with large bandwidth (λ=500-1000 nm). This is used for imaging
nanostructures immersed in a liquid medium as well as polarization dependent
measurements.
• A long working distance, 50x magnification air-immersion, 0.8 NA Olympus objec-
tive with angles ranging from θ= 0-53 degree and a spectral bandwith (λ=500-
850 nm).This is used for samples that can not be placed on top of a cover slip and
require a longer working distance.
• A 100x magnification Oil immersion, 1.4 NA Nikon Objective with incident angles
ranging from θE=67-79 (0-79 bowtie configuration) and detection angles θD=0-
67 degrees (0-79 bowtie configuration). This is used for ultra high angle excitation
and detection and to image through gold coated cover slips with nanostructures
on the top side.
After passing through the objective, the reflected incident light is blocked using either
a motorized aperture close to the objective or a complementary beam blocking element
in the image plane. In case of a diaphragm the diameter of the aperture needs to be
adjusted according to the size of the beam block used. The background-free scattered
light is then detected at the complementary angles. The scattered light is normalized
by subtracting the background and dividing by a reference spectrum. Subtracting the
background accounts for background scattering and electronic noise while the reference
is used to take out the spectral shape of the light source as well as to account for the
spectral detection efficiency. The background is taken with a fully closed aperture using
the same integration as the actual measurement. The reference spectrum is taken with
the aperture fully open.
3.1.1.1 Polarization-Dependent Dark-Field Scattering
Introducing a polarizer into the excitation beam path allows the polarization response
of individual nanostructures to be measured. To ensure that the incident light is lin-
early polarized the polarization is set by a grid polarizer (GP) with a spectral range
of 300-1000 nm. It is then rotated by φ at the back focal plane of the objective by
an ultra-broadband zero-order half-wave plate (HWP, Figure 3.4) to retain polarization
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purity at the sample. Using an incoherent light source leads to polarization compo-
nents in the s- and p- plane (Figure 3.4 a). When focused down on to the sample the
polarization components add up. This leads to polarization component parallel to the
substrate as well as along the z axis due to the high angle excitation. The z-fraction
of the polarization scales with the NA of the objective; lower NA objectives have small
polarization components oscillating along the z axis while large NA objectives lead to
large z polarization and therefore efficiently couple to the plasmonic dipole of the NPoM
system.
However, using a supercontinuum laser, which possesses a coherence length of approxi-
mately 3 mm leads to light in the focal spot that is dominantly s polarized with the field
components oscillating parallel to the substrate. This is due to out-of-phase superposi-
tion (Figure 3.4 a). When carefully aligned, the mixed p-polarized components coming
from two opposite sides of the incident annular cone cancel out due to the out-of-phase
superposition of these beams (Figure 3.4 b), orange). The remaining constructively-
superimposing components are s-polarized in the azimuthal plane (Figure 3.4 b), with a
direction set by the incident polarization direction (Figure 3.4, white). Combining the
two light sources therefore allows the full 3-D polarization response of single nanostruc-
tures to be collected.
Figure 3.4: Polarization dependent dark-field microscopy (a) Polarization-dependent dark-field
microscope. The polarization of the supercontinuum laser in set with a wire-grid polarizer (GP) and
a λ/2 plate to rotate the linear polarization in the excitation beam. Using a beam splitter (BS),
the light is focused onto the sample through a high NA (1.2) water-immersion Leica objective (63x
magnification). A beam block (BB) in the incident beam path and an aperture (A) in the detection
allow for background-free detection of the scattering. (b) Realization of polarization in the azimuthal
plane: p-polarized components cancel out due to the out-of-phase superposition of the beams from
opposite azimuthal directions on the cone (orange), while s-polarized components add (grey).
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3.1.1.2 Photoemission and Laser-Induced Tuning
To carry out simultaneous photoluminescence (PL) and dark-field measurements an
additional beamsplitter port in either the excitation or detection beam path can be used
to couple in a monochromatic continuous wave (CW) laser into the microscope. The
403 nm laser diode is coupled in via free space and collimated with multiple lenses to
guarantee the even illumination of the back focal plane of the objective. If the laser is
coupled in via the detection beam path it illuminates the sample at normal incidence,
however, if the excitation path is used the beam is focused down at high angles, because
the beam must pass through the complementary k-space masks in each path. A 500 nm
long-pass filter before the spectrometer is used to block out the laser light and allows
for the simultaneous detection of PL emission and dark-field-scattering. For high laser
powers light induced restructuring of the nanoparticles is observed.
3.1.2 Olympus BX51
The optical path of a commercial BX51 is shown in Figure 3.5. The illumination path
and the detection path are overlaid in blue on top of the microscope image. An ul-
tra bright halogen lamp in combination with a dark-field objective is used to illuminate
the sample. A homogeneous illumination is realized by the reflective Koehler configura-
tion, where the sample and light source are in two conjugated planes. This illumination
technique prevents the projection of the light source image on to the sample plane70
ensuring that the image of the individual filaments of the halogen lamp is defocused
over the sample. The result is an extremely homogeneous and even illumination over
the entire imaging area. As indicated there are two irises: one in the aperture stop (AS)
which together with the back focal stop (BFS) are reciprocal to the sample plane and
one in the focal stop (FS), which is conjugate to the sample plane. At the AS the image
of the light source is reproduced using a lens. Closing the iris in the AS plane blocks
the outer light, which allows the incident angles of the incoming light to be reduced.
On the other hand, the FS iris can be used to centre the illuminated area on the sample
at the camera. It is placed after a second lens so it is conjugate to the sample plane
and therefore in focus at the same time as the sample. With a third lens the light is
then projected onto the back focal plane, fully filling the back aperture of the dark-field
objective. Before the light reaches the objective an annular mirror (3.5 b) is used to cut
out the middle of the beam to ensure the annular shaped high angle illumination. For
a 100x 0.9 NA Olympus objective incident angles of θ=58-64 degrees are realised. The
schematic of a dark-field objective is shown in Figure (3.5 c). The incident light in form
of a ring produced by the annular shape mirror is projected onto the back focal plane
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(a) DFSetupA
Figure 3.5: BX51 (a) Schematic of the commercial BX51 setup with overlayed beam path in blue.
Detection path way is not shown. (AS) and (FS) label Aperture and Focal stop respectively. (b), (c)
zoomed in images of the inside of a dark-field mirror and dark-field objective used in the BX51 to
allow for background-free detection of dark-field scattering. The doughnut shaped beam (yellow) is
produced by an Elliptical Front Surface Mirror in combination with a Spider Light Stop and guided
through the periphery of the dark-field objective where it is focussed down onto the sample with
a reflector lens. The scattered light (blue) is collected in the inside cone. Images (a) and (b)
reproduced and modified from71
of the objective. Different objectives are mounted on a carousel, which allows for easy
exchange of objectives without misaligning on the sample. In the objective the light is
guided along the periphery and a reflector lens is used to focus the light onto the sample
in a large spot under high angles.The scattered light is collected through the inside cone
of the objective with a collection lens.
Since the scattered light is collected with the same objective the detection angles are
limited to smaller angles below the illumination cone θ=0-58 degrees, corresponding to
0.85 NA=n sin(θ). After being reflected from a beamsplitter the returning scattered
light from the sample is focussed onto a 50 µm multimode fiber guiding the light to a
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peltier-cooled spectrometer in confocal configuration.
Optionally two additional beamsplitter ports in the illumination path serve as an extra
input for external light sources or an easily accessible output from the illumination beam
path without having to modify the imaging path. In combination with a shutter (Unib-
litz) in front of the halogen lamp this allows alternating photoemission and dark field
scattering studies to be carried out on the same nanostructure (see section 6)
The use of a halogen lamp in the excitation has many advantages such as the large
and even illumination area, which is ideal to carry out large-scale automated scans of
many different structures on one sample, but it also has its limitations. The large area
illumination results in very low light levels, requiring integration times of seconds. It
also does not allow the excitation of individual nanostructures. Furthermore the spectral
range of the halogen lamp is limited to the visible range (500-830 nm). Monitoring fast
changes in dark field scattering across the visible and the near IR simultaneously demands
a system with higher light levels for fast acquisition and a broader spectral range. This
was realised by using a super continuum Fianium laser as a light source, which forms
the heart of the custom built dark-field setup described in the previous section.
3.2 Simulations
In addition to experiments, numerical simulations offer a rich tool set that can provide
important insights into the optical response of plasmonic nanostructures and their cou-
pling. In particular, simulations allow us to explore coupling and scattering mechanisms
in a level of detail that remains inaccessible experimentally. The most commonly used
numerical methods are the Boundary Element Method (BEM), Finite-Difference
Time-Domain (FDTD) and Finite Element Method (FEM) and a brief overview is
given in the following:
• BEM:
The BEM method is an integral equation method that is generally based on solving
Greens functions. These Greens functions are solved by transforming them into a
system of linear equations. In contrast to the two other methods only the current
and charge distributions at the boundary surface are calculated. For objects with
a small volume to surface ratio this method is very efficient in computational
resources.
• FDTD:
In FDTD the time dependent Maxwell equations (differential form) are discretised
using central-difference approximations. The resulting equations are solved in a
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cycle for the E-field component vectors and the magnetic field component vectors
for each discretised volume at a given time. Since it is a time-domain method the
advantage is that the full spectral response of an object with a broadband incident
pulse (gaussian pulse) can be calculated with a single simulation.
• FEM:
FEM is also referred to as “Finite element analysis” (FEA). As in the other meth-
ods the problem is subdivided into smaller elements. Similar to FDTD this is a
volume meshing method and therefore more computationally expensive. Using the
parameter variation method the partial differential equations are approximated and
solved.
The majority of simulations carried out in the work presented here were done using
the BEM method and FDTD simulations, which will be described in more detail in the
following paragraphs (section 3.2.1, 3.2.2).
3.2.1 Finite Difference Time Domain Simulations
Most of the simulations were carried out with Rohit Chikkaraddy and part of the fol-
lowing section has been published in72. Full-wave finite difference time domain (FDTD)
simulations with Lumerical were used to calculate the scattering response and field en-
hancement of plasmonic cavities formed between faceted 60-100 nm nanoparticles and
gold substrates as well as dimers. Gap sizes were varied from 1-10 nm to match the
experimental conditions described in section 7.4. For a more accurate representation,
the wavelength-dependent refractive index of the gap was extracted from the experi-
mental reflectivity spectrum of the spacer layer (eg. WSe2 flake), and the parameters
incorporated into full-wave calculations to model the NPoM cavity accordingly. The in-
cident plane wave (total-field scattering-field) was set to an illumination angle of Θi=55
deg or 0 deg as an approximation for s- and p-polarization respectively. This allows the
character of the different plasmonic modes to be tested. To reproduce the experimental
condition the collection angles were limited to a cone of Θc=0 to 55 deg. (based on the
NA of the objective). An inbuilt sweep function was used to scan the incident wavelength
from 500 to 900 nm. Different facet sizes were simulated to tune the plasmonic cavity
modes across the exciton resonance.
To estimate the mode volume of the cavity resonance, the Purcell factor was calcu-
lated,
FP = 3/(4pi2)(λ0/n)3Q/V. (3.1)
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As described in section 2.1.3.2 the Purcell factor describes the enhanced spontaneous
decay rate of a classical dipole in the NPoM cavity. It is simulated by placing dipoles in
specific orientations at the locations where the fields are most strongly enhanced. In the
case of the NPoM this is either in the centre of the facet or at the edge near the top
nanoparticle (Figure 7.4 e), Figure 7.9). From the simulated Purcell factor and a Q-factor
which was inferred from the resonant lineshape of each mode, with Q = ω/(∆ω), the
mode volume was calculated. To simulate strong coupling, the gap of the NPoM cavity
is modelled as a self-consistent dispersive medium with excitonic dielectric permittivity
described by the Lorentz model as
εtot(ω) = ε∞+∑( f jω2j )/(ω2j −ω2− iγ jω) j, (3.2)
where ε∞= 5 is the non-resonant background, and for each exciton (A,B,C) f j is the
reduced oscillator strength, where ωA,B = 1.63, 2.0 eV are the A,B exciton energies with
linewidth parameters γA,B = 70, 100 meV. The f j are tuned to match the experimentally
observed reflectivity and strong coupling spectra.
To account for the anisotropy of the permittivity, f j’s are adjusted accordingly to give
a 50% reduced background refractive index for fields normal to the layer planes as seen
in the experimental data.
3.2.2 Boundary Element Method
The implementation of the BEM method was done in Matlab, where the code was
developed around the MNPBEM toolbox.The toolbox itself has been designed to provide
flexible simulation of the response of plasmonic structures. In principle it works for
arbitrary dielectric bodies with homogeneous dielectric properties, separated by abrupt
interfaces, and has been proven to work on plasmonic nanoparticles73. The algorithm was
firstly proposed by Hohenester73–75, then extended to the layered media case in76 and
adapted with a more efficient multilayer Green’s function evaluation, as described in77.
The toolbox was further improved by Dr. Xuezhi Zheng. He solved the surface integrals
of different geometrical structures analytically, which allowed the implementation of
Waterman structures66,78 and other complicated shapes. A centre piece of the BEM
method is the calculation of Greens functions suited to the problem. This can usually
only be done for linear homogeneous media and therefore places considerable restrictions
on the variation of problems that can be solved. In this section, the algorithm underlying
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the BEM simulations carried out in this work will be briefly reviewed.
In a multilayer environment, the main equation to be solved is76:(
A11 A12
A21 A22
)(
x1
x2
)
=
(
B1
B2
)
(3.3)
In equation (3.3) A11,A12 and A21,A22 constitute the matrix A (system matrix) that char-
acterizes the electromagnetic properties of the system under consideration (the nanopar-
ticle on mirror, NPoM). B on the right hand side can either be a single column vector
consisting of B1 and B2 or in the case of multiple incident fields is multicolumn and
represents the excitation of the system. The response of the system is then given by
x1 and x2 which are unknown. It contains the equivalent charge distribution σ and the
current distribution h on the boundary of a nanoparticle shown in Figure 3.6.
BEM simulations were used to calculate the scattering response and surface charge distri-
bution of plasmonic cavities formed by faceted 80 nm nanoparticles and gold substrates.
The gap distance was fixed to 0.9 nm to reproduce the spacer thickness used in exper-
iments. Polarization dependent simulations of different facet sizes and with ellipsoidal
nanoparticles were carried out to study the effect of asymmetry and cavity angle (chap-
ter 5). Incident angles were adjusted to experimental conditions given by the NA of the
objectives. Furthermore extensive simulations varying surrounding refractive index, gap
size and nanoparticle size were done to obtain a complete picture of the NPoM geometry
(the results are shown in section 4.3).
In order to ensure converging solutions in all cases the grids were chosen sufficiently
small. The NPoM geometry is simulated using a four layered system: the Au substrate
layer, the CB gap layer, the scatterer (Au ellipsoid) and the surrounding medium (air).
The variation of the incident polarization is achieved by rotating the incident angle in
p-and s-configurations.
3.3 Sample Preparation
The majority of samples used throughout this work were Nanoparticle on Mirror struc-
tures (NPoM). The construct is fabricated using bottom-up self assembly and the process
can be divided into 3 steps. The substrate fabrication, the spacer layer deposition and
the drop-casting of the nanoparticles solution with desired shapes and sizes. These steps
will be described in detail in the following sections.
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Figure 3.6: Boundary Element Formalism(a) Schematic of simulation setup with NPoM system,
Illumination source and detector (not scaled) (b) Illustrations of physical quantities involved in the
Boundary Element Formalism75. The physical boundary of a nanoparticle (S) is marked by the light-
blue color with its normal as the blue arrow pointing from medium 1 to medium 2. Boundaries (S1
and S2) just inside and outside the physical boundary are delineated by a dashed dark blue curves.
The source and observation points on the inner surface and the outer surfaces are denoted by the
dark green crosses ad orange arrows respectively.
3.3.1 Template Stripping of Gold Substrates
In order to guarantee a reproducible optical signature of many NPoM constructs the
nanoparticles need to be placed on a atomically flat “mirror” substrate. Using “Template
stripping”, contamination before depositing the spacer layer can be avoided and the
surface roughness is reduced to a minimum. This is achieved by directly depositing the
gold layer on a silicon wafer without any adhesive layer.
Figure 3.7: Template stripped gold vs. evaporated gold samples. AFM images of a 500 nm x
500 nm area of a template stripped gold sample and an evaporated gold sample. Image take from79
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Evaporation
The process is described in Figure 3.8. Firstly the silicon wafers are cleaned with Dea-
con90 and deionised water. To leave no residue on the wafer, it is rinsed with ethanol,
isopropanol and deionised water and then dried with nitrogen. Any residue on the silicon
is found to lead to roughness of the gold surface and in the extreme case prevents the
gold layer from stripping off the wafer.
The clean wafer is placed in the Kurt J. Lesker Company PVD 200 electron-beam Evapo-
rator and evacuated to a pressure of 10−7 atms. The crucible of the gold is heated with
an e-beam of 10kVs acceleration voltage to create a metal vapour phase. The material is
evaporated onto the wafer after opening the shutter. In order to ensure a homogeneous
deposition the sample is rotated during the entire process. For the optimal result the
deposition speed can be adjusted by changing the e-beam current. A deposition speed
of 0.1 A˙/s was found to achieve the smoothest surface.
Template Stripping
After evaporation, the wafer is placed on a hot plate at 60 degrees. A 2 component epoxy
glue is mixed by combining the two components 1:1 of Epo-Tek 377. Subsequently, 1
cm2 squares of flat silicon are epoxy-glued onto the gold surface using approximately
3µ l of epoxy per square. After curing the epoxy at 150 degrees for 2 hours the wafer is
slowly cooled down in steps of 10 degrees per hour to avoid thermal stress. Once the
wafer has cooled down to room temperature the silicon squares can be striped from the
wafer. To reduce the damage of the gold surface at the edges, the outside of the silicon
squares are scratched to loosen the squares. The surface used to prepare the sample
Figure 3.8: Process of template stripping 100 nm layer of gold is directly evaporated on a silicon
wafer with a titanium adhesion layer in between. By using epoxy and small pieces of silicon wafers
it is than “stripped off” the original silicon wafer yielding an atomically flat and clean gold surface.
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Figure 3.9: Self-assembled Monolayers (a) molecular linker molecules used as spacers. (left)
macrocyclic molecule cucurbit[n]uril (CB[7]) for a 0.9 nm gap, (right) 1,1’,4’,1”-terphenyl-4-thiol
(TPT) for 1.4 nm gaps. (b) Illustration of the formation of self-assembled monolayers with the two
different molecular linkers in solution.
is the surface that was in contact with the silicon wafer before. Since it was protected
from the atmosphere during the process it is very clean and flat. That way the squares
can be stored for several month without contamination before being peeled of.
3.3.2 Self-assembly of Soft Spacer Layers
Self assembled monolayers (SAMs) are dense layers of organic molecules that sponta-
neously form to an ordered monolayer80,81. The molecules used for the SAM are required
to have an end group with a high binding affinity to the desired substrate so a uniform
monolayer is formed. In the case of gold, thiol terminated groups are a popular choice.
Different molecules can be used to achieve a variety of gap distances.
Within this work two types of soft spacers were used: the thiol based molecule 1,1’,4’,1”-
terphenyl-4-thiol (TPT) with a thickness of approximately 1.4 nm82 and the macrocyclic
molecule cucurbit[n]uril (CB[7]) for a 0.9 nm gap distances. CB[n] molecules are pumpkin
shaped molecules with a hydrophobic cavity. It has carbonyl-portals on each end (Figure
3.9) that absorbs to gold surfaces83,84 Since it is a very rigid molecule it allows for a
precise and reproducible gap in plasmonic coupled systems. Furthermore it’s pumpkin
shape allows incorporation of different molecules in a host-guest configuration21. TPT
on the other hand is known to have a high degree of uniform packing density as well as
good SERS signals. In both cases a 1 mM solution is prepared. Anhydrous ethanol is
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chosen as a solvent for TPT and distilled water for CB[7].
The gold substrate is freshly stripped off the wafer and purged with nitrogen to remove
any gold flakes. The purged Au substrate is left in stock solution for 10 min (CB[7])
and 24h (TPT) to deposit a monolayer. Afterwards the samples are thoroughly flushed
with distilled water or ethanol to remove excess molecules and dried with nitrogen.
3.3.3 2D Materials
Monolayer and few-layer TMD flakes are mechanically exfoliated from bulk crystals onto a
silicon substrate coated with a polymer bilayer (100 nm Polymethylglutarimide (PMGI)
and 1 µm polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)). The top PMMA layer is lifted off the
substrate by dissolving the sacrificial PMGI layer and transferred onto a gold substrate,
fabricated according to section 3.3.1 . The PMMA membrane is dissolved in acetone,
and the sample is rinsed in isopropanol and dried with a nitrogen flow.
Additionally, for control measurements 10 nm SiO2 were deposited onto 100 nm gold
substrates by vapour deposition. As with the fabrication of the gold substrate this is
done in the Kurt J. Lesker Company PVD 200 electron-beam Evaporator under vacuum
and low pressures of 10− 7 atms. After the gold evaporations described above the
crucible is switched to the desired material (SiO2) and heated with an e-beam of 10kVs
acceleration voltage. The material is evaporated on top of the gold layer after opening
the shutter.
3.3.4 Nanoparticle Assembly
The last step in the sample fabrication is the drop casting of nanoparticles. Depending
on the spacer layer the deposition of nanoparticles can last from 10 seconds to 10 hours,
reflecting the affinity of the top surface of the spacer layer to the gold nanoparticles.
While most of the soft spacer layers have a strong affinity to gold, the hard spacer layers
don’t interact with the gold except for van-der-Waals-forces, which are very short range.
The scattering of nanoparticles decreases with diameter ( ≈ D6 )68. Therefore, mostly
60, 80 and 100 nm sized nanoparticles were used for the NPoM constructs tuning the
plasmon wavelength to the desired spectral range.
Soft Spacers A drop of BBI gold nanoparticle solution is drop-casted on the sample,
and left for 10 seconds (sparse sample, 3.10) or 30 seconds (dense sample). The ex-
cess nanoparticle solution along with residue of salt and stabilising agents is thoroughly
washed away with distilled water and dried with nitrogen.
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Figure 3.10: Dark-field images of NPoM samples(a) high density sample after 30 seconds depo-
sition time. (b) low density sample after 10 seconds deposition time
Hard Spacers The samples were submerged into a small vial of nanoparticle solution
and left there for 6 - 10 hours. If the density of nanoparticles on the sample was still
too low salt was added to the nanoparticle solution to destabilize the citrate covered
nanoparticles in the solution. This destabilization also leads to an increase of nanopar-
ticle aggregates on the sample and therefore was only used for samples with very poor
gold interaction.
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4 Nanoparticle on Mirror
The Nanoparticle on Mirror geometry builds our foundation of cavity plasmonics. This
plasmonic nano-cavity enhances light-matter interactions drastically, allowing monitoring
down to the single molecule level21. Its optical response is highly influenced by the cavity
morphology with a sensitivity high enough to track atomistic changes in real time78,82.
Using plasmonic cavity modes to couple to single emitters and track chemical reactions
in real time requires a full understanding of the far-field scattering response and the local
field enhancement due to the spatial charge distribution across the nano gap.
In this chapter the cavity that is formed by the nanoparticle on mirror geometry (NPoM)
will be addressed in detail. When depicted, the NPoM constructs are mostly shown as
perfectly spherical. However as SEM images show, nanoparticles are highly faceted and
not always symmetric. The consequence is a complex convolution of dimer like response
with the cavity modes, modifying the optical response of the coupled nanoparticle system.
To disentangle the different parameters influencing the response of the NPoM system
the following relations will be explored:
- The effect of varying nanoparticle size, gap distance and surrounding refractive index
on the plasmonic modes of the NPoM construct.
- The impact of the nano-cavity morphology and edge rounding on the far-field scattering
response.
- Influence of the symmetry: How gap modes couple to radiative antenna modes.
Combining experimental data with simulations, the different modes (bright and dark)
are distinguished and their mixing behaviour, which gives rise to a rich spectrum of
plasmonic coupled modes is analysed.
Parts of this work 1 have been published in reference66.
1Experimental work was undertaken in collaboration with R. Chikkaraddy and simulations were carried
out together with X. Zheng and R. Chikkaraddy.
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4.1 Plasmonic Coupled Systems
The “sweet spots” of plasmonic coupling
As described in section 2.1.2.6 when a nanostructure is placed in close proximity to
another nanostructure plasmonic coupling occurs which can be considered within the
hybridization model. The coupling not only leads to additional resonances that highly
depend on the gap distance as well as the refractive index, but also creates a huge field
enhancement (104), so called “hot-spots” between the two coupled nanostructures.
This gap-size dependent field enhancement is readily exploited in the literature for
Figure 4.1: Finite-element simulations of hotspots in different plasmonic geometries with an av-
erage SERS enhancement 〈GNP〉 over the entire nanoparticle surface and a maximum SERS
enhancement factor GmaxNP . Exemplary molecules in the hotspot are depicted as red circles
and outside the hotpot as white circles. Single nanoparticles show moderate field enhance-
ment: (a) sphere, 〈GNP(545 nm)〉=160, GmaxNP (545 nm)=2500 and (b) cube 〈GNP(585 nm)〉=1400,
GmaxNP (585 nm)=2700. Significant increase in enhancement is seen for plasmonic coupled sys-
tems (c) nanosphere dimer 〈GNP(645 nm)〉=1.47*106, GmaxNP =(645 nm)=4.11*109 (d) nanocube
dimer 〈GNP(725 nm)〉=2.41*105, GmaxNP =(725 nm)=1.24*108.Complex nanostructures formed by (e)
nanoparticle aggregates, (f) ordered assembly structures, (e) patterned surfaces and (h) cones dimers
and heptamers. Figures and enhancement values taken from:85
.
sensing applications such as surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS), tip enhanced
Raman scattering (TERS), plasmon mediated chemistry with very few molecules (such as
single molecule redox reactions and catalysis reactions) or for plasmon enhanced strong
coupling, going all the way to the single molecule level10,40,86–88 While there are many
different approaches which use plasmonic coupled systems to enhance light matter inter-
actions, the reliable fabrication of such systems bears some challenges and there is still a
race on to find the optimal “hot-spot” geometry85. Simulations of some representative
plasmonic coupled systems with hot-spots and field enhancements are shown in Figure
4.1. Using single nanostructures (Figure 4.1a,b), such as individual spherical nanopar-
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ticles, nanorods or cubes, only moderate enhancements at the surface/ edges of the
single nanostructure can be reached. This can be further boosted using nanoparticles
with sharp edges such as nanostars89 and nanoflowers90 by the means of the “’lightning
rod effect’. However, these sharp edges round off over time due to degradation or dam-
age with high excitation powers. Significantly greater enhancement is seen for coupled
nanoparticles like dimers (bowtie antennas,tip-dimers), trimers91, nanoclusters92 (ag-
gregates or ordered chains of nanoparticles93) or even structured surfaces and cone-like
structures11 .
The small volumes enclosed between nanoparticles show the largest field enhancement,
thus rendering coupled structures the ideal arrangement for high sensitivity sensing85,94
with nanometric resolution. To guarantee for optimal enhancement and reproducible
“hot-spots” the reliable fabrication of theses structures is crucial and will be discussed
in the next section.
4.1.1 Fabrication of Plasmonic Coupled Systems
The modes of plasmonic coupled nanostrucutres strongly depend on the inter-particle
distance and hotspot geometry, making reproducibility and consistency in the fabrication
as well as scalability essential.
Approaches in fabrication can be broadly broken down into one of two categories:
bottom-up and top-down (Figure 4.2). While top-down approaches are good for pro-
ducing structures with long-range dimensions and for making macroscopic connections,
bottom-up approaches are best suited for easy assembly and establishing short-range
order at nanoscale dimensions (Figure 4.2 c,d,e).
Top-Down
Top-down techniques have been applied for a long time in the semiconductor industry
for patterning. Nanostructures are coated either directly using different types of lithog-
raphy (e-beam lithography) and milling (focused ion beam), or indirectly by producing
a template that can be used as a stamp. As the sample is directly patterned a rich
variety of complex geometries and shapes can be realised (Figure 4.2 b). Nonetheless,
this level of complexity comes at a price. Most of these kinds of fabrication techniques
are very expensive, and therefore not transferable to large scale production methods
for plasmonics structures. Furthermore, the resolution in the pattern is still limited by
the diffraction limit of the ion beam (5 nm) and material issues. Therefore, spatial
resolution in top-down fabricated structures remains limited to several nanometers101.
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Figure 4.2: Nanoparticle fabrication and assembly processes. (a) Tip dimer formation using to AFM
tips reaching sub-nm gap spacings. (b) Complex patterned nanostructures with top-down methods
that allow large scale fabrication. (c) Self-assembled nanostructures via aggregation using van-der-
Waals forces (i) and de-wetting processes (ii). (d) Controlled self-assembly using molecular linker
molecules such as (i) DNA, (ii) thiol linkers or (e) block co-polymers allowing a vary the spacer
thickness and to add additional functionalities to the system. Figures taken from95–100 respectively.
Bottom-up
In contrast bottom-up self-assembly allows for spatial control of less than a nanometer
by using molecular linkers to form nanostructures. This direct method of assembly can
easily be scaled up to produce large numbers of structures in an affordable way. The
individual structures, such as nanoparticles, nanorods or nanoprisms are coated with
charged surfactants in solution to stabilize them. Overcoming this repulsion force, for
example using salt, brings the particles close together and makes them aggregate due
to van-der-Waals forces. This method allows for production of large disordered clusters.
While this is a great method to produce large plasmonic coupled structures the repro-
ducibility remains low due to their random aggregation with a large variation in their
clustering and packing density as well as their individual spacing.
A more controllable method is the use of molecular spacers. They provide a fixed gap
distance between the nanostructures as well as allowing the addition of different func-
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tionalities to the structures. Several studies exist on the assembly of nanostructures
using DNA in the arrangement of dimers,102,103 chains,104,105 or even more complex
structures. While DNA assembly previously was limited by the strands length of ∼5 nm
to rather large gap distances in recent work the lateral positioning of nanoparticles on
DNA rafts with nanometer precision has been shown40. A possible alternative to DNA
strands is offered by block co-polymers, which have been reported to enable larger scale
2D structures of metallic nanoparticles106,107. Scaling down further, another molecular
spacer is Cucubit[n]uril (CB[n]) , which has a relatively rigid structure and stable height
of 0.9 nm and therefore allows for a precise control over the gap distance between two
adjoining nanostructures83,84,93,108,109 (also see section ).
With increasing complexity of the system more coupled modes start to arise, rendering
dimers and simple coupled structures the preferred testing platform. Nonetheless, the
fabrication of controlled structures such as dimers and trimers with exact inter-particle
distances in high yields is a challenge.
Nanoparticle on Film Structure
A simpler and easily fabricated plasmonic coupled system is the nanoparticle on film
system, also called “nanoparticle on mirror” (NPoM, Figure 4.3). The nanoparticles
are simply drop-cast onto a gold substrate with a monolayer of a molecular spacer or a
2D material sandwiched in between. Using different spacer layers, either soft or hard,
prevents conductive contact and produces consistent gaps with different thickness while
allowing any additional functionalisation of the nanostructure due to the electronic prop-
erties of the spacer material. The detailed assembly of the NPoM constructs used within
this work is described in section 4.1.1. The easy fabrication method allows production
of NPoM constructs on a large scale in a time efficient manner. The density of NPoM
constructs over a particular area can be controlled by adjusting the deposition time,
where densities up to ∼ 106 NPoM per cm2 can be realized. Here the limiting factor is
reducing crosstalk between the individual constructs. The spacing between constructs
has to be large enough to guarantee the dark-field scattering collection is from a single
structure. In the case of confocal detection the detection area is in the range of ≈
10 µm2 requiring NPoMs to be at least spaced apart further than this.
4.2 NPoM Geometry and its Optical Response
When the nanoparticle is placed on a gold substrate image charges induced in an under-
lying metal film allow plasmonic coupling between the nanoparticle and its mirror image
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(inset in Figure 4.3 b). This creates a system that acts like the coupled plasmonic dimer
with an enclosed nano-cavity (inset in Figure 4.3 b). The precision and reproducibility
of the NPoM make it the preferential way to fabricate plasmonic dimer systems with
equivalent field confinement reaching enhancement factors of 104 in the gap (Figure 4.3
a,b).
Figure 4.3: Nanoparticle on Mirror (NPoM). The NPoM construct (b) is inherently similar to the
plasmonic coupled dimer (a) with equivalent field enhancement in the “hot-spot” reaching factors
of ∼ 104 in the gap. (c) Top: experimental scattering response of a 80 nm Au NPoM with a
0.9 nm CB[7] spacer layer, measured using dark-field microscopy. The different modes with the
simplified charge distribution are shown in the inset and labeled accordingly: T : Transverse mode,
l2: Quadrupolar mode, l1: coupled mode. Bottom: comparison of scattering response of a dimer
vs. the NPoM construct. Each system is simulated with 80 nm Au nanoparticles and a 1 nm gap.(d)
Simulated emission profile of the NPoM system. While the transverse mode is emitted near normal
incident the coupled modes are expected to show maximum emission for high angles (∼ 60 deg.).
Perfectly Spherical NPoMs
In a simplified picture the nanoparticle can be considered as perfectly spherical. However,
this does not take into account the seed mediated growth of nanoparticles which lead to
a variety of different shapes and faceting, which will be discussed in the next section. The
scattering spectra of a typical near-spherical 80 nm NPoM with a 0.9 nm spacer layer of
CB[7] in the gap (Figure 4.3 c), top) is obtained by dark-field microscopy. Analogous to
the plasmonic dimer, the NPoM system has a strong dipolar response, with an equivalent
near-field enhancement (Figure 4.3 a,b) and scattering response (Simulations: Figure
4.3 c), bottom). In the simplest case it consists of 3 modes: Transverse mode, Dipolar
mode (l1) and Quadrupolar mode (l2). Their scattering intensity as a function of emission
angle is shown in Figure 4.3 (d). The transverse mode (T ) around 530 nm corresponds
to the single nanoparticle response and is dominant for polarization perpendicular to the
connecting dimer axis (Figure 4.3 d), green). The modes around 600 nm (l2: quadrupolar
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mode) and 730 nm (l1: dipolar mode) are first and second order coupled antenna modes
l1, l2, ... (explained in detail later). Due to their dipolar and quadrupolar character they
can both couple to the far-field, but it is the dipolar l1 mode that dominates the scattering
spectra. They are most efficiently excited with polarization parallel to the dimer axis or
in case of the NPoM system at angles Θ∼ 60 degrees (Figure 4.3 d). This is confirmed
by typical dark-field images shown in the inset, where the coupled mode appears as red
doughnut shaped rings around green dots corresponding to the transverse mode emitting
at near normal incidence. Thus, the high angle emission and excitation of these modes
requires high NA objectives to achieve sufficient coupling. As the transverse mode only
couples weakly to the induced mirror charge its resonance position is mostly fixed by the
nanoparticle size and the surrounding refractive index as shown in Figure 4.4 (a,b). In
Figure 4.4: Exploring the tuning parameters of NPoM system using boundary element method
simulations (BEM). The scattering response of spherical NPoM system at 65 deg. incident angle
is simulated. Scattering spectra of the NPoM construct with varying (a) nanoparticle size, refractive
index of the spacer layer n and (c) gap distance d as indicated in the schematics on the side. The
scattering response as function of n and d was simulated for a spherical 80 nm nanoparticle with a
gap distance of 0.9 nm and a refractive index of 1.4 respectively. Extracted peak intensities of the
l1 mode as a function of nanoparticle diameter are shown at the right hand side.
both cases the resonance position of the coupled mode shifts linearly as a function of
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refractive index and nanoparticle size, where a refractive index variation of 0.1 already
leads to a spectral shift of 25 nm. The surrounding refractive index is left constant but it
should be noted that it also has an influence on the mode positions being of importance
when using water or oil immersion objectives that require high refractive index matching
solutions. A decrease in scattering intensity of the l1 mode and an increase for the l2
modes with higher refractive indices is seen in Figure 4.4 (b). The opposite trend is
observed for increasing nanoparticle size. Here, the intensity increases as a function of
nanoparticle size (Figure 4.4 a, right hand side) accompanied by a broadening of the l1
mode. Similar trends are seen for the quadrupolar and dipolar mode. However, their
mode position is most dramatically affected by changes in the gap distance ( Figure 4.4
c). While the resonance position of the transverse mode remains nearly constant as a
function of gap size, the quadrupolar and dipolar modes show clear spectral shifts82,110
(Figure 4.4 c), where three regimes can be identified. For a nanoparticle with a very thick
spacer layer the nanoparticle acts independently as no coupling to the underlaying mirror
occurs. For a spacer thickness much smaller than the nanoparticle size the coupling
becomes significant and higher-order antenna modes l2, l3.. are effectively excited. The
coupled modes initially red-shift as a function of decreasing separation and the far-field
response is weakened as the effective dipole of the dimer-like structure is reduced111.
As the spacer thickness is further decreased, there is a strong build up of charges at
the opposing faces in the gap accompanied by a near-field enhancement. The third
regime is the “nearly-touching” regime, for gap distances d ≤1 nm. Here, local effects,
such as dynamic screening and charge spill out19,112 start to play an important role
and dramatic changes in the scattering response occur in form of additional modes
disappearing rapidly into the infra red region111. With decreasing distance the dominant
dipolar modes become narrower and decrease in intensity as the higher order modes take
up some of the overall light scattering strength. At the same time each of the higher order
modes first increases in strength as d decreases, and then eventually decreases for even
smaller d, while shifting to the red. This occurs sequentially for each successive shorter
wavelength mode. The narrowing of the modes in the infra red region is likely caused by
the lower absorption of the gold at longer wavelengths. These results demonstrate the
exquisite sensitivity of the optical response of the NPoM system to the nanoparticle size,
its surrounding refractive index and gap distance. Here, the smaller the gap the larger
the field enhancement in the gap region and the higher the sensitivity. However, for very
narrow gaps (d ≤1 nm) the morphology of the cavity itself starts to impact the optical
response. Therefore, to describe the full picture the faceted nature of nanoparticles has
to be accounted for, which will be discussed in detail in the next section.
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Figure 4.5: Faceted nanoparticles(a) SEM images of commercially bought spherical BBI nanopar-
ticles showing a large variety of faceting with corresponding 70 nm scale bars. The different crystal
faces are color coded respectively and the deducted Waterman structures are shown to the left from
top to the bottom: cuboctahedron, rhombicuboctahedron and pentagonal bipyramid. (b) Correlation
of nanoparticle size with facet ratio. Figures taken from82
4.3 Nanoparticle Size and Faceting
While most schematics of the nanoparticle on mirror geometry show perfectly spherical
nanoparticles on top of a flat mirror, in reality gold nanoparticles are highly faceted and
asymmetric (Figure 4.5 a). This is due to their crystalline nature, where the different
crystal faces grow at a variety of speeds due to their differing surface energy113. For
a single crystal seed, free of 2D defects, the dominant growth shapes are variations of
octahedra; for twinned seeds already more complex shapes such as pentagonal bipyramids
or icosahedra are grown. This has been exploited in literature to grow diverse structures
such as triangles, pentagonal bipyramids, octahedra or truncated octahedrons114. Even
for nominally spherical nanoparticles commercially bought from BBI, SEM images (Figure
4.5) reveal the large variety of shapes and sizes of the nanoparticles within a single batch.
Despite the relatively mono-disperse size distribution with less than 5 % variation, the
variation in the facet size and shape is large. The trend between nanoparticle size
and facet size goes linearly as seen in Figure 4.5. Despite the linear trend, looking at
the gradient it is evident that bigger nanoparticles show a higher ratio of facet size to
nanoparticle volume. For individual nanoparticles the optical response is hardly affected
by the facet size variations. However, this is not the case for coupled nanoparticles.
Gap Modes
Faceting of the nanoparticles changes the gap morphology drastically, affecting the near
field and therefore inherently the far field. Additionally to the coupled antenna modes
another set of modes, so called “gap modes” arise due to the formation of a cavity
between the facet and the underlying mirror with specific boundary conditions (Figure
4.3). The influence of these modes on the scattering response of the NPoM system is
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highest for very narrow spaced nanoparticles and can be understood within the metal-
insulator-metal (MIM) waveguide picture115.
As the name suggests, gap modes show strong field enhancement, highly localized in
the gap region which quickly drops off away from this area. In contrast to the antenna
modes they are non-radiative. The resonance condition of the gap modes is given by
the lateral boundary conditions of the facet width. In a simplified model for spherical
nanoparticles, these modes can be described as drum-like standing waves, and calculated
analytically using Bessel-functions to give116:
λi(w,d) = λp
√
(wεd/(dξi)+ ε∞), (4.1)
where λp is the plasmon wavelength of Au (∝148 nm), ε∞ is the background permittivity,
εd is the permittivity of the gap spacer, w is the facet width, d the gap size, and
ξi = ξi+ φ is the i-th antinode of the J0(ξ ) cylindrical Bessel function, with φ = pi
the phase-shift caused by the reflection of the cavity modes at the edge of the cavity.
Just like standing waves the number of nodal points increases with increasing order
of the mode. These transverse modes depend on the lateral facet width w and show
different symmetries depicted in Figure 4.6 (a). Two types of mode symmetries can be
identified from the charge distribution in the gap: even-order and odd-order modes. The
even-order modes are centro-symmetric and and have a maximum field distribution in
the middle of the facet. The odd-order modes have a nodal-point in the centre with a
higher field distributions on the edge of the facet. The indices in (s01,s11, ..) therefore
mark the number of nodal points in the x and y direction and indicate the symmetry of
the charge distribution in the gap.
Hybridization of Gap and Antenna Modes
While these gap modes are tightly confined in the plasmonic cavity and are therefore
optically dark, they can couple to antenna modes (l1, l2, ..) which have a vertical dipole
(Figure 4.6 a), top) and a charge distribution across the entire nanoparticle115–118. The
resulting hybridized modes ( j1, j2, ..., turquoise dotted line Figure 4.6 b) form at the
crossing points of the gap modes (orange) and the antenna mode (grey dashed line)
for different facet width w. The radiative strength of the new hybridized modes ji as
a function of wavelength and facet width w is extracted by carrying out an eigenmode
analysis and depicted as dot size in Figure 4.6 (b). Hybrid modes show highest radiative
efficiency when in close proximity to the antenna modes. When close to the li modes the
antenna mode fraction is highest, whereas moving further away their character becomes
more cavity-like. Furthermore, the radiative efficiency and the in- and out-coupling
of these modes depends on the overlap of the mode pattern of both modes (l,s)66,115.
While clear anti-crossings are seen for even-order modes, which have the highest intensity
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Figure 4.6: Hybridization model of gap si j and antenna modes li (a) The nomenclature of
the different plasmonic modes is summarized in the top table. Schematic of the dipolar character of
longitudinal antenna mode l1 (top), which are bright and couple efficiently to the far field (blue arrow
shows dipole orientation). In contrast, gap modes (bottom) are tightly confined in the cavity with
field distributions showing even and odd order symmetries. The corresponding charge distribution of
the different cavity modes si j is shown at the right hand side. (b) Hybridization of cavity and antenna
modes with increasing facet size w. Analytical model is calculated for a 80 nm nanoparticle with a
0.9 nm gap size. Strong mixing of the l1-modes (gray dashed line) with the even s0i modes (solid
orange line) is seen for larger facet sizes. Where no mixing occurs for odd order modes s j j (dashed
orange lines) indicated by a crossing rather an anti-crossing of the hybridized modes (turquoise dots,
ji). Hybridization model is adapted from116.
in the centre of the facet, odd order modes with nodal points at the centre of the facet
remain unaffected, merely crossing the antenna modes. Thus, even-order modes i are
found to be bright, while odd-order modes i+1 remain dark. While the analytical model
creates a good intuition of the plasmonic cavity, boundary element simulations (BEM)
are needed to describe the full picture and predict the exact mode positions of the NPoM
construct. The influence of the nanoparticle faceting on the optical response becomes
more evident when simulating the different sets of modes with increasing facet width
w. For simplicity this is simulated by cropping off the bottom of a spherical 100 nm
nanoparticle, where the facet width is varied from 5 nm to 60 nm (Figure 4.7). To mimic
experimental data a spacer thickness of 0.9 nm is chosen with a refractive index of
1.4. Here, the spacer layer is set to be large enough so that classical electrodynamics
provides an accurate description of the optical response. The scattering map (Figure 4.7
a) shows a complicated picture containing many modes, all highly dependent on the facet
width. By gradually increasing the width of the facet, a set of transverse cavity modes is
progressively excited and hybridizes with the antenna modes (orange dotted lines indicate
the different set of modes). The individual scattering spectra for increasing facet width
(w =5 to 80 nm in steps of 5 nm, as illustrated in the b) are shown in (Figure 4.7 c).
For clarity the subsequent spectra are shifted vertically and normalized. Comparisons
between BEM simulations and the analytical model (Figure 4.7 a) blue dashed lines)
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Figure 4.7: BEM simulations of faceted NPoM (a) Simulated scattering spectra for a faceted
spherical gold NP with diameter D = 100 nm, separated from a 1 µm thick gold film by a dielectric
spacer layer (thickness d = 0.9 nm and n=1.4) as indicated by the schematic in (b). Changing the
facet width w is simulated by cropping the bottom of the nanoparticle while keeping the volume of
the nanoparticle constant. This leads to an increasing circular facet diameter w from bottom (w =
0 nm) to top (w= 50 nm). A white dashed line is overlayed indicating the resonance position of the
l1 antenna mode and blue dashed lines indicate the gap modes si j. Yellow circles mark all excited
modes to guide the eye. (c) Extracted consecutive scattering spectra with increasing circular facet
diameter w=5 to 80 in steps of 5, with the two antenna modes l1, l2 indicated in grey. For clarity
curves are shifted vertically and normalized to 1.
show that the main trends are well reproduced by using the simplified analytical model.
The dispersive character of the antenna mode l1 is extracted from the simulated BEM
data and not included in the simplified analytical model (Figure 4.6 b). In the spectral
region where the antenna and gap modes overlap, the BEM simulations confirm the anti-
crossing behavior for even-order modes and the crossing behavior without interactions for
odd-order modes. This is also reflected in the intensity profiles. The scattering intensity
and therefore the coupling to the far-field increases in the area where the gap modes
overlap with the antenna modes whereas the intensity drops off in regions far away from
the antenna mode. Here the out coupling behavior and therefore irradiation angles of
the hybridized modes are dominated by the antenna modes. Furthermore, it can be seen
that an increase in facet size initially leads to an overall red-shift of the modes for facets
from w ∼0-15 nm. At larger facets the red shifts saturate and the modes eventually
start to blue-shift for very large facets, due to the height reduction caused by cropping
the nanoparticle. The spectral position of the mixed modes therefore is determined by
the ratio of the facet width to the nanoparticle size and the symmetry, where only the
even-order gap modes contribute to the far-field scattering. The symmetry in turn is
influenced by the nanoparticle shape as well as the faceting itself, which will be discussed
in the next section.
Edge Rounding and Contact Angle
For both the analytical model and BEM simulations described so far, the faceted nanopar-
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ticle has been assumed as a perfectly spherical nanoparticle with the bottom cropped
off. This is not fully representative of these plasmonic cavities as the facet angle formed
between the nanoparticle edge and the cavity has been reported to highly influence the
field enhancement and scattering response of the cavity (Figure 4.8 a)115,119. Tserkezis
et al. 115 calculates the mode-mixing by a hybridization model which describes the inter-
action of the two modes as Coulomb coupling between the charge distributions in the
gap. Their simulations indicate that lower angles between the sidewall and the facet
bottom face are favored for larger mixing and efficient coupling to the far-field. This is
in agreement with simulations carried out with R.Chikkaraddy. Gradually transforming
a nanocube into a nanoparticle via an increase in edge rounding gives a linear blue shift
of the cavity modes s11,s02 (Figure 4.8 b). Furthermore, for large gaps the s11 mode
of the cube reaches Purcell factors up to 7x 103, while for smaller gaps d < 4 nm the
NPoM construct shows a larger ratio of field enhancement to mode volume making it
more suitable for coupling to emitters66. This clearly shows that further simulations are
needed, including edge rounding effects and facet angles to accurately describe the full
optical response of plasmonic cavities.
Figure 4.8: Influence of edge rounding (a) Interaction between l1 and si modes, expressed in terms
of the width of the produced hybridization gap, as a function of the angle α between the nanoparticle
sidewall and the facet bottom face (see inset). Colored dots for the different angles map directly
to the corresponding right-hand schematics. (b) Simulations of gradual transformation from cube
to faceted sphere showing the change of plasmonic modes and corresponging field enhancement.
Figures taken from66 and115 respectively.
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4.4 Conclusion
The nano-cavity formed in a plasmonic coupled system acts as versatile sensing plat-
form with many applications. These range from enhanced sensing and spectroscopy
for chemical identification and detection, bio-sensing, near-field optics and scanning
microscopy using metallic probe tips, to signal propagation with metal-based waveg-
uides10,40,86,87,101. All of these applications depend exquisitely on the the exact morphol-
ogy and reproducibility of the hot-spot. Therefore, reliable fabrication and an underlying
understanding of the optical response of the system are essential to design the cavity
and tailor the hot-spot. In this chapter different fabrication strategies were reviewed and
the optical response of the NPoM was discussed. In the simplest case nanoparticles are
considered perfectly spherical and the optical response is composed of coupled and single
nanoparticle modes. Taking faceting effects into account additional “gap modes” arise.
These modes are highly confined in the cavity below the nanoparticle and mix with the
antenna modes to form a new set of hybridized modes. Carrying out boundary element
simulations (BEM) simulations, the parameter space was mapped out and the crucial
influences dominating the coupling behaviour were identified. An analytical model was
introduced to create an intuitive picture and representing the key parameters. For larger
gaps (>1 nm) the field enhancement in the gap is found to drop off quickly and the
mode positions are set by the nanoparticle size and the refractive index. For smaller
gaps (<1 nm) the optical response is dominated by the gap modes. Due to the high
field confinement of these gap modes they are highly dependent on the facet morphology
forming a cavity with ultra small mode volumes (≥ 1 nm3)120 and field enhancement
up to 104.
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Coupled plasmonic structures are of great interest in the sensing community due to their
enhanced optical fields in the cavity hot spot. The high tunability and the extreme
light localization make them attractive candidates for applications in Surface enhanced
Raman Scattering (SERS), Coherent Anti-stokes Raman Scattering (CARS), active op-
toelectronics, nanochemistry and nanoscale sensing. As discussed in the previous chapter
the field enhancement stems from a set of modes that are highly dependent on the mor-
phology and structure of the nanoparticle on mirror construct. In the extreme case of
very small gaps (d≤1 nm), faceting dominates the optical response. Therefore character-
izing and controlling the nanoparticle facet is essential. However, the cavity morphology
of the NPoM construct remains hidden underneath the nanoparticle, inaccessible for
conventional characterization techniques such as Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
or Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM).
In this chapter non-invasive polarization-dependent dark-field spectroscopy is used to
map out the influence of nanoparticle faceting and asymmetries with nanometer resolu-
tion, thus accessing the concealed plasmonic cavity. Employing incident light polarized
in the azimuthal plane (xy plane parallel to the substrate) excites tightly-confined dark
cavity modes that are highly sensitive to the exact morphology of the cavity. Together
with boundary element method (BEM) simulations, the origin of these modes is revealed,
exposing the precise geometry and orientation of the facet, which otherwise is hidden un-
derneath the nanoparticle. Comparison to an analytical cavity model creates an intuitive
picture, advancing the understanding of how atomistic changes in the gap morphology
affect the optical response of plasmonic coupled systems with sub-nm separation. 1
1Simulations were carried out together with X. Zheng. Parts of this chapter have been previously
published in reference78.
CHAPTER 5. POLARIZATION
5.1 Polarization Signatures of Narrow Gap Systems
By studying plasmonic narrow gap systems with dark-field microscopy, plasmonic modes
arising in coupled nanoparticle systems can be directly monitored. These systems include
nanoparticle on surface systems117,121 or Ag and Au nanoparticle assembly of dimers and
trimers101 and even more complex structures10,122.
The wide interest in plasmon coupled structures is well reflected in the plethora of work
that has been carried out studying the influencing parameters of plasmonic coupled
systems (Figure 5.1). While the initial work was focussed on the influence of nanoparti-
Figure 5.1: Plasmonic narrow gap system. Dark-field scattering reveals large influence of (a)
nanoparticle size, (b) nanoparticle alignment and (c) gap separation on the optical response of
plasmonic narrow gap systems. (d) Polarization dependent dark-field scattering reveals further in-
formation about the symmetry of the arrangement as well as the gap itself. (e) Edge rounding and
faceting is shown to have large effects on plasmonic mode hybridization and field enhancement in
the gap. Figures taken from82,110,115,119,123–125
cle size82,117,126,127, substrates128, spacer materials and gap size110,129,130 (Figure 5.1
a,b,c), it became evident shortly after that the nanoparticle shapes131 and especially
nanoparticle faceting largely impact the optical response (Figure 5.1 e). Further refining
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advances followed analyzing the effect of edge rounding, particularly facing the enclosed
gap (Figure 5.1 e),66,115,116,119,132–135 and symmetry as well as the topology of larger
clusters91,121,122,136–142 (Figure 5.1 d). These experimental findings were accompanied
with corresponding extensive theory work15,115,125,143.
Despite wide interest in this field and significant theoretical progress, mapping the exact
morphology of plasmonic cavities remains a challenge - the NPoM cavity is inaccessi-
ble beneath the nanoparticle on top of it. Moreover, commonly used imaging methods
such as SEM and TEM that rely on accelerated electrons to image structures, damage
these constructs and change their optical signatures, thus making the analysis compli-
cated and unreproducible123. Polarization-dependent broadband dark-field spectroscopy
instead is a low cost, non-invasive characterization technique that allows the influence of
nanoparticle faceting and asymmetries to be mapped out with nanometer resolution. The
following work was carried out on the custom built polarization dark-field microscope
described in section 3.1.1. High-angle (Θ =55-65 deg.) annular excitation produces
scattered light from individual NPoMs and is collected in a cone from Θ= 0-55 degrees.
The background-free dark-field scattering is extracted by blocking the incident light with
an aperture and spectrally analysed in confocal detection. The incident light is linearly
polarized and set by a broadband grid polarizer. Using an ultra-broadband half-wave
plate in the excitation beam path (Figure 5.33.3) the linear polarization is then rotated
by φ perpendicular to the beam propagation axis. The linearly polarized light maintains
its polarization even after the high-NA objective144, resulting in s and p-polarized light
(orange, blue inset, Figure 5.3 a). When carefully aligned, the mixed p-polarized com-
ponents coming from two opposite sides of the incident annular cone cancel out due
to the out-of-phase superposition of these beams (Figure 5.3 a), blue). The remaining
constructively-superposing components are s-polarized light in the azimuthal plane (x-y
plane, for more details see below).
While in former studies unpolarized or p-polarized light was used92,118,126,129 to study the
influence of the nanoparticle size and gap spacing82,110, the following chapter demon-
strates how s-polarized dark-field scattering can be used to directly access the cav-
ity modes in the NPoM geometry. In combination with BEM simulations, s-polarized
dark-field spectroscopy can be used to identify the characteristic modes of plasmonic
structures, where a splitting in the polarization directly relates to the asymmetry of the
system. This is exploited to distinguish and map out the orientation and asymmetry of
different plasmonic constructs.
Identifying Different Nanostructures by their Polarization Signature
The typical experimental scattering response of different plasmonic structures as a func-
tion of polarization is shown in Figure 5.2, starting from simple (on the left) to more
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complicated (to the right). Schematics of the compared structures are shown in the
inset: (a) a single nanoparticle on glass, (b) a nanoparticle dimer on glass, (c) a spher-
ical nanoparticle and (d) a non-spherical nanoparticle on Au with CB[7] as a molecular
spacer layer.
The first row shows the individual normalized scattering spectra with colours represent-
Figure 5.2: Experimental dark-field scattering from plasmonic structures as a function of
linear incident polarization The first row shows the individual scattering spectra of structures
shown in the inset sketches, while second the row shows the corresponding polarization maps. No
polarization signatures are seen for the symmetrical structures in the x-y plane: (a) 80 nm Au NP on
glass, (c) spherical 80 nm Au NP on Au substrate with 0.9 nm CB spacer. By contrast, very different
polarization effects are found for asymmetric plasmonic constructs: (b) 80 nm Au NP dimer coated
with chitin on glass substrate, and (d) faceted 80 nm Au NP on Au substrate with a 0.9 nm CB
spacer layer.
ing the different polarization angles realised by rotating the linear polarizer. To visualize
the variation in peak intensities, the second row shows a polarization map, with the
colormap corresponding to the scattering intensity of the same structures shown in the
first row.
Starting at the left with a single spherical NP on glass, only a single mode around 545 nm
appears. This transverse mode has no polarization dependence in the case of a spherical
nanoparticle. In contrast, a NP dimer that has the dimer axis in the azimuthal plane
(x-y-plane) shows a strong polarization dependence for both modes91,121,141. The trans-
verse mode at 545 nm dominates the spectrum for polarization angles perpendicular to
the dimer axis, showing the same spectra as for the single nanoparticle on glass (Figure
5.2 a). The coupled mode (695 nm) reaches its maximum for polarization angles when
the E-field vector oscillates parallel to the connecting axis. Rotating the incident polar-
ization within the sample plane thus maps out the orientation of the dimer, identifying
the two main axes of the plasmonic structure.
Placing a single nanoparticle on top of a flat gold mirror results in the typical NPoM
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structure (Figure 5.2 c). Apart from the transverse mode there is evidence of two addi-
tional modes at 600 nm (quadrupolar mode) and 780 nm sx,y (first order cavity mode).
Here, the effective dimer axis is rotated by 90 degrees so that it extends in the direction
perpendicular to the sample plane (z) in contrast to the nanoparticle dimer which is
oriented parallel to the sample plane (x,y). Therefore, in the s-polarized configuration
the excitation efficiency of the coupled mode is very low. Instead, the mode at higher
wavelength corresponds to a gap mode, which will become more evident for non-spherical
particles. For a perfectly spherical nanoparticle the optical response is the same for all
polarization angles due to the symmetry in the azimuthal plane. For imperfectly spherical
nanoparticles (Figure 5.2 d) the cavity modes sx,y (700 nm and 790 nm) split according
to the two fundamental axes of the cavity, revealing the orientation and asymmetry of
the facet hidden underneath the nanoparticle. This signature is only seen for s-polarized
dark-field scattering and will be discussed in detail in the next section.
5.2 Polarization Signature of the NPoM System
More insight into the polarization dependent behavior is gained by anlyzing in detail
the different modes. In Figure 5.3 a) the two possible polarization configurations are
shown. Conventional high NA dark-field spectroscopy on NPoMs with unpolarized white
light contains p− and s− components. When focussed on to the sample the s-polarized
Figure 5.3: Polarization-dependent dark-field scattering of a 80 nm faceted Au nanoparticle
atop a 0.9 nm molecular spacer layer of CB[7] on a Au mirror (NPoM). (a) Schematic of
experimental setup with incident light within a cone at high angles. Red line in inset depicts gap
plasmon mode amplitude. Right side shows how coherent light when linear polarized transforms into
the two different polarizations in the focal plane. (b) Experimental scattering spectra of p-polarized
(gray) compared to s-polarized (black) incident light. Orthogonal polarization axes (x,y) within the
azimuthal plane (solid, dashed) show different modes. T : transverse, Q: quadrupolar, sx,y: dark
cavity modes.
light remains its E-field components oscillating in the x,y plane (Figure 5.3 a), orange).
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However, depending on the NA of the objective the E-field of the p-polarized light os-
cillates along z parallel to the NPoM axis (Figure 5.3 a), blue) and probes the vertical
antenna mode (grey line in Figure 5.3 b). This mode couples more efficiently to the
far field, resulting in larger scattering intensities that dominate the optical response for
unpolarized incident light.
Using a linear polarized laser in the excitation, the polarization is set by rotating a half-
wave plate (5.3 a, φ). In the case of an annular excitation cone (yellow ring in Figure
5.3 a), the polarization components of each side of the cone interfere in the focal plane.
The p-polarized components coming from two opposite sides of the incident annular
cone cancel out due to the out-of-phase superposition of these beams (For more de-
tails see section 3.1.1.1). The remaining constructively-superimposing components are
s-polarized in the x,y plane (Figure 5.3 a). The direction of the oscillating E-field is set
by the direction of the incident polarization (φ). Rotating the half-wave plate therefore
allows to rotate the polarization within the plane of the NPoM cavity. The scattering
response of s-polarized incident light as a function of wavelength is shown in Figure
5.3 b). There are three different modes besides the single nanoparticle transverse (T )
mode at 550 nm. The T mode remains constant for all polarization angles as expected
and therefore contains no information about the cavity morphology. The mode around
607 nm can be identified as a quadrupolar mode (Q), which was discussed in section 4.2.
Most significant are the two longer wavelength modes labelled sx,y at 787 nm and 827 nm,
which show a clear polarization dependence. A distinctively different scattering response
is found for the two perpendicular polarization axis along x and y (Figure 5.3 b), black
solid and dashed line respectively). In contrast, the p-modes show negligible polarization
dependence (Figure 5.3 b) due to their z-oriented dipole, which gives a centro-symmetric
charge distribution within the gap that is independent of the facet asymmetry. As the
p-modes radiate more efficiently to the far-field and spectrally coincide with the s-modes
this polarization signature is usually hidden underneath the coupled modes. The radia-
tive character of the modes is also reflected in a larger FWHM of the coupled modes
compared to the cavity modes (s-modes).
5.2.1 Comparison of BEM Simulations and Experimental Data
The full measured and simulated optical response as a function of polarization angle us-
ing s and p-polarized incident light is shown in Figure 5.4. The s-polarization response is
phase-shifted by 90 degrees between the two s-modes and follows a sinusoidal intensity
pattern. This polarization signature depends on the deviation from a perfectly spherical
nanoparticle (SEM image right side Figure 5.4 a, top facet marked with white dashed
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Figure 5.4: Polarization-dependent dark-field scattering of a 80 nm faceted Au nanoparticle
atop a 0.9 nm molecular spacer layer of CB[7] on a Au mirror (NPoM). (a) Experimental
dark-field scattering spectra as a function of linear polarization angle (s,p-pol input), right side:
SEM image, white dashed lines mark top facet.(b) Simulated structure: NPoM elongated along one
axis into an ellipsoid, with semi-major axes of ax=30 nm, ay = az =40 nm, and a facet width of
wy=25 nm, white dashed lines mark bottom facet.(c) Simulated dark-field scattering from NPoM
shown in (b) for p-,s-polarized light.
lines) and varies between different nanoparticle shapes. This suggests that incident light
polarized within the azimuthal plane (x,y-plane) along the nanocavity is capable of excit-
ing gap modes. While normally dark, these become radiative due to symmetry breaking.
More insight about the polarization dependent “splitting” is gained through comparing
the experimental data with BEM simulations.
Using Boundary Element Method simulations described in section 3.2.2 the influence of
faceting is analysed. The structure simulated is shown in Figure 5.4 b) and consists of a
faceted nanoparticle on top of a Au substrate with a fixed gap of 0.9 nm and εAu from4.
The faceted nanoparticle is realized by cropping of the bottom half of the nanoparti-
cle disregarding the top facet. Exciting the NPoM from an in-plane direction Φ at an
incident angle θ=55 degrees for p-/ s- polarizations, the experimental conditions were
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reproduced. While the incident angle θ was kept fixed at the angle given by the NA
of the objective, the polarization angle was changed. Rotation of the input polarization
(from 0-360 degrees) for the s-coupled annular excitation in the experiment is realized
by changing the incident direction in the simulations (Figure 5.4 b). Here, retardation
effects due to the excitation from only one side are negligible. To match the exper-
imental data in Figure 5.4 a), different nanoparticle structures were simulated tuning
the resonance positions of the modes by adjusting the nanoparticle and facet size. Best
agreement was found for a faceted sphere which is slightly elongated along one axis into
an ellipsoid, with semi-major axes of ax=30 nm, ay = az =40 nm, and a facet width of
wy=25 nm. Simulations using this geometry with p- and s-polarized light are shown in
Figure 5.4 c). The spectral map for s-polarization consists of four modes matching the
experimental mode positions well: 545 nm (T ), 580 nm (Q), 780 nm and 830 nm (sx,sy).
The characteristic quadrature polarization dependence of sx and sy modes as well as the
90 degrees phase shift is reproduced by the simulations. In contrast, the simulations for
p-polarization confirm the polarization independence of the antenna mode seen in the
experiment using unpolarized light in the excitation.
To gain a better understanding of the mode origins, the symmetry-breaking (Figure 5.5)
is explored. This is realized by changing the axis ratio of the simulated ellipsoid and the
ratio of facet size to nanoparticle volume. The simulated spectral response to s-polarized
incident light as a function of incident directions is shown in Figure 5.5 a). The two
higher wavelength peaks show an intensity maximum at Φ = 0,90, respectively. These
two peak positions for the two perpendicular incident directions (Φ = 0,90) as well as
polarizations (s,p) are extracted from the spectra as the incident angle is rotated around
the nanoparticle (Figure 5.4 b). Focusing on the modes dominated by p-polarization
one can see that distortion of the geometry has little effect on the z-polarized hybridized
antenna-cavity modes (longitudinal p-modes; grey points Figure 5.5 b), except a small
effect on the resonance position as a result of changing nanoparticle size126. Even for
highly asymmetric nanoparticles the p-modes are degenerate and show no splitting for
two incident directions (Φ = 0,90). By contrast, exciting with s-polarization for Φ=0
degrees (along x, ) and 90 degrees (along y, ) shows how the modes directly track
the facet width in the incident direction.
Fixing the height of the nanoparticle to 80 nm, but elongating the truncated sphere
along the y-direction shows that the sy mode depends most on the facet size wy (Figure
5.5 b, dark blue line). The mode position is directly correlated with the cavity width
in that polarization direction. Therefore when the facet becomes circular,the modes
sx,y are degenerate (dashed horizontal line), while the s-mode splitting becomes more
pronounced for larger asymmetries (with small effects on the Q mode at 580 nm also
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Figure 5.5: Simulations of a NPoM construct with ellipsoid semi axes ax,y, and facet widths
wx,y. (a) Simulated scattering spectra for s-polarized incidence vs azimuthal angle φ (x5 for
λ>750 nm). (b, c) Extracted peak positions (along x: blue, vertical diamond and y: turquoise
horizontal diamond) of cavity and antenna modes for (b) changing aspect ratios ax/ay of a cropped
ellipsoid on mirror with a 25 nm facet width, and (c) changing facet size of a 60 x 80 x 80 nm
cropped ellipsoid on mirror. Orange line indicates facet width in (b). Size of marker points in (b,c)
shows the amplitudes of each mode at extracted peak positions.
seen).
Increasing the faceting of the nanoparticle while keeping the facet asymmetry fixed
(Figure 5.5 c) shows that the relative splitting is preserved (light/dark blue lines) but
facet-dependent spectral splitting is seen as the facet diameter increases. Changing the
incident linear polarization for s-coupled light thus clearly accesses cavity modes along
different facet directions, where higher wavelength correspond to a longer cavity width w.
For very large facets (wx >45 nm) higher order modes appear. These modes are similarly
spectrally split. In the other limit for very small facets the cavity modes become less
pronounced while without the facet, these cavity modes are suppressed. From Figure 5.5
c) it is evident that the p-modes are polarization independent even for larger facets. The
mode position only tunes with facet size, but show now polarization splitting. Although
p-modes depend on nanoparticle size,126 gap size,110 and average facet width,133 they
are not sensitive to the exact geometry of the facet and its asymmetry.
Charge Distribution
Looking at the charge distribution of the different modes, the polarization dependence
on the incident direction becomes more evident (Figure 5.6 c). The dipolar p-mode and
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the quadrupolar Q-mode show a surface charge distribution around the entire particle.
While the dipolar mode is completely centrosymmetric the Q-mode shows a nodal plane
around the surface (bottom panels). By contrast, the sx,y modes are strongly confined to
the nanocavity gap (top panels). The modes show almost no charge distribution around
the top of the particle, emphasizing their different origin and character. As anticipated,
Figure 5.6: Comparison BEM and analytical MIM model (a) Analytical cavity model. Top: cavity
modes (gray lines solid = odd, dashed = even) and hybridized modes (grey dots) as a function of
facet width. Bottom: schematic field distribution of even and odd order cavity modes si j. (b)
Comparison of analytical model (grey) and full BEM simulations (orange points = sphere and blue
markers = ellipsoid. (c) Simulated surface charge distribution for slightly elongated ellipsoidal Au
NPoM (ax=30 nm, ay=az=40 nm) on Au substrate with 0.9 nm gap. Right panels show the two gap
confined cavity modes sx,y while left panels display radiative dipolar j1- and quadrupolar j2-modes.
sx,y directly relate the polarization splitting to the orientation of the facet modes. They
show charge separation along the two perpendicular axes of the facet for the different
incident direction.
Analytical MIM Model
The previously discussed analytical model for the MIM waveguide modes given by equa-
tion 4.1 is shown in 5.6 a). Cavity modes are depicted in grey lines (odd order s-modes
= solid, even order s-modes = dashed), while grey dots mark the hybrid modes. A direct
comparison of the BEM simulations (same parameters as before) with the MIM waveg-
uide modes (5.6 b) shows that the s-modes coincide with cavity modes. In Figure 5.6 b)
on the right hand side the dark odd modes (solid) and bright even modes (dashed) are
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shown (grey lines) super-imposed on the p-modes ( ) and s-modes ( ) of the exact
simulations for spherical nanoparticles. For the sake of completeness the modes of the
ellipsoidal nanoparticles ( and , ) are shown on the left hand side. The sphere has
degenerate s-modes which match equation 4.1 extremely well for the s-modes with order
i= 1. The even order modes (si=0) hybridize with the p-modes, forming mixed modes
that show anti-crossing as a function increasing facet size in the unpolarized scattering
response (As discussed in section 4.3). The odd order modes don’t mix and therefore re-
main dark for unpolarized dark-field scattering. However comparison with the analytical
model suggests that s-polarized light used here is capable of exciting these usually-dark
odd symmetry cavity modes. If the facet is non-circular, the spectral s-mode positions
depend on the effective nanocavity length in the direction of the optical field (the sx
mode has a shorter cavity and thus higher energy compared to the sy mode, Figure
5.6 b). The polarization-dependent mode splitting is only ever two-fold symmetric and
maximized for rectangular or elliptic facets. The much stronger out-coupling of p-modes
arises from the even-cavity mode coupling to the antenna modes, which results in hybrid
modes that anticross (dashed open circles, Figure 5.6 b) as discussed previously.115,116
In contrast, the s-modes cannot couple to the antenna mode due to their symmetry, and
are only weakly emitted.
Orientation and Eccentricity of Bottom Facet
This analysis makes it possible to explore the behaviour of many different NPoMs with
different facet morphologies and shapes. In Figure 5.7 the polarization dependent dark-
field scattering spectra of a few representative nanoparticles are shown. The particle
shape and orientation is shown in the inset obtained via SEMs on exactly the same
nanoparticles. Here it has to be noted that imaging techniques such as SEM and TEM
use accelerated high energy electrons to the sample surfaces and are therefore highly
invasive. Several studies report nanostructure damage occurring during SEM imag-
ing145,146 accompanied by changes in their optical properties. In order to maintain the
optical properties the SEM images are taken after the optical characterization. Using
a diamond cutter the sample was marked with several scratches to identify the area of
interest. Images of different magnifications were taken of the are of interest to later
match the corresponding nanoparticles and their orientation to the SEM images. The
raw polarization-dependent spectra (Figure 5.7 a) show considerable variation in re-
sponse, which is in agreement with the variety of faceted nanoparticle images obtained
from electron microscopy (Figure 5.7 a, insets). The peak maxima for the sx and sy
modes, are indicated with orange and blue arrows respectively in the polarization maps
(Figure 5.7 b). Using the same orientation of the sample these are then transferred to
incident angles in the SEM images indicating the axis of the underlying facet.
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Figure 5.7: Nanoparticle shape and faceting (a) Dark-field scattering spectra for 80 nm Au faceted
NPoMs correlated with SEM images (insets). Orange and blue arrows in SEMs indicate polarization
angle of maximum intensity for the sx and sy modes respectively. (b) Polarization maps, which
provide optical orientations (orange and blue arrows) used in (a). Dashed white lines mark the
spectral splitting, which increases with growing asymmetry (to the right).
The spectral mode separation is emphasized with white dashed lines. Strong variation
is seen at longer wavelength s-modes. In agreement with the simulations, the spectral
mode splitting increases with increasing particle asymmetry seen in the SEM images
(when reading from left to the right). For highly asymmetric particles the increased
mode splitting is accompanied by increasing scattering strengths, changing the ratio of
the scattering intensities of the T/Q-mode to the s-modes. Furthermore, the intensity
ratio of the two split modes becomes more equal, also agreeing with theory.
As a result the splitting can be used as a direct measure of the aspect ratio of the bottom
facet, with the spectral eccentricity
e=
√
1−
(
wy
wx
)2
=
√√√√1−(λ 2y −λ 2pε∞
λ 2x −λ 2pε∞
)2
. (5.1)
The extracted distribution of eccentrics en for 100 NPoMs is plotted in Figure 5.8 a).
The distribution peaks at an average eccentricity e¯ ≈ 0.5, corresponding to elongated
NPs with a facet ratio of 2:1 (Figure 5.8 b, inset). The distribution of en reveals that
virtually all NPs deviate from spheres, giving a polarization splitting.
Extracting the peak positions of the two s-modes, the average resonance position λ¯s
which corresponds to the average facet width is calculated. Displaying the variation in
mean resonance position λ¯s (Figure 5.8 b) versus the eccentricity, it becomes evident that
the facet size is positively correlated with the s-mode splitting (and therefore eccentricity
e) - larger facets are thus more asymmetric.
From BEM simulations, increasing one of the facet axis by only one atom (with atomic
spacing 0.4 nm116) leads to a spectral splitting of ∆λ=3 nm. Taking into account the
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Figure 5.8: Statistics of nanoparticle faceting and eccentricity (a) Distribution of extracted facet
eccentricity en for 100 NPs, plotted in (b) vs mean resonance position λ¯s = 0.5
[
λ (sx)+λ(sy)
]
. The
distribution peaks at an average eccentricity e¯ ∼ 0.5, corresponding to elongated NPs with a facet
ratio of 2:1.
spectral resolution of the spectrometer this in theory allows morphological changes in
the facet ratio to be tracked down to the single atom level.
Combined p- and s- polarized measurements thus allows precise description of the nano-
constructs. While p-polarized light couples to the antenna mode that is highly sensitive
to NP size and gap distance, s-polarized light is able to access detailed information
about the size and shape of the facet at the bottom of each Au nanoparticle, giving a
polarimetric plasmon ruler.
However a number of details remain puzzling. In particular, the Q-mode polarization
signature. In the experimental data the Q-mode intensity sometimes is strongest when-
ever the shortest wavelength s-mode has a scattering maxima and other times it aligns
with the longer wavelength s-mode. This is shown in Figure 5.9. While the sx,y-modes
show a consistent 90 degree phase shift the Q-mode is either in phase with the shorter
wavelength s-mode (Figure 5.9 a) or the higher s-mode (Figure 5.9 b). In simulations
however, the Q-mode only aligns spectrally with the longer wavelength s-mode (Figs.5.4
c). This consistent result shows that an extra mixing is missing in the simple analytical
cavity model. Additional factors influencing the optical response, such as orientation
and symmetry of the top facet and edge rounding of the facets, need to be included
in the model. However, the general trends and the effectiveness of the analytic model
verify the correct origin of the observed polarization splitting.
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Figure 5.9: Different alignment of the Q-mode is respect to the gap s-modes as a function
of polarization angle Polarization-dependent dark-field scattering of different 80 nm faceted Au
nanoparticle atop a 0.9 nm molecular spacer layer of CB[7] on a Au mirror (NPoM). (a) The Q-mode
aligns with the lower wavelength s-mode (orange box) and (b) with the higher wavelength s-mode
(red box)
5.3 Conclusion
In this chapter it was shown that polarization-dependent dark-field scattering can be used
for non-invasive characterization to probe metallic nano-structures at the sub-nanometer
scale. Within coupled systems this method identifies the asymmetry and orientation
of plasmonic nano-cavities, which are hidden underneath nanoparticles and which are
inaccessible to conventional imaging methods. The simulations imply that s-modes seen
in the experiment are tightly-confined odd transverse cavity modes. While usually dark
because of their symmetry, these modes become bright and can radiate into the far
field due to the rounded edges of the nanoparticle and non-normal illumination on the
flat mirror, revealing the detailed morphology of the nano-cavity. Polarization splittings
in dark-field scattering can therefore directly be related to the asymmetry of the gap
morphology. Comparing experimental results on hundreds of NPoMs to simulations and
a simple analytical MIM model reveals the origin of these plasmonic coupled modes and
demonstrates their tuneability, making them ideal candidates for ultra-sensitive plasmonic
sensing on the nanoscale. Both experiment and simulation show the dramatic influence
of the nano-cavity on the coupled system, with spectral shifts λ=3 nm from changes of
adding single atoms.
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6 Nanoparticle Tuning
Based on the different plasmonic modes of the nanoparticle on mirror construct (NPoM)
this chapter elaborates on the light-induced tuneability of plasmonic cavities. Depending
on the light intensities this tuneability can be exploited in two ways: either to actively
induce modifications of the cavity morphology or for lower light levels as a sensing
platform to characterize the cavity. In the first case intense light is used to reshape
the cavity morphology, which actively tunes the NPoM resonance wavelength. Such
experiments offer exquisite control to re-sculpture individual nanostructures in real-time.
In the second case changes of the cavity architecture and its surroundings are tracked in
an optical feedback loop. Thus, processes that involve light-induced assembly or growth
can be optically monitored, resolving changes on the atomic scale.
Exploiting the low activation energy of gold ad-atoms on the nanoparticle surface, it
is shown how blue laser irradiation can be used to re-sculpture the cavity morphology
formed in NPoM constructs and nanoparticle dimers. Comparison of different spacer
materials such as semiconducting “hard” spacers and molecular “soft” spacers, two
regimes can be identified: facet growth or conductive bridge formation. The growth of
the facet width is directly linked to spectral red-shifts in the far-field scattering, providing
information about the underlying reconstruction process. Polarization dependent dark-
field microscopy further reveals the direction of the facet growth and its uniformity. For
soft spacers conductive filaments form, bridging the nanogap between the nanoparticle
and its underlying mirror. In this regime clear spectral anti-crossings mark the different
growth stages. FDTD simulations are used to confirm the growth dynamics and extract
the bridge diameter. Finally nanoparticle dimers are used to study the reproducible
formation of such filaments 1.
1Experimental work was undertaken with J.Mertens and A. Salmon. FDTD simulations were carried
out by Angela Demetriadou. Parts of this chapterhave been published in reference72 and133
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Designing and tuning nanomaterials with tailored optical properties has potential appli-
cations in many areas, such as electronics147, communications148, metamaterials, optical
and bio sensing10, nano-imaging101,149 and energy harvesting150.
In this context one can distinguish between reversible tuning and permanent reconfigu-
ration151. Ultra-fast modification of material properties is used to switch between two
states reversibly. Information processing speeds reaching up to 10 Gbits/s152,153 make
this ideal for high throughput data processing and fast optical switches.
In contrast permanent reconfiguration of nanostructures happens on slower scales and
plays an important role in high-density data storage and sensing applications, for ex-
ample when studying processes that involve vibronic or electronic transitions. On one
hand sensing techniques such as surface enhanced raman scattering (SERS), tip en-
hanced raman scattering (TERS) and plasmon enhanced photoluminesenscence (PL)
depend exquisitely on matching transition energies of molecules or semiconductors with
the plasmonic resonance85. On the other hand, to develop nanodevices that are based
on selective modification of individual nanostructures such as optical data storage it is
essential to understand the underlying mechanisms of nanoscale reconstruction146. This
becomes especially important in cases where contactless and non-invasive characteri-
zation techniques are needed, for example nanoscopic resistive switches called “mem-
oristors”. These devices rely on the reproducible formation and rupture of conductive
filaments sealed between two electrodes. Optical characterization of the filament growth
and dissolution mechanisms offers great insight into the switching dynamics.
This chapter will mainly focus on permanent tuning of plasmonic cavities.
6.1 Laser Induced Tuning of Plasmonic Cavities
The excellent photo-thermal conversion efficiency of plasmonic nanostructures offers a
promising new route to selectively re-sculpture nano constructs harvesting light. The low
oxidation rate at high temperatures, good plasticity and low activation energy of gold
make it a good candidate for laser induced reconstruction151. Furthermore, its plasmonic
properties make gold superior to other metals. The localized nature of plasmonic heat-
ing, which is due to the confined field enhancement, allows for the precise modification
of individual nano scale features without damaging the surrounding or underlying sub-
strate147. While it has been shown that different shapes and sizes of single nanoparticles
tune the plasmon resonance over a broad spectral range, plasmonic coupled structures
are predicted to yield the highest field enhancements and tuneability with decreasing
inter-particle gap sizes21,82,133,154–156.The non-resonant lightning rod effect produces
extra enhancement and subnanometric localization of electromagnetic fields due to the
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presence of atomic-scale features at the interfaces of plasmonic gaps112. This can be
exploited to re-sculpture nanostructures with atomistic precision. In the following section
the experimental realization of such nanometric optical welding is introduced.
Experimental Realization of Nano-welding
UV-laser irradiation is realized through coupling in a 447 nm or a 403 nm CW Cube
laser (Coherent) with an additional beamsplitter in the excitation beam path of the
dark-field setup (Figure 6.1 a). The UV light coincides with interband transition of
the d-band in gold and leads to an effective light-to-heat conversion (Figure 6.1 b).
However, equal re-sculpturing behaviour can be observed using laser light below the
interband absorption (633 nm, 785 nm). Even though the UV laser is non-resonant to
the plasmon, significant field enhancement is still present due to the lightning rod effect
at curved metallic surfaces112,157.
The laser beam is expanded to fill the back aperture of the objective to focus the light
into a diffraction limited spot on the sample. The small spot size of 250 nm, enables
the irradiation of individual NPoM constructs. Dark-field scattering spectra are used to
monitor morphological changes in real time. Long-time irradiation measurements of the
order of several hours are carried out on the BX51 setup described in 3.1.2, where software
drift compensation and autofocus routines account for thermal and vibrational induced
drifts of the sample. Polarization dependent dark-field measurements are carried out
on the self-built dark-field microscope described in section 3.1.1. Here, the UV-laser is
coupled in to the detection beam path. Laser leakage is filtered out by a 500 nm longpass
filter (LP) placed in the detector arm before the spectrometer. Polarization dependent
dark-field scans before and after laser irradiation provide additional information on the
symmetry of the nanostructure as described in detail in chapter 5.
In the following, two dynamics of nanowelding are discussed for the different types
of spacer materials: hard spacer materials consisting of mono -and multilayer TMD
materials introduced in section 2.2 and organic, soft spacer materials such as CB[7] and
TPT (section 4.1.1). While both cases show active tuning during UV laser irradiation,
their growth dynamics differ substantially.
6.1.1 Hard Spacers - Facet Growth
Monolayers of WSe2 and MoS2 are incorporated into NPoM constructs using the self-
assembly method described in section 4.1.1. As robust spacer layers they prevent charge
transfer from the gold nanoparticles to the gold substrate. These materials also posses
unique electronic and optical properties. However, this will be discussed in the next
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chapter as these are not contributing to the optical tuning of the plasmonic system.
60 nm and 80 nm Au nanoparticles were used with monolayers and bilayers of WSe2 to
tune the plasmon resonance into the visible range.
Figure 6.1 shows sequential dark-field scattering spectra of a NPoM construct with a
0.7 nm monolayer of WSe2 during irradiation. Each spectra is taken after 0.5 s laser
irradiation of 0.1 mW power at the sample. The laser power and exposure time is set
sufficiently low to be able to observe tuning without damaging the nanoparticle. While
there is very little effect seen on the transverse mode (T , indication that the nanopar-
ticle remains intact), a clear red-shift of the coupled modes at 610 nm and 740 nm is
seen during irradiation. These shifts are permanent as they do not reverse when the
laser is turned off. The rate of the occurring red-shifts is highly dependent on laser
power and the nanoparticle shape. Comparison to BEM simulations and the analyti-
Figure 6.1: Optical signature showing laser induced surface migration of gold atoms. (a)
Schematic of irradiation setup using a commercial BX51 microscope. Dark-field scattering spectra
are measured simultaneously during irradiation. (b) Using a 403 nm and a 447 nm laser the interband
transition of gold are efficiently excited. (c) Subsequent dark-field scattering spectra show tuning
of the plasmonic modes as a function of irradiation time. Ad-atomic drifts of gold atoms towards
the bottom of the nanoparticle cause facet growth (schematics on the right), which red-shifts the
plasmonic modes.
cal waveguide model for faceted nanoparticles introduced in chapter 4, reveals that the
red-shift of the coupled modes with subsequent laser irradiation can be explained by
facet growth. Nanoparticles are highly faceted, which influences the spectral position
of plasmonic modes in the NPoM geometry. Mixing of tightly confined gap modes and
antenna modes leads to the formation of hybrid modes, which are extremely sensitive to
the precise gap morphology. While the gap modes are usually dark they become brighter
in the spectral region close to the antenna modes due to mixing (for more details see
section 4.3).
During laser irradiation gold atoms move towards the gap region of the NPoM, causing
the bottom facet to grow. The increased facet size changes the resonance condition of
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the gap modes. While equal red-shifts can be produced by decreasing the spacer thick-
ness this is unlikely to be the cause of the red shifts as the spacer layer remains intact
throughout the experiment. This is confirmed by unchanged surface-enhanced Raman
scattering (SERS) before and after irradiation (see Figure 7.3). Comparison with the
analytical cavity model shows the 150 nm red-shift seen in the experiment can be as-
cribed to a facet growth of ∼30 nm. Each restructuring event has its individual laser
power threshold. For laser powers significantly greater than the threshold power, the
modes quickly shift to the infra-red, too fast to be measured. For laser powers close to
the threshold power the individual rates for the hybrid modes j1, j2 vary - longer wave-
length modes tend to shift faster. However, all shifting rates decrease with increasing
irradiation time. This saturation in the shifting rates can be understood approximating
the facet as circular. The facet area scales as pi(w/2)2 suggesting a quadratic growth
rate, that slows down as more atoms are needed to increase the facet area with larger
facet width. The decrease in scattering intensity with increasing red shift of the modes
is caused by the drop off in detection efficiency in the NIR.
The exact mechanisms whether thermal, optical forces or surface energy are the dominant
driving forces of these drifts is still unclear. Yet being able to monitor these changes opti-
cally, information about the dynamics of these process can be gained. Imaging techniques
such as SEM and TEM are highly invasive, changing the optical properties completely.
Furthermore in the case of the NPoM geometry the plasmonic cavity remains hidden
underneath the nanoparticle, inaccessible for conventional imaging techniques. The drift
of surface atoms towards the bottom facet suggests optical forces and thermal forces
as the dominant driving forces as this is where highest field intensities are expected.
However due to the large loss associated with plasmonic modes, these two forces are
very difficult to separate as the high plasmonic enhancement is always accompanied with
heating. Further studies analysing the spectral shifting as a function of Laser peak power
and excitation wavelength are needed to gain more insight into the underlying driving
forces. Furthermore, using unpolarized light the directionality of the facet growth re-
mains unresolved. This information is gained by s-polarized dark-field microscopy.
Polarization Signature
The directional growth dynamics are probed by subsequent polarization scans of the
irradiated constructs. The s-polarized light accesses dark-cavity modes (s-modes) that
are highly sensitive to the symmetry and width of the bottom facet (for more details see
chapter 5), while larger facets shift the s-modes to higher wavelength, higher eccentricity
of the bottom facet leads to an increase in the s-modes splitting ( Figure 5.5 c,d).
Two typical polarization responses during irradiation are shown in Figure 6.2 a,b) (85 nm
diameter nanoparticle on top of a 0.7 nm WSe2 layer). Between each subsequent polar-
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Figure 6.2: Monitoring facet growth with subsequent polarization scans before and after
irradiation of WSe2 NPoM constructs. Polarization response reveals different growth dynamics:
(a) Symmetric facet growth or (b) asymmetric facet growth. Using the costum build dark-field
microscope the NPoM is irradiated for 10 s with 0.1 mW power (at the sample) between each
polarization scan (during irradiation the linear incident polarization is set to 45 degrees, middle panel
in b). (c) Comparison of boundary element simulations (BEM, blue diamonds) and extracted peak
positions from experimental data (round markers). Simulated cavity modes with symmetric facet
growth of a 60 x 85 x 85 nm cropped ellipsoid on mirror (along x: blue, vertical diamond and y:
turquoise horizontaldiamond). Experimental data: extracted peak positions of s-modes from (a)
(orange) and (b) (green).
ization map the NPoMs are irradiated for 10 s with a 403 nm UV laser producing laser
powers of 0.2 mW at the sample. During irradiation the polarization is set to 0 degrees
with an intensity maxima in the sx mode and a minima in the sy mode. This is due to
the drop off in intensity for longer wavelength. In order to track the sx-mode as it shifts
into the near infra-red this is set to its maximum intensity. Dashed lines (yellow,green)
are overlayed on the dark-field scattering spectra and mark the peak positions of the sx
and sy modes. Reflected in their polarization signature, the two examples in Figure 6.2
(a,b) demonstrate different facet growth dynamics: Symmetric growth, where the aspect
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ratio of the bottom facet remains unchanged and asymmetric facet growth showing an
increase in the eccentricity of the bottom facet. In the case of symmetric growth the
polarization maps show two clear split modes at 760 nm and 822 nm, corresponding
to an initial facet size of ∼21 nm (Figure 6.2 c, orange markers) and an eccentricity
e of 0.6 (see equation 5.1). Both modes tune to higher wavelength during irradiation
showing similar rates. The shifts in peak position are accompanied by a drop in peak
intensity. After 40 s of irradiation a slight increase in the splitting is observed. However,
the polarisation angle of the intensity maxima for the sx and sy remain unchanged after
irradiation, indicating that the orientation of the bottom facet is fixed.
Boundary element simulations (BEM) are carried out to extract the facet width. Best
agreement is found for a 60 x 85 x 85 nm cropped ellipsoid (inset, Figure 6.2 c). In-
creasing the facet width w but keeping the aspect ratio of the facet fixed, the relative
splitting is preserved reproducing the trend seen in the experimental data (orange mark-
ers). Comparison to BEM simulations thus confirms that the orientation and aspect ratio
of the bottom facet remains unchanged during this growth process of the facet width
from 21 nm to 32 nm. In contrast during asymmetric growth the relative splitting of the
two s-modes changes drastically. The initial mode splitting between 710 nm and 770 nm
suggests an eccentricity of 0.6. After 10 s of irradiation the subsequent peak positions
show an increased splitting of 125 nm, corresponding to an eccentricity of 0.8 (Figure
6.2 b). BEM simulations show that the increase in the mode splitting (green markers)
cannot be reproduced by symmetrical facet growth (blue solid lines). Instead changes in
the aspect ratio of the bottom facet lead to a larger mode splitting. The higher eccen-
tricity suggests an inhomogeneous facet growth which dominates in one direction. Thus,
monitoring the polarization splittings during irradiation reveals crucial information about
the plasmonic cavity hidden underneath the nanoparticle and how atoms move about on
these systems. The s-mode peak shifts and splitting ratios can be directly related to the
asymmetry of the gap morphology, revealing different facet growth dynamics.
6.1.2 Soft Spacers - Conductive Bridging
NPoM constructs with “soft” self-assembled monolayers are fabricated (for more details
see section 4.1.1) and irradiated. The subsequent dark-field scattering spectra during
irradiation are shown in a color map in Figure 6.3. To enable long term irradiation, the
measurements are carried out on the Olympus BX51 microscope with incorporated drift
compensation. A UV-laser power of 0.1 mW and an exposure time of 0.5 s were used.
Initial red-shifts of the modes suggest an early facet growth (bottom of Figure 6.3 a,b).
This stage is then abruptly ended by a sudden blue shift after 50 min. Over the time
of irradiation several further blue shifts occur. Each shift starts in the infra-red and
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Figure 6.3: Irradiation of a typical NPoM construct with 1,1’,4’,1”-terphenyl-4-thiol (TPT)
as “soft spacer” (a) subsequent dark-field scattering spectra of the NPoM system as a function
of laser irradiation using a commercial BX51 microscope. White dashed lines highlight the different
modes Bn. The cavity modes kn calculated from the analytical cavity model introduced in section
4.3 are marked with grey dashed lines. (b) Finite-difference time domain simulations reproducing the
experimental conditions with increasing bridge diameter depicted in (c). The simulated scattering
spectra corresponds to a NPoM with a facet width w=51 nm and a conductive bridge forming at the
centre of the cavity with bridge diameter b. (c) Schematic of the conductive bridge formation. Curves
show mode intensity distributions in the center of the gap. The corresponding spectral positions of
are marked with open circles in (b).
shifts towards visible wavelengths revealing several anti-crossings. White dashed lines
are overlayed on the image to guide the eye, indicating the different emerging modes Bn.
This sudden transition can be understood from FDTD simulations. The rapid blue
shifts are reproduced by introducing a conductive bridge in the plasmonic cavity which
electronically shorts the gap (Figure 6.3 c). The experimental data is matched by
simulating an 80 nm nanoparticle with an increasing facet of w=40 nm to w=50 nm
in the non-conductive regime. The sharp anti-crossings in the conductive regime are
simulated by a steadily growing bridge diameter b in the centre of the bottom facet.
The bridge formation not only leads to a charge transfer between the nanoparticle and
the underlying mirror, but also modifies the cavity modes.
Four distinct modes B0−3 can be identified in the experimental data and simulations.
Each of the modes shows a clear blue shift with increasing bridge diameter. The transition
of each mode to the next displays an anti-crossing indicating mixing of the different
modes.
The anti-crossing can be understood within a perturbed analytical cavity model (for
more detail see section 4.3). The new facet length Lg is given by the shortened cavity
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formed between the edge of the facet and the bridge: Lg= (w−b)/2. The corresponding
resonance conditions Lg = mλm/2 and therefore resonance wavelength is:
λm =
w−b
m+ϕ/(2pi)
(6.1)
with m=0,1,2... being the order of the groove modes and ϕ a phase factor to account
for the different boundary condition at the edge and the bridge in the middle of the
facet. Using the MIM waveguide dispersion km = 2pi/λm, the corresponding energies
of the groove modes can be calculated and solving the eigenvalue problem EΨ = vΨ
(E: coupling matrix of cavity and antenna modes, Ψ: eigenvector, v: eigenenergies of
the system) the hybrid mode energies v are extracted. The new predicted hybrid modes
B0−3 are plotted on top of the full simulations with white solid lines (Figure 6.3 b). The
width of the plotted hybrid groove modes corresponds to their radiative component (due
to coupling to the antenna mode). Dashed grey and white lines in Figure 6.3 a,b) corre-
spond to the cavity modes km and the antenna mode respectively. The analytical model
captures well the blue shifts and subsequent anti-crossings caused by the reduction of
the cavity length with increasing bridge diameter.
Different nanoparticle-on-mirror constructs display different laser power thresholds initi-
ating surface migration of gold atoms. However, the process itself is very reliable: the
growth mechanisms always starts with an initial red-shift indicating facet growth fol-
lowed by the transition to the conductive regime, which is marked by rapid blue shifts.
As soon as the laser is turned off the process stops and the conductive bridges remain
stable until the laser is turned back on again. Once the threshold laser power is reached,
a large variety of bridging events can be observed. The transitioning speed as well as
the final bridge diameter show little consistency when the laser power is left constant at
the threshold power. To gain further control over the growth dynamics the influence of
the laser power is studied.
6.1.2.1 Power Dependent Growth Dynamics
More insight into the dynamics during conductive bridging is gained by employing higher
light levels and faster integration times. Linear power series were carried out on the
custom built dark-field setup described in section 3.1.1. Here, linear polarized light in
the excitation yields s-polarized light with the E-field oscillating parallel to the sample
plane. In this configuration plasmonic dimers are preferred over NPoM constructs for two
reasons: Firstly, the connection axis of the dimers lies in plane (in contrast to the NPoM
geometry, where it lies along the z axis). This allows the use of polarization scans to
distinguish between monomers, dimers and aggregates and to map out the orientation of
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the dimer (Figure 5.2). Secondly, nanoparticle dimers on glass slides reduce the influence
of heating the metallic substrate. Using UV laser irradiation the interband transitions of
gold are resonantly pumped. Therefore, the absorption of the gold substrate has a large
influence o the re-sculpturing dynamics during irradiation.
Fabrication of nanoparticle dimers
The dimers are fabricated in solution. Here 20 µ l CB[7] stock solution is added to 250
µ l of 80 nm BBI gold nanoparticle solution to start the aggregation. The aggregation is
monitored via extinction spectroscopy (Figure 6.4) and stopped after 9 s by adding 10
µ l agrose, which freezes the aggregation. This is confirmed in the extinction spectrum.
Instead of a broad red-shifting shoulder that appears in the case of larger growing ag-
gregates the dimer peak does not shift further over time. The solution is then drop-cast
on a glass cover slip.
Figure 6.4: Nanoparticle Dimer Fabrication with CB aggregation. (a) Extinction spectra of gold
aggregating nanoparticles in solution. During aggregation the single nanoparticle peak at 530 nm
drops and an additional shoulder arises, shifting towards higher wavelength indicating larger aggre-
gates. (b) Extinction spectra of stopped aggregation. The mode position of the dimer peak is
preserved over time.
This method yields ∼ 30% dimers with a reliable gap of 0.9 nm. To distinguish between
single nanoparticles and dimers, polarization scans are carried out158. The typical po-
larization signature of a 80 nm nanoparticle dimer is shown in (Figure 6.5 a), with a
sinusoidal scattering response depending on incident polarization angle.
The optical response of plasmonic dimers and the NPoM geometry are approximately
interchangeable, with equivalent field enhancement in the enclosed gap (Figure 4.3).
However, there are some differences in the cavity morphology. From studies summarized
in section 4.3 it is evident that the edge rounding at the cavity facet can modify the op-
tical response drastically66,115. For the NPoM system the edge rounding of the bottom
facet facing the substrate dominates the scattering response. The plasmonic dimer cavity
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is formed by two facets roughly facing each other125. For narrow gap systems d ≤1 nm
the different alignment of the dimer facets may lead to higher spatial confinement of the
electrical field and an alteration of charge screening in the gap region123.
Laser Irradiation of Dimers
A representative example of an irradiated nanoparticle dimer is shown in Figure 6.5. The
laser power is ramped from 0 to 2 mW in steps of 25 µW at the sample (Figure 6.5 b).
Dark-field scattering spectra are recorded simultaneously, with a long pass filter to block
out the laser light. Spectra are taken with an integration time of 100 ms.
Overall, the reconstruction process of the nanoparticle dimer shows a large resemblance
to the previously discussed NPoM construct. For low laser powers an initial red shift of
the dimer mode is seen, typical for facet growth (Figure 6.5 b: Stage I). The response of
this mode first increases as the facet starts growing and then decreases for larger facets.
At higher laser powers the red shift rate starts to slow down and is followed by a rapid blue
shift at a laser power threshold (Stage II). Depending on the individual dimer multiple
blue shifts progressively occur during stage II. The number of blue shifting modes largely
depends on the final facet size as well as the precise morphology of the gap. A similar
anti-crossing behavior as described in section 6.1.2 marks the different phases of the
conductive bridging159,160. The bridging modes all show comparably narrow linewidths
and low scattering strength, suggesting lower coupling efficiencies to the far-field, and
tight confinement.
The final irradiation stage (Stage III) is accompanied by the appearance of a high
intensity mode approaching from the far infra-red region. This mode increases in intensity
as it shifts towards visible wavelengths. Reaching the spectral region close to the initial
dimer mode the mode slows down and finally stops shifting all together. Higher laser
powers do not initiate further blue or red shifts. Instead, the system remains rather
stable at a final wavelength λ f . At this stage the bridge diameter b reaches diameters
on the order of the facet width w. Irradiating many different nanoparticles gives a very
consistent behaviour. In contrast to constant laser power irradiation, the slow increase
in power shows very reproducible trends suggesting a type of annealing process during
irradiation. The growth always starts with an initial facet growth during stage I where
it is followed by multiple rapid blue shifts in stage II. The final stage III is initiated
with a single mode shifting into the visible region from the infra-red. This mode gains
intensity as it reaches its final position, which is always close to the initial dimer mode
position, where it stabilizes despite increasing laser power. The three most common
irradiation occurrences are shown in the different rows in Figure 6.6. The first row
shows bridged dimers with a single anti-crossing and the final stage is reached at laser
powers of 0.25 mW. The second row illustrates irradiated dimers with two blue-shifting
modes and a slightly higher final laser power threshold of of 0.30 mW. The last row
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Figure 6.5: Irradiation of a typical nanoparticle dimer with CB[7] as “soft spacer” (a) Po-
larization dependent dark-field scattering spectra revealing the orientation of the dimer axis. (b)
Subsequent dark-field scattering spectra during irradiation as a function of laser power shown to the
right. (c) Schematic illustration of growth stages (I, II and III) during irradiation. All experimental
data was collected using the costum build dark-field microscope.
shows the extreme cases of many simultaneous blue and red-shifts, and here the final
stage is not reached until approaching laser powers of almost 0.50 mW.
Extracting the dimer mode positions, the correlation between the final wavelength λ f
at which the system stabilizes and the initial wavelength λ f is illustrated in Figure 6.7.
Apart from minor variations, the final mode position either coincides precisely with the
initial wavelength or remains slightly on the red side of λi. As demonstrated by the linear
slope, larger starting wavelength yield equally larger final wavelengths (Figure 6.7). The
termination of the growth dynamics suggests that a final equilibrium state is reached,
where further re-construction is energetically unfavourable.
In contrast to dimers in the non-touching regime, where the charge is accumulated
in the gap, for bridged dimers the charges pile up within the anti wedge formed at the
junction. Romero et al. show that wider wedge angles and therefore smoother junctions
are found to cause an increase in linewidth and blue shift of the dimer mode111. In this
configuration the wedge is assumed as smooth (rounded). However, the curvature of the
cusp and therefore rounding effects as well as the sharpness of the edges are expected
to highly impact the spectral response. As shown in125 the rounding of the cusp leads
to a read-shift in the spectral response. The experimental data suggests that the final
mode position of the irradiated dimer highly depends on its initial state. However, the
final spectral response is not only determined by the ratio of the nanoparticle diameter
to the final facet width w, which limits the bridge diameter b but also by the wedge
angle β and the roundness of the junction. Here, three different scenarios offer plausible
explanation of the underlying mechanism (Figure 6.8). Assuming a constant gap distance
g fixed by the molecular spacer (0.9 nm for CB[7]) and a given nanoparticle size the
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Figure 6.6: Typical examples of irradiated nanoparticle dimers. Subsequent dark-field scattering
spectra of the nanoparticle dimer system as a function of laser irradiation, shown at the left hand
side. Most common irradiation signatures: (a) a single blue shift initiating the conductive bridging
at a laser power of 25 mW (b) two rapid blue-shift ending in the final stage III at ∼0.3 mW and (c)
multiple spectral shifts terminated at a laser power of 50 mW.
initial wavelength λi is determined by the facet width to nanoparticle diameter ratio
d/w. Larger facet sizes yield a red-shifted spectral response (Figure 6.8 a). This trend is
further complicated when considering unequal facet sizes or facets facing each other with
an angle rather than plan parallel123. Here the mode position is given by an effective
facet width as a combination of both facets123. During irradiation the marooned bridge
diameter b is given by the irradiation time. If the bridge always only grows to a certain
diameter until reaching the final state - normally less than facet width - than the final
wavelength position λ f is determined by wedge angle β of the the marooned bridge in
the middle. In the case of larger facets (Figure 6.8 a) the wedge angle β is small as
the ratio of b/w 1 and the bridge is highly marooned. In contrast for smaller facet
diameters (smaller λi) the bridge fills the entire gap b/w∼ 1 yielding larger wedge angles
that shift the finale wavelength λ f to the blue (Figure 6.8 b). The wedge angle is even
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Figure 6.7: Extracted dimer mode positions. (a) Final equilibrium dimer mode position λ f as
a function of initial resonance wavelength λi. Black dashed line marks the diagonal λ f= λi. The
increase in scattering amplitude is reflected in the marker color. (b) Schematic of the dominant
parameters determining the final equilibrium dimer mode position: a combination of the facet size
w, the subsequent bridge diameter b and wedge angle defined by the rounding parameter s at the
dimer junction
further increased for asymmetric dimers such as non-parallel facets facing each other,
nanoparticle with an offset in respect to the dimer axis or a facet facing an edge (Figure
6.8 c). Thus, larger facets with larger λi yield smaller wedge angles β with larger λ f and
smaller facets or asymmetric dimers with smaller λi yield larger β with smaller λ f .
Figure 6.8: Growth mechanisms Schematic of the dominant parameters determining the final equi-
librium dimer mode position: a combination of the facet size w, the subsequent bridge diameter b
and wedge angle β at the dimer junction. (a) Large initial facets yield small wedge angle β at the
dimer junction with λi and λ f red-shifted. (b) Small initial facets yield large β as the bridge fills the
entire facet with λi and λ f blue-shifted. (c) Asymmetric facets either with facets facing each other
non-parallel or and edge facing a facet yield larg β .
However, to identify the exact growth dynamics and assign the observed spectral shifts
to a theoretical model, further investigation is needed. In particular the studying the
power dynamics with nanoparticle size and gap distance is crucial in understanding the
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underlying driving forces. Furthermore, exploiting the plasmon enhancement resonant
tuning is expected to be very promising.
6.2 Conclusion
In the persuit of ever increasing field enhancement, plasmonic cavities are slowly reach-
ing the quantum regime with sub-nm gaps where local effects and tunnelling play an
important role. Using laser-induced tuning to modify and monitor plasmonic cavities
in a feedback loop two regimes were identified as the gap closes: the non-conductive
regime and the conductive bridging regime. In the first regime hard spacer materials
are used to prevent contact between the nanoparticle and the substrate, limiting the
growth dynamics to facet growth. Increasing the facet width allows active tuning of the
optical cavity modes accompanied by large field enhancements and small mode volumes.
Polarization dependent dark-field scattering is used to identify the facet eccentricity and
monitor the growth uniformity during irradiation. In contrast soft spacers materials are
penetrable and allow the formation and growth of thin conductive filaments shorting
the gap. In this case the optical response changes drastically and the field enhance-
ment in the gap region drops off dramatically as conductive bridges form in the centre
of the facet, expelling the field to the edges of the facet133. Changes in the optical
response can be understood within the metal-insulator-metal waveguide model, where
the geometrical change in the the groove cavity length determines the new resonance
positions. Using nanoparticle dimers as a model system, consistent growth dynamics as
a function of laser power are found. The growth process is initialized by a facet growth
stage accompanied by red shifts, while at a second stage this process is overpowered
by the formation of a conductive bridge in the gap region. Finally it terminates in an
equilibrium state determined by a combination of the facet size, the subsequent bridge
diameter and wedge angle at the dimer junction. This provides new information on the
surface tension and wetting of noble metals on the nanoscale.
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7 Room Temperature Plasmonic
Strong-Coupling of WSe2
Placing an emitter in a cavity can lead to either enhancement or suppression of light-
matter interactions. In the weak-coupling regime this is readily exploited to enhance
emission from single emitters21,26,31,33,161–166 but more pronounced effects emerge in
the strong-coupling regime, where new mixed states are formed that are highly entangled
and give rise to attractive quantum phenomena, such as polariton lasing, Bose-Einstein
condensation and all-optical low power switching58,167–173. So far all of these phenom-
ena are restricted to cryogenic temperatures. However, 2D materials offer a realistic
perspective for exciton devices at room temperature.
While previous chapters mainly discussed the plasmonic aspect of nano-cavities formed
by the NPoM construct, this chapter shows a promising example of incorporating Tran-
sition Metal Dichalcogenide (TMD) materials in plasmonic cavities to achieve room-
temperature strong coupling.
A brief overview on current state of the art examples of room-temperature strong-
coupling reviews key requirements in that regime. Furthermore, the unique properties
of TMD materials and their stable excitons at room temperature with high oscillator
strength are discussed.
After summarising the assembly of WSe2 NPoM constructs, it is shown how ultra violet
(UV) laser irradiation is used to carefully tune the plasmonic modes of the nano-cavity
and allow for optimal coupling of the emitters to the cavity. Simulating the different
field distributions in the plasmonic cavities and employing different numbers of TMD lay-
ers, the importance of emitter alignment is explored. Incorporating WSe2 multilayers of
greater than NL =7 layers, clear spectral anti-crossings are resolved with Rabi-splittings
exceeding 135 meV. Analysing the power dependent photoluminescence (PL) emission
of the bare TMD flakes compared to strongly coupled flakes clearly indicates non-linear
emission 1.
1Parts of this chapter have been previously published in reference72.Simulations were carried out
by Rohit Chikkaraddy, PL measurements were carried out together with Will Deacon and AFM
measurements with Dean Kos
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7.1 Reaching the Strong-Coupling Regime
As described in section 2.1.3.3, in the strong coupling regime light and matter becomes
strongly entangled and new states are formed. These states can neither be described
as light or matter, but mixed states, where the energy oscillates continuously between
both systems. In this regime coherent phenomena play an important role, giving rise to
attractive new physics, such as stimulated emission, gain and polariton lasing31. Fur-
thermore, it allows the exploration of Bose-Einstein condensation168,174 which opens up
the route to quantum information technologies and allows one to modify the electro-
magnetic environment of an emitter.
In order to reach the strong coupling regime, the light-matter coupling needs to over-
Figure 7.1: Figure of merit to reach the strong coupling regime (a) Different optical cavities
(right to left: NPoM, micropillars, phonotic crystals, microdisks and whispering gallery spheres) are
ranked according to their quality factor Q and effective mode volume V/Vλ . The dark blue corner
at the bottom left side indicates the regime where the mode volume is small enough to reach strong
coupling at room temperatures (orange area). Purcell enhancement factors P are indicated with
dashed lines. (b) Typical field enhancement (top) of a NPoM cavity construct depicted schematically
in the bottom with WSe2 incorporated in the cavity. Adapted and modified from21
come the losses of the system. If this is the case then the energy between the cavity and
the emitter can cycle back and forth, before being lost due to non-radiative channels
of the emitter or leakage of the cavity. The losses due to the emitter dissipation γ are
highly temperature dependent and can therefore be reduced at low temperatures. The
losses of the cavity κ can be reduced by increasing the quality factor Q. For cryogenic
temperatures, the emitter scattering is suppressed and high-quality dielectric cavities are
used to boost interaction times and enhance coupling strengths (Figure 7.1 blue area).
High Q ∝ κ−1-values, typically requires the use of large cavities such as photonic crys-
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tals, microcavities or even whispering gallery modes (Figure 7.1 inset). In these systems,
the volume of interaction is large and involves the coupling of many emitters at the
same time. Conventional solid state materials such as GaAs, CdTe show Rabi-splittings
of the order of 1-10 meV at 10K174, whereas Bose-Einstein condensation in GaN and
ZnO was shown to work at room temperature. On the other hand, most traditional
III-V GaAs-based heterostructures posses excitons that ionize at 300K and are therefore
only feasible at cryogenic temperatures. The development of realistic excitonic devices
functioning at room temperature is highly desirable175 and requires materials with stable
excitons, where exciton binding energies are on the order of thermal energies: Eb ≥ kbT .
The recently emerged group of two-dimensional (2D) van der Waals materials with ex-
citon binding energies as high as 500 meV50 are extremely promising candidates. They
have attracted a lot of attention during the past decade, due to their unique electronic,
mechanical, optical and thermal properties, which are described in more detail in sec-
tion 2.2,. Vertically-stacked, atomically thin semiconductor TMDs, such as MoS2 and
WSe2 have strong excitons in the visible and near-infrared (near-IR) with spin-selective
excitation into K,K′ valleys176,177, where the spin-selective properties are expected to
add valley-controlled functionalities to the strong coupling regime178.
Furthermore, drastic changes in their properties are expected with increasing number
of stacked layers45,46,52. A well documented example is the transition from a direct
bandgap in MoS2 and WSe2, producing strong exciton PL to an indirect bandgap where
the PL is suppressed as soon as NL ≥ 149,51. It is therefore expected that layers must
be spaced separately rather than using multi stacks (for instance with hBN179) to retain
efficient emission, increasing the cavity volumes and reducing their Rabi coupling. The
following section gives a brief overview of the latest developments using 2D materials to
achieve room temperature excitonic devices, and addresses the different challenges to
overcome.
7.2 Strong Coupling with 2D Atomic Crystals
First promising examples exploring TMDs to achieve strong coupling used optical res-
onators based on dielectric or metal mirrors. These are mostly assisted by cryogenic cool-
ing of monolayer samples161,179 where splittings are resolved on the order of E ≥ kBT .
The use of optical microcavities involves complicated setups which are inherently limited
by the diffraction limit, thus resulting in mode volumes on the order of optical wave-
length (with minimum volume Vmin ≈ (λ/n)3 and refractive index n). Therefore, they
couple to many excitons at the same time, requiring very high quality van der Waals
monolayers with little disorder. However, at room temperature, spectral line splitting is
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barely resolved and on the order of thermal energies180–183.
Using plasmonic cavities, splittings greater than 100 meV are necessary to exceed the
plasmon damping of approximately 90 meV at room temperature. To significantly im-
prove light-matter interactions, cavities with very low mode volumes are needed as
g ∝ 1/
√
V .
At the same time reducing the size of the cavity to the nanoscale leads to an increase
in the electrical field strength, which is expected to result in enhanced light-matter in-
teractions, with strong nonlinearities, large photon forces and enhanced emission and
absorption probabilities171,172.
Room Temperature Strong-Coupling Using Plasmonic Cavities
The prospect of ultra-small mode volumes, way below the diffraction limit and high
field enhancement of plasmonic cavities as well as the unique properties of TMDs have
triggered interest in plasmon-exciton coupling in 2D materials. Very recent examples of
room temperature strong coupling with 2D monolayers are shown in Figure 7.2. Using
single plasmonic nanoparticles such as triangles184 and rods185,186, Rabi-splittings of
101 meV were achieved. In the case of silver nanorods185 the field is polarized along the
axis of the rod, allowing for parallel alignment of the emitter dipole and field orientation.
In that configuration, mode volumes of around 1.92×103 nm3 can be achieved, still
coupling to many emitters. However, changing the aspect ratio of the rods reduces the
mode volume to 230 nm3 185, allowing the selective coupling to ∼5 excitons185.
Despite major advances in the field of plasmonic strong coupling, clear proof of reaching
the strong coupling regime is still highly debated. A dip in the scattering spectra is not
enough to confidently identify the strong coupling regime. In fact, other effects such
as exciton induced transparency and absorption may show similar features187.A clear
indication of the strong coupling regime is the anti-crossing of the spectra lines with
detuning of the exciton and cavity resonance. Since the excitons in molecules or semi-
conductors have specific resonances, the cavity resonance needs to be actively tuned
to show anti-crossings and allow for optimal coupling. Having the means to actively
tune the plasmonic cavity system without complex fabrication processes thus is highly
desirable188.
While microcavities can easily be tuned by changing the incident angle or cavity length,
this is challenging at the nanoscale. For example single nanoparticle structures have
precise resonances according to their size, shape and dielectric environment as discussed
in detail in section 2.1.2.4. Therefore, changing the plasmon resonance involves chang-
ing the actual nanostructure and is fabrication intensive. Once the fabrication step
is terminated, the plasmon resonance is fixed in most cases and cannot be tuned in-
situ. Different attempts showing the emission properties with different detunings of the
plasmon and emitter resonance require cycling back and forth between fabrication and
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Figure 7.2: Examples of monolayer TMD strong coupling using plasmonic field enhancement
(a) Detuning of plasmon-exciton strong coupling in plasmonic lattices using angle resolved reflectance
measurements at 77 K. (b) Nanorods with different aspect ratios to show plasmon-exciton dispersion,
achieving Rabi-splitting up to 91 meV at room temperature. (c) Observation of tunable charged
exciton polaritons with temperature using silver nanoprisms. (d) Dielectric tuning of plasmon-exciton
dispersion using Al2O3 coated silver nanorods. Figures taken from183–186 respectively
characterization186. Coating silver nanorods with different layers of Al2O3 and therefore
changing the dielectric environment, Zheng et al. demonstrate tuning of the plasmon
resonance up to 90nm (Figure 7.2 d). However, this process is very time consuming and
relies on relocating the same nanostructure. It also does not allow in-situ active detuning
of the system. Similar to that approach Wen et al. 185 used gold nanorods with different
aspect ratios to show the characteristic anti-crossing signature of the strongly coupled
system. This involves many different nanoparticles, which may vary in size and aspect
ratio and therefore are hard to compare. The different aspect ratio changes the modes
and the related mode volume making this approach less comparable. An alternative
is provided by plasmonic lattices. Liu et al.183 demonstrated strong exciton-plasmon
coupling in silver nanodisk arrays with an integrated layer of MoS2 (Figure 7.2 a). The
use of a plasmonic array allows them to tune the plasmon resonance by changing the
incident angle. Nonetheless, the use of a plasmonic array leads to the excitation of lat-
tice resonances that couple to localized surface plasmon resonances and therefore lead
to inhomogeneous broadening as well as very large mode volumes. For many of the
key features in the quantum limit, small numbers of coupled emitters are needed and
therefore small mode volumes are preferred.
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To push the boundaries of plasmon-exciton interactions to the single-emitter level usu-
ally complex nanostructures with fabrication expensive architectures are needed162. In
that case plasmonic coupled structures are very promising21 due to their scalable small
mode volumes as well as their controlled fabrication using electron-beam lithography.
Furthermore, they allow polarization selective coupling to the emitter placed in the gap.
Nonetheless the limiting factors here remain high fabrication costs and precision as de-
scribed in detail in section 4.1. A simple alternative is give by the NPoM plasmonic
cavities which can be easily fabricated using self-assembly.
In previous work Chikkaraddy et al. showed that using the nanoparticle on mirror system,
mode volumes as small as 40 nm3 can be achieved and in the extreme case of picocavities
even 1 nm3. By overcoming the typical losses of a scattering emitter at room temper-
ature (kbT) strong coupling down to the single-molecule level was resolved21. In this
regime, excitons with oscillator strength f give Rabi splitting ΩR ∝
√
( f NLn/λ 3). How-
ever, in such extreme plasmonic cavities the resonant optical field is typically polarised
perpendicularly to the layer plane110,116 and hence poorly coupled to the TMD exciton
dipole oriented in-plane189 (see below). This suggests that strong coupling of TMDs in
plasmonic cavities is problematic, in comparison to systems with dipoles oriented out-
of-plane163,190–192. Therefore, for a successful assembly of plasmonic TMD devices, the
field alignment as well as the emitter orientation has to be carefully considered.
7.3 Fabrication and Characterization of WSe2 NPoM
constructs
In the following section the fabrication of the NPoM constructs will be briefly summa-
rized. The exact structure of the sample is characterized by AFM and Raman spec-
troscopy. Dark-field microscopy in combination with simulations are used to analyse the
individual NPoM constructs.
Fabrication of WSe2 incorporated NPoM constructs
The self-assembled plasmonic cavities are fabricated on multilayer flakes of WSe2 as de-
scribed in section 3.3.3. The latter were fabricated by Evgeny Alexeev at the University
of Sheffield. Using bulk crystals, single and multilayer flakes of WSe2 were exfoliated
onto a silicon substrate and then transferred onto template-stripped Au substrates. To
ensure the detection of individual constructs and to prevent cross-talk between the indi-
vidual NPoM systems, nanoparticles are assembled with a low density with spacings of
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Figure 7.3: Surface-enhanced Raman spectrum of mulitlayers of WSe2 The orange and blue line
show the SERS spectra of bare WSe2 flakes on gold substrate and incorporated in a NPoM construct
respectively. The inset shows the characteristic vibrational modes at 250 and 257 cm−1 depicted on
the right-hand side. Pump laser at 633nm with laser power of 24µW and focussed to a spot size of
≈1.2 µm
>5 µm separating them. A major difficulty of the fabrication of plasmonic nanocavities
with WSe2 is the reliable control of the structure. While thicker multilayer flakes can be
easily identified using optical brightfield microscopy (Figure 7.5) thinner flakes NL ≤ 3
are transparent in the visible and therefore hard to locate on the sample. To ensure
the presence of WSe2 in the plasmonic nanocavities surface-enhanced Raman scattering
(SERS) measurements were carried out. The power of the 633nm CW laser was atten-
uated to ≤24 µW at the sample to prevent damage. In agreement with literature51, 2
peaks at 250 cm−1 and 257cm−1 corresponding to the E12g and A1g vibrational modes
(Figure 7.3 b) can be identified. The Raman modes are drastically enhanced when in-
corporated in the NPoM cavity due to the field enhancement (orange). Estimating the
laser spot size as 1.2µm and the plasmonic cavity volume as 40nm3, suggests a local
field enhancement of 5000 in comparison to the bare flake (blue).
A second problem presented is related to the initial tuning of the different plasmon
modes in nanometre-scale gap cavities. While smaller gaps d between the nanoparticle
and its underlying mirror result in tighter plasmonic confinement (V ∝ d2D for nanopar-
ticles of diameter D), they also lead to a detuning of the cavity mode and the exciton
red-tuning rapidly to the infrared. This problem has been known for cube nanoparticle
geometries coupled to semiconductor quantum dots33 or MoS2 38. To tune the modes
to the visible range, gaps d of the of order 10 nm were used.
Here, the gap size is balanced with the TMD refractive index and spherical nanoparticles
of different diameters are used to achieve optimal strong coupling conditions. There-
fore, in order to match the plasmon resonance of the coupled system to the exciton
resonance of the WSe2, different nanoparticle sizes varying from D=60-100 nm were
drop-cast onto the flakes. As discussed in section 4.3, the coupled plasmon resonance
shifts to higher wavelength and faceting effects become more important with increasing
nanoparticle size. For NPoMs with a size of D=100nm, the dominant coupled plasmon
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resonance λp in the system is beyond 700 nm (Figure 7.4 c); resonances at shorter wave-
lengths correspond to transverse and quadrupole modes with weaker field confinement
and enhancements126.
Figure 7.4: Optical signature of single and multilayer WSe2 embedded in plasmonic nanocav-
ities (a,b) Schematic of nanoparticle-on-mirror cavity encapsulating WSe2 flakes for NL=1,8. (c,d)
Dark-field scattering spectrum of individual NPoMs showing a single plasmon peak for NL=1, but
a mode splitting due to strong coupling for multilayer NL=12, reproduced by FDTD simulations
(dashed line). (e,f) Simulated field distributions E(x,z) for two plasmon coupled modes (s02,s11) at
λ=780 nm with high refractive index material (dashed, n=2.8) in the 10 nm gap. Angles of incidence
55 degrees (left) and 0 degree (right); red-blue colour-scale shows field enhancements of ±30 |E0|.
Characterization of WSe2 NPoM Constructs
The optical response of the coupled system is measured by dark-field spectroscopy. In
the case of a single monolayer incorporated in the nanocavities, field enhancements up
to |E|/|E0| ≈ 70 should yield Purcell factors sufficient to produce strong coupling, which
should result in a mode splitting in the characteristic cavity mode182.
However, scattering spectra of MoS2 or WSe2 monolayers in such nanogaps, exhibit only
a single mode around 800 nm indicating weak coupling and enhanced photoluminescence
(Figure 7.8 top, 7.4 c). In contrast, incorporating thicker WSe2 flakes (Figure 7.7
bottom, 7.4 d), results in a clear mode splitting suggesting strong coupling. The splitting
of both peaks ω+ and ω− exceeds 140 meV in agreement with FTDT simulations (grey
dashed line). Carrying out atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurement (Figure7.5 e)
the thickness of the flake was determined as 10 nm which corresponds to NL = 12 WSe2
layers. The difference in the emission characteristic can also be seen in the dark-field
image. While the nanoparticles on the flake appear as red dots in Figure7.5 c) arising
from infrared plasmonic modes, the NPoM constructs off the flake appear green due to
the coupled modes of very small gaps. The small gap is caused by the ∼ 1nm citrate
layer that surrounds the nanoparticles to prevent their aggregation. The refractive index
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Figure 7.5: WSe2 stack properties (a) Experimental (top) and simulated (bottom) Reflectivity of
multilayer flake shown in (b), with A and B exciton indicated by orange dashed line. The multilayer
stack is deposited on a gold substrate and the measurements are carried out away from the nanopar-
ticles. Dark-field (b), Bright-field (c), and AFM (d) images of multilayer WSe2 stack with 10 µm
scale bar (solid white line). AFM height profile of flake edge (white dashed line) gives d=10±0.4
nm, corresponding to 12 layers.
of the WSe2 flake can be extracted by bright-field reflectivity spectra. These spectra
show two minima (Figure 7.5 a) that correspond to the A and B excitons at 761 nm
and 605 nm respectively51,176,177,193,194. The appearance of these peaks at ambient
temperatures confirms the room temperature stability of the excitons due to their large
exciton binding energies. The high absorption below 600 nm is explained by interband
transitions of the Au substrate, as well as the much larger C-exciton TMD absorption.
Bandstructure transition of WSe2
Many TMDs undergo a transition from direct to indirect band gaps when increasing the
number of layers from single to multi layer systems51. When increasing the number
of layers, changes in the band structure (Figure 7.6 a) lead to competing relaxation
processes. The change in band structure with number of layers is indicated with orange
and blue bands for the multilayer and monolayer case respectively. The direct band gap
transition in a monolayer takes place at the edge of the Brillouin zone at the degenerate
K, K points (blue arrow). With increasing layer numbers, the blue-shift of the valence
band at the Γ-point results in additional competing indirect transitions, arising from
intervalley scattering across Λ - Γ and phonon-assisted transitions across K -Γ. Several
factors affect the ratio of direct to indirect transitions and the band structure of TMDs
can be engineered by temperature51,195 or strain60,196. Strain and temperature increase
the interlayer spacing and decrease the interlayer interactions due to thermal expansion,
which dominates along the out-of-plane c-axis.176,177. For high temperatures (∼ 300K)
this leads to an isolation of the individual layers and reduces the coupling of each layer
in the stack51, therefore increasing the direct transition.
Furthermore, the direct and indirect transition are well separated from each other due
to the large blue-shift of the transition at the Γ- point to lower energies.51. The K - K’
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Figure 7.6: Emission properties of WSe2 stack (a) Transition of mono- (blue) to multilayer (orange)
of WSe2 band structure. Competing indirect transition Λ - Γ and K -Γ appear for NL ≥2 (orange
arrows). (b) Power-dependent Photoemission (PL,Input power ranges from 0-30 µWµ m(− 2) in
steps of 2.5 µW) at room temperature of the multilayer stack (brown) and NPoM (purple). Vertical
lines mark the A exciton absorption peak (black) and polariton peaks (purple). (c) Scattering and
PL spectra on the same NPoM, the dashed line marks the exciton absorption peak. (d) Scaling of
integrated emission intensity with pump power for polaritons in NPoM (orange curve) (background
subtracted) and excitons in multilayer on Au substrate (grey). Error bars result from power fluctua-
tions and spatial drifts. The purple shading indicates the nonlinear emission regime. Figure modified
from197
transition requires an energy of 1.63 eV, while the Γ-K transition energy is significantly
lower (1.4 eV). In the case of the bare flake this leads to an increase in the broad phonon
assisted emission and a decrease of the direct A exciton emission with number of layers
as shown by Zhao et al.51. Nonetheless, tuning the plasmon mode into resonance with
the direct A exciton allows the selective enhancement of the K- K recombination rates,
rebalancing the branching ratios. The large Purcell enhancement in the plasmonic cav-
ity decreases the A exciton lifetime below its undressed radiative recombination time of
approximately 200fs198. As a result the A excitons emit before carriers can be scattered
into the Γ,Λ valleys by phonon-assisted intervalley relaxation which typically occur on
time scales of 30 fs at 300K198.
Emission Properties of WSe2 NPoM Constructs
The presence of emission from the direct transition is confirmed by looking at the PL of
the bare flake compared to the emission when the flake is incorporated in the plasmonic
cavity (Figure 7.6b). The PL is measured using a tuneable Titanium-doped Sapphire
laser in combination with an optical parametric oscillator (OPO), which allows the tuning
of the pump wavelength (for details see199). In order to avoid pumping the interband
transitions of the Au substrate, the wavelength is tuned to 633 nm. This is achieved
by two band pass filters that cut out the incident light before a grating monochromator
used as a spectrometer. Very low powers (∼nJ) are used to prevent laser damage on
the sample.
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The PL of the bare WSe2 film with different laser power is shown in blue (Figure 7.6).
In comparison, emission of the WSe2 NPoM construct (after subtracting background
emission from the surrounding film) is shifted to longer wavelengths. This becomes even
more evident when comparing the PL with the DF scattering spectra of the same NPoM
(Figure 7.6 c). The PL peak matches the the lower polariton energy visible in the DF
scattering at 785 nm. As typical for strongly coupled systems, less emission is seen from
the upper polariton branch, indicating a fast energy relaxation. When taking the relative
emission strength on and off the NPoM into account, the PL enhancements exceeds a
factor of 100, indicating the speedup of emission compared to non-radiative scattering
(see FDTD simulations below). This confirms that the Purcell enhancement decreases
the A exciton lifetime so that the re-emission from the A exciton happens before phonon
scattering. A further indication is the shift of the NPoM PL to higher wavelength where
the polariton emission is expected. Neither exciton nor polariton lines are observed to
spectrally shift with increasing laser power. However, light intensities of the NPoM in-
creases superlinearly, compared to the linear increase of the surrounding multilayer film
(Figure 7.6 b), which provides a first indication of nonlinear polariton effects (Figure
7.6 d). The intensity saturation seen at higher powers has been previously attributed to
exciton-exciton Auger processes177.
It should be noted that the photoluminescence yield in such gaps is also enhanced off-
resonance, while on resonance the yield increases up to a factor of 5. This becomes more
evident when tuning the cavity system, which will be discussed in section 7.4. Further-
more, coupling efficiencies vary between the bulk emission and the flakes incorporated in
the NPoM depending on the excitation angle. Coupling the laser through the centre of
the objective results in low angle excitation which is polarized parallel to the substrate,
which favours coupling to the bare flake. Therefore, for optimal coupling to the NPoM
construct, high angles with laser polarization along the z axis are required.
7.4 Active Tuning and Evidence of Strong-Coupling
To characterize the reliability of the system, dark-field scattering of many individual
NPoM constructs with NL=12 layers of WSe2 as a spacer material are measured (Figure
7.7 c). The typical double-peaked spectral features with a characteristic dip at the
position of the A exciton is consistently present in all normalised scattering spectra,
although changes in the morphology of the individual nanoparticles cause fluctuations in
the peak height ratios due to variation in facet size as well as nanoparticle size41. The
absence of Fano-like lineshapes, which would indicate exciton induced transparency and
absorption, corroborate the strong coupling regime200. By contrast, WSe2 monolayer
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Figure 7.7: Signature of strong coupling in individual NPoM constructs (a) Schematic of white-
light dark-field scattering and (b) PL/irradiation setups. (c) Normalized dark-field scattering spectra
of individual NPoM constructs each with WSe2 stack of NL=12 monolayers. The black dashed line
shows the A exciton position. (d,e) Laser-induced tuning of NPoM plasmon resonance via growth of
lower facet, mapping out the anti-crossing around A exciton. (e) Hybrid plasmon-exciton branches
(plexcitons, ω±) with Rabi-spitting of ΩR=137meV. Blue dots correspond to extracted experimental
values and orange to coupled oscillator model.
constructs (NL=1), with a scaled total oscillator strength and cavity volume, no such
double-peaked spectra (Figure 7.4 c).
To unambiguously prove the strong coupling regime, the dispersive nature of the hybrid
states need to be demonstrated. In the strongly coupled case, a clear anti-crossing of
spectral lines with detuning is expected, while a crossing of spectral lines indicates the
weak coupling regime. This detuning has been achieved by studying different NPoM
geometries185. However, to demonstrate the anti-crossing for a single strongly coupled
system, active control of the plasmonic cavity is needed to tune in-situ across resonance
with the A exciton. To this end a blue 448 nm CW laser of 0.1 mW is used to irradiate
the NPoM (see section 6 for details). This increases the mobility of gold atoms at
the nanoparticle surface which move towards the bottom facet. The induced growth
of the bottom facet red-shifts the plasmon resonance, ωp, as previously studied133.
As a robust spacer, the WSe2 layers prevent any conductive bridging effects from NPs
onto the bottom mirror, which has been observed for molecular spacers (see section
6 for more details). During the experiment the intactness of the NPoM constructs is
verified by SERS and DF scattering spectra. When tuning the plasmon resonance over
the A exciton, a clear anti-crossing is seen (Figure 7.7 d,e). Fitting a semi-classical
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coupled oscillator model to the experimental data (as described in section 2.1.3), gives
the simplified Jaynes Cummings picture21,31 and tracks the plasmon resonance ωp:
2ω± = (ωp+ωxA)±
√
(Ω2R+δ 2), (7.1)
where δ =ωp−ωxA is the detuning and ΩR the Rabi frequency. Each plasmon resonance
position (black dashed line) is extracted from the two peak positions. The exciton
energy is indicated with a black dashed line. At the point of zero detuning, a Rabi
splitting ΩR of 137meV is extracted from the two hybrid plexciton branches. The Rabi
splitting is found to be consistent for all NPoM systems on the same WSe2 flake, where
the cavity volume and oscillator strength are constant. Furthermore, the semi-classical
oscillator model (orange, Figure 7.7c) shows good agreement with the experimental
results (blue). Extracting the emitter losses γx=25 meV and cavity κ=90 meV from
reflectivity measurements and dark-field scattering it is evident that for larger NL the
required strong coupling condition of ΩR > (γx+ κ)/2 is fulfilled31 . In comparison,
Figure 7.8 (top) shows the detuning of a NPoM construct formed by a bilayer of WSe2
where the strong coupling condition is not met. When incorporating monolayers and
bilayers of WSe2, larger NPs are used to match the plasmon resonance with the exciton.
While a clear enhancement can be seen when the plasmon resonance coincides with the
A exciton, there is no peak splitting in contrast to strongly coupled constructs formed
by 12 monolayes of WSe2 (Figure 7.8, bottom).
7.5 FDTD Simulations
Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations (described in section 3.2.1) were car-
ried out with Rohit Chicarraddy to calculate the plasmonic modes and their mode volume
V as well as the Purcell Factor:
FP = 3/(4pi2)(λ0/n)3Q/V. (7.2)
It should be noted that the refractive index n of TMDs is highly anisotropic in-plane and
out-of-plane due to their layered structure which affects the plasmon modes of the cavity
system (as discussed in section 4.3). The large out-of-plane refractive index nz=2.8,193
red-shifts the lowest l1 mode to λ ≈ 800 nm even for large 10 nm gaps (Figure7.9 b). To
characterize the NPoM cavity, the scattering response of the construct with multilayers
of WSe2 is simulated. The simulations are calculated for non-resonant n, neglecting
the two exciton contribution. The result depicted in Figure 7.9 b) shows two different
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Figure 7.8: Weak coupling vs. strong coupling regime Tuning the plasmon resonance via laser-
induced growth of the lower NPoM facet allows mapping out the dispersive nature of the coupled
system. (a) Individual scattering spectra with increasing irradiation time showing a single peak in
the weakly coupled case (top) and a split peak for the strong coupling regime (bottom, reproduced
from Figure 7.7 ). (b) corresponding tuning map with A exciton line indicated (white dashed line)
polarisation selection rules for high angles (z, s02) and normal incidence (x, s11). The
calculated near-field of these modes is shown in Figure 7.4 e,f) respectively.
Exciton Coherence Diameter and Mode Coupling
In 2D materials excitons are spatially more delocalized in comparison to excitons in
molecules21 which can be treated as point dipole emitters. In the former case the
symmetry of the optical field plays a crucial role in the light-emitter coupling. The
exciton coherence diameter dc is given by201:
dc = 8h¯
√
pi
M∆
(7.3)
with the total exciton mass M = m∗e +m∗h = 0.63me 202 and the exciton homogeneous
spectral linewidth at room temperature ∆=40 meV198 which results in dc = 24 nm for
WSe2. Considering the coherence diameter and the field distribution of the s11 mode
(Figure 7.9 b), inset), it becomes evident that s11 is suppressed. Dipoles at distances
smaller than 24 nm apart would be driven with opposite phase within the same excitation
as the s11 mode has a nodal point in the middle and the phase of the electric field
changes from plus to minus. However, the s02 mode shows no nodal point in the near-
field; therefore, excitons within the coherence diameter are driven with the same phase.
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Figure 7.9: Quantum efficiency and coupling strength as function of layer number. (a)
Effective refractive index n+ iκ of 12 layers WSe2. (b) FDTD simulations of the scattering cross
section (solid lines) and Purcell factors (dashed) for optical fields along normal (z, red) and in-
plane (x, blue) directions. (c) Quantum efficiency (solid lines) and field enhancement (dashed) vs
number of monolayers, when keeping s02, s11 tuned to A exciton by changing the NP diameter.
(d) Analytically calculated z-dipole strength (in Debye) of exciton with increasing NL for different
interlayer coupling lengths δ (solid line 5 nm, dashed 2 nm and 8 nm), maximum dipole contribution
is 20% of total exciton strength. (d) Calculated number of excitons within the mode volume. (e)
Measured dark-field scattering spectra for NPoMs for different numbers NL showing clear splittings
for NL ≥7 (different number of layers shown in BF images to the right). (f) Rabi splitting for NPoMs
containing different numbers of WSe2 layers, with fit to model (orange line, see text) depending on
exciton interlayer coupling length δ . Black circles are the measured plasmon linewidths (NPoM size
changed to retain exciton resonance). The strong coupling regime is shaded orange.
Thus, despite its field orientation along z the s02 mode is dominating the interaction with
the delocalized excitons due to its symmetry.This is further underlined by the calculated
Purcell factor plotted in the same graph (Figure 7.9). The large Purcell factor of FP ∝
2000 near 800 nm confirms sufficient reduction of the K,K′ exciton liftimes, thus strong
coupling can occur before intra-valley scattering takes place. However, this is not the case
for the s11 mode. The Ex field strength aligned to the dominant in-plane exciton193 dipole
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orientation are insufficient to retrieve strong coupling. This suggest that the excitons
in multi layers have an out-of-plane component coupling to the s02 mode. The exciton
dipole strength along z can be estimated by taking into account dipole-dipole interactions
in multi layers and using the in-plane refractive index nx(λ )(which is constrained by fitting
the reflectivity of the flake away from NPoMs). The resulting z dipole strength is on the
order of 25% of the in-plane component and therefore sufficiently large to reach strong-
coupling (Figure 7.9 d). The occurrence of such multilayer-induced mixing can have
different origins and has previously been reported using polarisation-dependent in-plane
and out-of-plane reflectivity and scattering measurements193,203,204. In that context the
good agreement of the measured SERS phonon lines with the literature suggests that
stress-induced mixing can be ruled out since the lines remain unshifted.
7.6 Layer Dependence and Coupling Efficiency
The lack of strong coupling for monolayers suggests that several factors favour strong
coupling in plasmonic cavities for thicker flakes. To gain insight in the optimal number
of layers to achieve strong coupling in the NPoM configuration, the quantum efficiency
and the field enhancement for different number of layers is calculated (Figure 7.9 c).
The plasmon resonance is tuned by reducing the nanoparticle size to match the exci-
ton resonance for fewer WSe2 layers. Although fewer layers yield a higher quantum
efficiency smaller nanoparticles result in smaller field enhancement. Thus, the optimal
number of WSe2 layers is a trade-off and depends on the largest field strength that can
be obtained while tuning the lowest plasmon mode into exciton resonance (Figure 7.9
c). This is confirmed experimentally by drop casting larger NPs on thicker multilayers
with larger gap sizes, which increases the radiative coupling and the plasmon linewidth
κ (grey circles, Figure 7.9 f). Figure 7.9 e,f) show that the Rabi splitting for thicker
WSe2 layers increases, while a clear splitting is only resolved for layers NL ≥5 (Figure 7.9
e). For larger plasmon linewidths, the strong coupling threshold increases, resulting in a
restricted region (orange, Figure 7.9 f), where strong coupling is possible. Considering
interlayer dipole-dipole coupling an increasing out-of-plane exciton dipole contribution
from µz= 0 to 20% can be calculated. When allowing for different vertical coupling
distances in multilayers, best agreement with the experimental data is found for delocal-
ized excitons with interlayer coupling distances of 5 nm (solid line, Figure 7.9 f). This
corresponds to typical 3D Bohr radii while the 2D exciton in plane radius is expected to
be on the order of 1.5 nm.
In the limit of the monolayer it becomes evident that the exciton dipole is entirely in-
plane. As a result, they do not couple with the plasmon cavity as the field-enhancement
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is for out of plane (Ez). This is not the case for plasmon lattice modes or single nanopar-
ticle rods, which have plasmonic modes allowing for coupling to Ex 183. However, these
modes are less confined and have much larger mode volumes, thus they require coupling
to many excitons.
Another reason preventing strong coupling for monolayers NPoM constructs is the char-
acter of the plasmonic modes. Smaller gaps realized by single monolayers typically have
the fundamental plasmon resonance shifted beyond the exciton into the IR. On the other
hand, the higher-order plasmon modes in the visible range possess oscillatory fields in the
gap that cannot couple to the delocalised exciton because of destructive interference.
This can be counteracted by incorporating monolayers in other materials such as hexag-
onal boron nitride (hBN). These sandwiched layers form wider plasmon gaps and tune
the lowest-energy plasmon back to the exciton resonance38. However, in that case the
larger cavity volume needs to contain enough exciton oscillator strength to reach strong
coupling. For WSe2 constructs of NL=7, the exciton Bohr radius indicates there are
only 5 non-overlapping excitons (Figure 7.9 d), indicating exciting prospects for exciton
nonlinearities. The extreme confinement within the plasmonic cavity here, thus offers a
promising system for nonlinear devices.
7.7 Conclusion
In this chapter the latest progress of room temperature plasmonic resonators in the
strong coupling regime was summarized. Using WSe2 NPoM constructs it was suc-
cessfully shown how ultra-compact plasmonic resonators in combination with TMDs are
capable of reaching the strong coupling regime at room temperature with Rabi-splittings
exceeding ΩR > 140 meV. Three parameters have been proven to be crucial:
• The coherence size of the delocalized exciton compared to the plasmonic mode
typically prohibits coupling to higher order oscillatory modes.
• With increasing layer thickness the out-of-plane exciton dipole component in-
creases by 25% compared to the monolayer case where this is purely in-plane
oriented.
• Careful choice of nanoparticle size and UV laser irradiation enable tuning of the
plasmon resonance for optimal coupling with different number of layers, and proves
the dispersive nature of the hybrid system.
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The optimal number of WSe2 layers depends on the largest field strength that can
be obtained while tuning the lowest plasmon mode into exciton resonance. Despite
the indirect transition in multilayers, a drastic Purcell enhancement from the plasmonic
cavity is found, which dominates over carrier scattering and phonon-driven intervalley
transfer rates. Finally, the simple tuneability of the NPoM geometry allows for optimal
coupling in extremely compact cavities with ultrasmall mode volumes.
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8 Summary and Outlook
In conclusion, this thesis discusses the fundamental properties of plasmonic cavities
formed by the nanoparticle on mirror (NPoM) geometry. The construct consists of a
nanoparticle placed on a metal mirror with a sub-nanometer spacer layer in between.
Coupling of the nanoparticle to induced image charges in the underlying gold mirror
creates a plasmonic dimer-like structure with a cavity enclosed in the gap.
As part of this thesis a polarization dark-field microscope has been developed to probe
plasmonic nanostructures with atomistic resolution and in real time. The influence of
cavity morphology, surrounding environment and spacer material were investigated exper-
imentally. Full automation and variable dark-field configurations were used to determine
the correlation of faceting and eccentricity to the optical response of the NPoM system.
It was found that spherical nanoparticles are highly faceted, which determines the scat-
tering behaviour for narrow gaps (<1 nm). Comparing the findings to boundary element
simulations (BEM) two sets of plasmonic modes were identified: tightly confined cavity
modes and radiative antenna modes. Mixing of these modes leads to a complex inter-
play of cavity morphology and plasmonic coupling that shape the optical response of the
system. Investigating many NPoMs as a function of incident polarization, a splitting in
the spectral response was correlated with the eccentricity and orientation of the nano-
cavity. While usually hidden under the nanoparticle and inaccessible for conventional,
invasive imaging techniques such as SEM and TEM, polarization dependent dark-field
scattering demonstrates a dramatic sensitivity to the cavity morphology with spectral
shifts of λ=3 nm resulting from morphological changes in the order of a single atom.
Based upon the high sensitivity to atomic scale modifications of the cavity morphol-
ogy, non-reversible, light-induced reconstruction was demonstrated and monitored in
real-time. Ultraviolet (UV) laser irradiation was used to mobilize gold atoms on the
nanoparticle surface which re-shape the plasmonic cavity. Studying different spacer ma-
terials, experimentally and theoretically, two regimes were identified: a regime of facet
growth, which is typically seen for “hard spacers”, such as WSe2 and a conductive bridg-
ing regime, which occurs for molecular “soft spacers” such as CB[7] and TPT. For hard
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spacers the cavity and spacer material remain intact during irradiation. Solely the growth
of the bottom facets results in a red-shift of the plasmonic modes. In contrast, conduc-
tive filaments penetrate the soft spacers during irradiation, which shorts the gap. These
conductive bridges are accompanied by rapid blue shifts in the spectral response of the
NPoM construct marking the different stages for bridging. Laser power series show that
the bridging dynamics are highly dependent on incident power. However, the final state
is determined by the equilibrium wedge angle at the cusp between the bridge and the
facet edge.
In the last part the drastic field enhancement (up to 104) in combination with the small
mode volumes (as small as 40 nm3) of plasmonic cavities are exploited to boost light-
matter interaction at the nanoscale. Combining the high sensitivity and tuneability of
the NPoM cavity it was successfully demonstrated how ultra-compact plasmonic res-
onators with sandwiched stacks of atomically thin WSe2 layers are capable of reaching
the strong coupling regime at room temperature. Tuning the plasmon resonance over
the A exciton resonance of WSe2 reveals the dispersive nature of the hybrid states with
the characteristic anti-crossing and a Rabi-splittings exceeding ΩR > 140 meV. Despite
the expected indirect transition in multilayers of WSe2, it was found that the dras-
tic Purcell enhancement of the plasmonic cavity dominates over carrier scattering and
phonon-driven intervalley transfers.
The ability to control and enhance light-matter interaction on the nanoscale holds ex-
citing new perspectives. The large field enhancement in combination with small mode
volumes render the NPoM an ideal platform to study chemistry and quantum phenomena
at the single molecule and emitter level21. In particular tracking redox reactions in real
time and shedding light on the complex mechanisms of catalytic reactions shows great
potential. Here, the combination with 2D materials, where defects in the sheets are
known to act as active sites48,205 would allow the creation of a controlled environment
for “nanoreactors”.
Furthermore, apart from their excellent catalytic properties atomically thin materials offer
unique optical properties and stable excitons at room temperature that require further
investigation. The ability to selectively enhance direct transitions even for multilayer
stacks offers great opportunities for realistic excitonic devices and the possibility to
investigate quantum phenomena at room temperature. Electrically gating the NPoM
cavity206 using 2D materials as gap material as well as electrodes exploits their great
conductive properties as well as exciton transport in nanophotonic systems28. Another
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exciting future direction is the promise of highly non-linear optical properties predicted at
those scales. Non-linear processes such as SHG, four-wave mixing and photon-blockade
are promoted by large field enhancement and likely to exhibit even more interesting
behaviour in the strongly coupled regime. Finally, the combination of chiral plasmonics
and spin-valley dynamics of TMDs is an interesting recipe for a nanophotonic platform
transferring solid-state spin into optical information178.
The tuneability and high responsivity of the NPoM system render it a sensitive platform
to track nanometric changes with atomistic resolution and in real-time. Furthermore,
the ability to manipulate nano-objects selectively and tune their optical properties hold
great promise. For example, resonantly reshaping individual nanostructures by a tunable
incident laser, could enable self-controlled reshaping, where the process is terminated as
soon as the plasmon resonance is shifted out of resonance. Another promising example
would be polarization selective growth that facilitates directional reshaping of plasmonic
nanostructures. Furthermore, initial results have shown a reversible switching behaviour
during UV-laser irradiation on very fast time scales (>40MHz) showing great potential
for all-optical switches.
However, many questions encountered during my PhD have remained unanswered and
require further attention in the pursuit of promising future directions. To selectively
manipulate nano-objects it is crucial to understand and disentangle the contributions of
various forces acting at such small length scales. This is complicated by the fact that
strong electromagnetic fields not only lead to optical forces, but can also cause strong
thermal forces. Furthermore, van-der-Waals forces and surface charges, as well as the
gold binding to the linker molecules, play an important role at these scales. At strongly
bonded interfaces, sufficient hybridization of atomic orbitals exists to permit carrier
delocalization and therefore charge transfer across the interface63. This is not the case
for materials interacting solely through van-der-Waals forces like 2D materials, where
the atomic and molecular orbitals on the surface and edges are completely saturated,
and thus the orbitals at the interface do not undergo hybridization. Understanding and
controlling the complicated landscape of charges and forces acting on those scales with
different spacer materials evolved will be the challenge and joy of future PhD students.
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